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Abstract
At the heart of So Much Water is twenty-six year old Elizabeth, a woman who
is searching for her father and herself. The novel explores the inevitability of heredity
as Elizabeth tries to come to grips with the truth of her mother’s eighteen-year-old
murder and her father’s role in the crime. Elizabeth drives from Ohio where she has
lived since the murder to Connecticut where the crime took place. The story is told
through a limited omniscient narrator who focuses on Elizabeth and her father, Colin.
Interrupting the main narrative are four journal entries from Elizabeth’s mother and a
final entry from Elizabeth herself.
There are things in people’s lives they feel they should have control over.
They plan. They organize their lives. They take precautions and proceed carefully.
The world, however, is beyond their intentions. Only after reconciling this
discrepancy can characters, including Elizabeth, continue living.
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July 29, 1973
Found out today I ’m pregnant. Ten weeks at least said the doctor with the itchy
hands— always scratching his head, his chin, one hand then the other. I laughed at
him. Called him Mr.Itchy. He put out his congratulations and smiled. I ’m silly
sometimes. All excited

tohear him speak it, all giddy as he told me in that m

tone, "It looks like you ’re about ten weeks along, Mrs. Graves. ” And I laughed at
him, at his posture, at his itchy scratching hands. And I laughed because I had
already known.
I had known as it happened. I knew when Colin tensed, those tiny ripples in
the small o f his back, his electricity under my fingers. He was so uneasy about the
new way we were joined, so worried it would be over too quickly. I love that
bravado, love his efforts. I wanted to tell him then,

him what Ifound out today but

knew then. Together in our sweet sheets the first real heat filling the room, the sea air
pushing the fins o f the idle fan in the window. Our last night in the cabin fo r weeks.
Renting to the tourists— summers camping out. I wanted to tell him but I knew h e ’d
pull away. I knew he d leave me, tense, and do that

push up thing above me— so

concerned about crushing me when i t ’s what I want. I wanted to

him but I

whispered I love you into the scent o f his neck— sweat and earth, my little digger, my
garden grower— knowing what I knew, knowing today would come, knowing the
doctor would say it and Colin would accept it and welcome it and then start to worry.

Section One
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I

The first thing that frightened her about the nursing home was the vast
inevitability of it. The disinfectant smell of death. The process of caring for these
people became one of slow embalmment of the living. Preparing their bodies for the
transformation from person to corpse. From living flesh to a collection of inert tissues
and bulk.
Through an open door she glimpsed translucent skin and the startling blue of
veins just below the surface. Transfixed with a sickening sense of self recognition,
Elizabeth stared at the inner workings of this woman, laid out like a breathing cadaver,
crystal eyes wide to the white ceiling, mouth open to the ammonia air. Elizabeth
hurried down the hall, eyes down, watching the blotchy reflections of florescent lights
on the tiled floors, the world coming through along the edges: shiny spoked wheels,
withered feet and toes, bruised skin, jaundice. Nothing about these people seemed
normal: their pigments, their odors, their broken shapes.
Birds with broken wings. The unfeathery thunk of a robin or cardinal
mistaking the reflection on her grandmother’s picture window for the continuation of
the world. She would arrange a tiny nest of tom newspapers while her grandmother
ripped small pieces of Wonder Bread and mashed them into a pan of milk warming on
the stove. The rusty cage propped on the kitchen table on a pile of newspapers. The
eye dropper readied with the thickening gruel. The first time, when she was 9, newly
arrived in Ohio, she was excited, full of delicate energy as she watched her
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grandmother squeeze the liquid into the bird’s beak. She waited anxiously for signs of
rejuvenation but the young robin, splotches of white on its burnt orange breast,
remained listless, unable even to rise to its feet.
The bird took all night to die. Twice it threw out one wing and paddled itself
in a tight circle dragging its limp tail through the slime of its own feces. Elizabeth had
grown afraid, a fear she felt again in the nursing home, faced with the futile struggle.
She wished she had had the resolve to kill the bird, to snap its neck clean or return it to
the grasses at the foot of the soybean field where at least it would have been rid of her
and her grandmother.
And as she walked the hallway, the waiting for death all around her she
realized her grandmother had done the same thing here. Room one one nine. The sign
read like something at a zoo, Jacquelyn Schnieder— 87. Inside the bed was empty
and neatly made, the only shock of color a faded patchwork quilt folded at the foot of
the bed. In the comer, lit by the blaze of light through the window was the diminutive
figure of her great aunt, dwarfed by the high back of the wooden chair. Her aunt
looked like a child in the chair, feet stretching to reach the floor.
Elizabeth cleared her throat. Her aunt tilted her head a bit but did not turn
around. Elizabeth shuffled closer and coughed loudly. Her aunt’s head swiveled,
lolling as a balloon on a string. Her mouth twisted to one side. Her shoulders curved
inward, her blouse pulled tight across the concavity between her shoulders, hiding any
trace of her once ample chest.
“I’m not hungry,” Jackie said, a smile spreading across her bony face.
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“I’m not here to feed you, Aunt Jackie,” Elizabeth said as she pulled a chair
closer and sat next to her aunt, the light from the window unbearably bright. She
squinted. Outside was a pond, wide in front and tapered to a stream in the distance.
Two ducks floated close to the middle; one flicked its head as if shaking off water. In
the short marsh grass at the edge dark shapes hopped. Elizabeth could feel her aunt
staring at her. She nibbled at her chapped bottom lip, lightly biting through layers of
skin. Outside, the sparrows played. Last time her aunt had thought she was one of the
nurses. Elizabeth waited, hoping for some clue to where her aunt was, what past she
was reliving.
“Who are you?” her aunt asked.
“It’s Elizabeth. I’m Elizabeth.”
“Helen’s daughter?”
“Right.”
“No... no you can’t be,” she said smiling, “Helen’s little girl is fat.”
In the window, stuck somewhere in the in-between worlds inside and out,
Elizabeth saw her own face. At least she told herself the reflection was her. The
narrow nose and long curls lit almost bronze in the light, curls she insisted were not
blond but light brown. Yet her great aunt’s certainty defined her more than her own
reflection: Helen

’slittle girl is fat. She was fourteen again, the neighbor boy

following her home from the bus stop chanting, more cushion fo r the pushing. His
hand grabbing her, shaming her. Running, her books clutched tight to her breast,
crying to her grandmother, unable to tell her what had happened. Who was she? Was
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she this face in the window or the double chinned girl of fourteen? She still felt
chubby, even now, though she had grown three inches and lost twenty pounds the
summer before high school. She couldn’t see herself any other way.
And that first week in high school, that first week so conscious of her new
form, she felt boys staring at her. Her grandmother told her to stand up straight, but
she slouched as soon as she was on the bus. She hunched her shoulders and held her
notebooks tight to her, her arms crossed low in front of her as if by this hugging she
could shrink herself from their gazes. She was still unsure why they stared. She
waited for the ridicule.
Then the end of that first week standing at her locker sliding books into the top
shelf she felt someone come up behind her. She turned around, knocking the locker
closed with her knee. He had smiled as she crouched to rub her knee. “Hey,” he had
said. He was a sophomore. She wasn’t sure he knew her name. His was Rick; he
played football. She remembered the conversation like it had happened yesterday, its
contents still replayed over and over again between them, remembering their long ago
selves.
“Hey,” he had said again, running his hand through his hair, tugging at the
length in back that trailed out behind his helmet in the games.
She stood up, leaning into the wall of lockers behind her, knees bent. He
stepped closer. “Elizabeth, right?”
She nodded.
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“No one calls you Beth?” She shook her head— no one had called her Beth
since she was eight, since her father.
“You got a boyfriend?”
“No,” she finally managed to say.
“Oh,” he had said, “that’s good.” That exchange had started their relationship
which had moved through high school and into first his college days at Ohio State and
then hers the next year at Denison. They weathered everything but a four months
stretch her sophomore year of college when he had failed out at State. And now ten
years later they were here: Rick at their German Village apartment on the couch with a
swollen disk and Elizabeth in the nursing home trying to find the courage to tell her
great aunt that her sister, Elizabeth’s grandmother, the only coherent family member
had died three days earlier of a stroke.
“You look like...” Jackie trailed off, her eyes pondering this woman in front of
her, trying to place her.
Elizabeth looked like her dead mother.
“You should stop by more often, Helen.”
To her aunt, Helen wasn’t dead; Helen was sitting right next to her. But Helen
had died eighteen years ago when Elizabeth was eight.
“Aren’t you graduating soon?”
“Yes,” Elizabeth said, not sure who the question was directed at or for that
matter who she was: her mother or the fourteen year old girl with the double chin.
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“Did you see the ducks this year? Howard’s been feeding them.” Jackie
rubbed her hands together, fingers gliding over delicate joints. She turned back from
the window to Elizabeth. “Have you seen Howard?”
“No. Not in a while.” Howard, her aunt’s husband, had been dead since
before Elizabeth could remember.
“I wonder where he’s gotten off to,” Jackie said. She touched her hair fingers
trembling. Her hair was neatly tucked into a few bobby pins and a barrette at the back.
The sides were brushed smooth and flat across her scalp. She had always been
meticulous in her appearance but Elizabeth doubted Jackie had the strength and
dexterity to pull her hair behind her like this. Even though age had set her adrift in
time, even though she didn’t know where she was or who she was with, even though
she couldn’t manage it with her arthritic hands, she retained some sense of herself.
Elizabeth envied her aunt that.
“I’m sure he’ll be back.”
“No, he won’t. Howard never wanted to come here in the first place.”
In the very comer Elizabeth saw a thick album, laced around the edge and
smelling slightly of cedar when she opened it. On the first page were an old passport,
a confirmation booklet with a pink tassel faded to off white, and a photo thick like a
postcard: three girls posed in front of a rough porch, the railing painted two-by-fours.
The littlest was in the eldest’s arms, the babe’s legs astraddle the girl’s hips.
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“That’s me and your mom there,” Jackie said pointing to the two girls.
“Always such a handful. See the smudge on her dress there? Playing with matches in
the kitchen. Nearly set herself on fire.
Elizabeth chuckled, imagining her grandmother setting her dress on fire. She
probably didn’t even panic, she probably put it out with her bare hands, swatting the
flames like bubbles in a bath.
“And that’s poor Marcy.” Jackie looked out the window and flipped to the
next page without looking down. That was as much as Elizabeth had ever heard about
her great aunt Marcy. In a family history of tragedy and death— her grandfather
crushed under the combine, her uncle killed in Viet Nam, her mother murdered— in a
family so used to death, Marcy’s story was one never told or unknown, looked over
and untouched, her picture passed like she didn’t exist.
Elizabeth watched as Jackie absently flipped through the album. “There now,
isn’t that precious? That’s you and my baby Steven when you were about 4. We just
couldn’t keep clothes on you that summer.” Elizabeth knew immediately where the
photo had been taken. Her grandmother’s back yard had not changed in nearly forty
years. A tiny spit of grass before the fields started. The azaleas on the border were
shorter and thinner but the birdbath that looked like a shallow flower unfolding, petals
curling in rough concrete, was in the same place. Her mother stood next to it, a splash
from her hand caught in sparkling stillness like ice. Behind her Steven lurked with a
translucent green squirt gun, a soldier ready to spring into action.
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Jackie’s head was shaking slightly as if she were saying no, no, no, over and
again. Helen stood giggling, one leg curling up covering herself as if she were in need
of a toilet. Her skin was pale; she was always fair. Elizabeth thought she might jump
out of the photo and continue her dance.
“I hear we still have a hard time keeping clothes on you.”
“What?”
“Streakin’, eh? Gretchen told me. I swear you young ones,” Jackie said
laughing, her head bouncing on her withered body. Her laugh as twisted as her body.
Elizabeth sat silent, playing with the ribs of her corduroys, pinching them together and
rubbing them back and forth between her fingers. “Gretchen ever catch you
smoking?”
Elizabeth turned; as far as she knew, her mother had never smoked.
“I can smell it on you. I’m cold; could you put a log on the fire?”
Elizabeth turned around wishing there was a fireplace behind her. She found
only the four white walls and the dresser with the television on top. “There isn’t a fire
Aunt Jackie; I can turn up the thermostat.” Elizabeth walked to the far wall to adjust
the heat. When she turned around, her aunt was hunched over, her fat knuckled hands
tightly gripping the back of the chair to turn herself around. Her eyes were wide
through the slats in the back of the chair, her gray pupils danced back and forth in the
pool of white.
“What room is this?”
“It’s your room.”
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“N o... no it isn’t.”
“Aunt Jackie are you all right?”
“Where’s my mother’s quilt.”
“It’s right here,” Elizabeth said, picking up the faded quilt from the edge of the
bed.
“That’s not it!” Jackie screamed her hands white from tightening on the chair.
“Who are you?” she yelled, her voice hoarse, a finger lifting off the back of the chair
to point at her.
“I’m Helen,” Elizabeth said quickly not sure who she was supposed to be.
“No. No, you’re not. Helen’s dead,” Jackie said, turning back to the window
and her pond and the two floating ducks. “Her husband killed her.”
Elizabeth took a step back. In her mind the closet door closed, leaving her in
darkness. She had heard it before. She was ten years old and locked in the closet for
defending her father. The space was thick with her grandmother’s perfume, the
unseen coats hanging above her, touching her. Her grandmother’s words filled the
darkness and silence Elizabeth’s cries: He killed her and don ’tyou ever forget it.
There was something in Jackie’s confidence that made it harder to take. Her aunt
might not always know where she was in time but she was sure of Helen’s murderer.
“Is there anything wrong?”
Elizabeth turned to see a nurse entering the open doorway.
“I came to visit my aunt.”
“Where am I?” Jackie whispered from her chair.
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The nurse leaned in next to Elizabeth’s ear and whispered, “She’s sweet, but
she really doesn’t know who she is. It might be best for you if you just let her be.”
“But she’s my only family,” Elizabeth said, the image of her grandmother’s
coffin being lowered into the grave running through her mind like a slow motion
video, the smell of out of season flowers and overturned earth.
“Honestly, hon, sometimes it’s just best to leave them be.”
“I can’t do that. I have to tell her about her sister.”
“What about Gretchen?” Jackie called from the chair, her head lilting to the
side.
The nurse grabbed Elizabeth’s arm and dragged her into the hallway. “Hey,”
she said as she shook herself loose from the woman’s grip. Her hand rubbing the
burning spot on her arm.
“Look,” the nurse started, her bright colored smock hanging loose over her
bulk, “I appreciate she’s family and all but what good are you going to do here
today?”
“I have to tell her her sister died.”
“Why? Half the time she doesn’t even know what year it is.”
“I have to tell her the truth.”
“I’m not suggesting you lie to her. I’m telling you not to tell her at all.”
“Who are you?”
“I’m just one of the nurses.” The nurse looked first one way up the hall and
then the other. Elizabeth watched her chubby cheeks as she moved her head, blinking
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as her eyes passed Elizabeth. There was movement in the hallway, the obvious
movement of another nurse further down. Then there was the subtle movement all
around her like a twitching: patients in wheelchairs moving their heads, slippered feet
shuffling across the tile, hands quivering in constant uncontrolled motion. The nurse
seemed to swell before her.
“Then mind your own business.”
“Look, I heard that little exchange.”
“What exchange?” Elizabeth tried to force some resolve into her voice.
“The one where you pretended to be Helen.”
“She thought that’s who I was.”
“No, no she didn’t. Look, Jackie knows two things in this world: first, she has
really good hair. And she knows Helen is dead. Trust me.”
“You can’t tell me what to do.”
“No, I can’t. But I’m telling you what you should do.” She turned and walked
back down the hall, her shoes squeaking, her voice light and bubbly as she spoke to
the people lining the hallways in wheelchairs and behind walkers, patting their
shoulders, stroking their hands.
“It’s going to rain,” Jackie said as Elizabeth walked back into the room.
Outside tree leaves flipped upside down, silver sides flashing. The sky darkened.
“Howard’ll be in soon. I need to pick some mint for his tea.” Jackie licked her lips,
her tongue rolling across her upper lip as if tasting some lingering flavor, a bit of
sweetness. “The ducks will be leaving soon.”
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“Probably,” Elizabeth said sitting again in the chair next to her aunt. Elizabeth
cleared her mouth of spit in preparation for what she was about to say. When her aunt
turned to her, Elizabeth opened her mouth only to close it a second later. Her aunt’s
eyes seemed to be floating, as if they were lost souls floating in a vast ocean searching
for land, searching for something to hold on to, as if the universe might return her
some linear track, take her from these dizzying circles of trying to remember that
brought her again and again to the same revelations. Her son had died in some foreign
jungle. Her husband had drunkenly driven into a cottonwood, and her niece had been
murdered by the man she loved. A look of weary pain spread across her face and she
said, “It’s cold.”
The nurse had been wrong. There was only one thing in her life Jackie knew
for sure: chill.
Elizabeth was unable to get her aunt under the covers. Her aunt sat down
uneasily, shaking uncontrollably, at the edge of the bed and just lay back hard as if
pushed, her hands across her chest like a corpse. Elizabeth lifted her aunt’s legs.
They weighed nothing; It was like picking up a rotted log, that appears thick and firm
but weighs little more than a twig and will snap clean in half with no effort. She
untucked the sheets from the mattress, and folded them over her aunt, bottom up, then
each side tucked over her aunt’s body in a cocoon of covers.
“You belong to me somehow?” her aunt said, her voice wavering from the
shivers.
“Yes.”
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“I told Gretchen I didn’t like being here,” Jackie said rolling her head deeper
into the down pillow.
At the windowsill, Elizabeth picked up the photo album, thumb flipped from
the back forward and stopped herself after her father leaped into her mind. She went
through page by page. Toward the back she found a photo both frighteningly familiar
and unremembered. A family of three on the Connecticut shore, the water shimmering
behind them. A chubby young girl in her mother’s arms, the father’s hand clasping his
wife’s opposite shoulder.
As she looked at herself doubled in the photo, child and mother, one who she
was, the other who she’d become, she felt not unlike her aunt. So much was lost in the
gaps in her memory. A streaker? A smoker? To an outsider, these things would be
insignificant, just some of the many things children never know about parents, details
lost in the separate lives of before-and-after parenthood. But these shimmering gaps
between them were like cracks in the window of her life. Looking from the inside as
she did, little made sense of the world out there, of the world after her parents. Her
grandmother’s stories lacked that mischievous side she knew her mother had.
Grandmother made her out to be a saint and martyr. And of her father? What had her
grandmother left out about him? Everything. She had left him out. Growing up in
Ohio with her grandmother this photo had hung in the living room. Her father
scissored out, only his disembodied hand left curled around her mother’s shoulder.
She pulled the photo from its plastic sheeting and placed it her bag while she headed
for the door.
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“Thank you, nurse,” came the weak voice from the bed.
She hesitated in the doorway before whispering, “No problem.” In the
hallway, as she passed the ghostly sounds and open door glimpses, she felt not unlike
a ghost herself, gliding through the hallway of the soon to be dead, out into the world
of the easily forgotten, into Ohio.
She sat in the silent hatchback in the parking lot watching cars speed by above
her on the 1-270 interchange. She picked up her purse from the passenger seat and
loosened the drawstring that bunched the fabric together. Elizabeth dug looking for
her keys, churning up crumpled receipts from pizza places and the Kroger Mart and
three different plastic lighters before finding the Delta Gamma keychain she had
bought after joining the sorority to please her grandmother: Denison graduate and DG
girl like her mother. She didn’t know why she still used it; she just never bothered to
take it off.
She turned the key and started the car and flipped on the heaters to take the
chill off the fall evening. Two weeks to Thanksgiving. The holiday would be
different this year. Her favorite holiday again disrupted by death. It came to her then,
some scent— apples from the backyard baked in the turkey stuffing by their neighbor,
her last Thanksgiving in Connecticut. Elizabeth and her parents, Colin and Helen,
walked the twenty or so feet from their little cottage on the road that led to the beach
to their neighbors, the Fultons. Her mother carried her chocolate pudding pie with the
graham cracker crust.
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Elizabeth unzipped a side pocket of her purse, pulled a cigarette from the pack,
and lit it. This year would obviously be spent with Rick’s parents. She took a hair
pick from her purse— she hated the color, lime green and pink. It had been the only
one left at the store when she was on the way to the funeral. She wanted to throw it
out, convinced herself she would. It kept reminding her of her rush to get to
Marysville, of having to make the trip alone, without Rick who said his back hurt too
much to go. She ran the pick through her long curls, grabbed a scrunchie from around
the gear shift and pulled her hair back.
It wasn’t that she disliked Rick’s parents or didn’t want to spend Thanksgiving
with them, but they always went out to a restaurant, some buffet that lined half the
restaurant with its precooked and reheated selections, some guy at the end in his paper
chef s hat cutting slices of turkey and ham under the red heat lamp. The holiday
lacked the sense of closeness and familiarity that came from cooking and serving the
food themselves, that sense that came from her deepest childhood memories of the
neighbors cluttered kitchen dense with the smells of roasting turkey and baking apples.
That, however, was years ago.
Her life awaited her. It was a quick drive away: 1-270 to 71 into downtown
Columbus, left onto Greenleaf Avenue and another left onto Mohawk where she
would fight to find a place to park somewhere near the second floor apartment she and
Rick shared. Rick would be on the couch where he had been two days earlier when
she’d left and driven to Marysville— to her grandmother’s home, the old brick
farmhouse she herself had called home since she was eight.
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Again she reached into her purse, stalling, searching for her pillbox of lip
gloss. She rested the burning cigarette on the lip of the slightly open ashtray—
crumpled butts preventing its closing. As she spread the gloss over her lips with an
index finger, licking to taste a bit of berries, she watched the leaves around her twist
on their branches.
Ohio could be so dull. The chestnuts and cottonwoods turned a monotonous
shade of yellow. The few scattered maples lacked the luster of the ones in Elizabeth’s
memory. They lined the old road that ended before the front doors of the towering
white Congregational Church. Their leaves fell and her father raked them into piles
for her to dive into, her mother’s worry always there— there could be a stick. She
tried to remember her old house but found herself remembering the road instead:
speed bumps to ride her bike over, the sandy soil spilled from under the lawns inching
into the road, and the water, always the water of Long Island Sound at the end of the
road, its slate gray surface in fall and winter marked by white ripples.
Rick was expecting her. There were things to be done. Her uniform needed to
be washed before her shift at the restaurant tomorrow night. She knew she had a test
coming in one of her graduate classes. They only had a couple more days to hand in
the rent before the late fee kicked in. Though she tried to order these things in her
mind, she found herself thinking instead of the sea. The photograph curled on the
dash, the heater’s breath bouncing it. There in the gaps between hugging arms were
the golden waves, her own windblown hair prisming the light. She could nearly feel
the grit against her skin. She longed for the smell of salt and sand and low tide she
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had known years ago in Connecticut, in smiling bright days like the one caught in the
photo, even in the cloudy days of early fall like the one so many years ago when they
had buried her mother in the cemetery surrounded by whispering marsh grasses and
black birds hopping amid the dead stalks.
Elizabeth sucked in hard on the cigarette, burning it down and stamping it out
in the over-crowded ashtray, dry ashes falling onto the gear shift. Her determined
exhalation forced a tight stream of smoke into the windshield where the heater’s
currents tore it apart and spread it through the car. She put the car in gear, pulled out
of the parking lot and onto 1-270 thinking it was only about twelve hours to
Connecticut.
She went back to her grandmother’s house where she called Rick and told him
she would stay in Marysville another night. She called the restaurant and asked for a
couple more days off. By eleven, she was on the road headed to Youngstown where
she picked up Route 80. She crossed into Pennsylvania after midnight, her pack of
cigarettes half gone and the radio station out of Cleveland sputtering static.

Dawn dirtied the horizon, coloring it like aged newspaper. The road lay
straight ahead. Her foot pushed the accelerator further to the floor. She clenched the
steering wheel, twisting the plastic between her hands. The car begged for a fifth gear.
On the radio, the scan button found the same station over and over, snippets of praise
God, Amen, and the exhaltations of a Pittsburgh preacher sporadically rose above the
engine’s whine. She flipped the knob off, punched in the dash lighter with the heel of
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her hand and cranked down the windshield while she held the steering wheel in place
with her knee. The wind swirled around from the truncated hatchback, whipping her
hair into her face. With both hands she pulled and rebound her thick curls into a pony
tail.
Rick always said she drove too close to the steering wheel. He complained
when she drove his car— Elizabeth, put the seat back— but he couldn’t do this, could
he? She threw her arms out wide like the thin wings of some giant bird. Knees tucked
in place, steadying her, she flew down Route 80, away from Rick, away from the
memory of her grandmother’s funeral, and toward the sea.
The brightening world ahead encouraged her. Everything disappeared as she
glided into a fog bank at the bottom of a hill. For a second she saw nothing and her
flight had been complete, pushing into the clouds, somehow above this world.
Out of the fog, a shape materialized in front of her. It wasn’t until after the car
suddenly slowed, after it lurched sideways, after the windshield bowed and cracked
like ice, after metal screeched against pavement and the car stopped that the
subliminal flash coalesced into a word: deer.
The world came to an abrupt halt. Her eyes no longer focused on the horizon’s
lightening or on the dark clouds behind her. She looked to the rear view mirror, to
look for a coming car, the possibility of help, to check the trail of mangled rubber and
metal. Instead, she saw only herself in the cockeyed mirror, her hair hiding one of her
eyes, her nostrils flared in an unattractive way she hated. She sat stupefied and still,
her mind racing to Connecticut, driving into her past while her body sat bruised and
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bleeding in the present. The motor sputtered with a tick, shuddering through the seat
cushion, and died; smoke rose from the bent hood, bright steel like bone showing
through the cracked paint. Somewhere a drip and a sizzle heard through the open
window. The shattered windshield was a kaleidoscope of worlds; each world shifted,
splintered with a turn of her head: the burning horizon, the steaming fog, the road
receding to a point in the distance.
Her body throbbed. Blood pounded in her ears, resonating heartbeats muffling
everything else, her own quick panicked breaths somehow distant, somehow not her
own. She twitched; pain shot up through her right knee. A hunk of plastic hung from
the underside of the dash. You drive too close. She heard it as if he were in the
passenger seat. Clenching her hand a needle stabbed her palm. Blood seeped into the
creases, lifeline, loveline. In the middle, some dark shape caught under the skin— a
bit of the upper dash, cracked from bracing against the impact. With her thumb and
forefinger she squeezed the splinter out, tears coming to her eyes and blood welling up
quickly from the unstopped wound.
She opened the door, the mechanisms inside popping louder than she
remembered. The cold morning surrounded her in silence. The car sat sideways, the
nose pulled onto the shoulder by the flat tire and scraping metal, the rear fishtailed into
the lane. Limping, she crossed around to the front of her mangled car. Streaks of
blood smeared the windshield. Bright spots bulged like thick raindrops on the hood.
There was a bloody hole in the windshield’s twisted spider web, a swirling vortex of
blood and glass, drawn in by the weight of the impact. One headlight dangled by the
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wires like an eyeball; the quarter panel had been sheared backward and exposed the
workings encased around the wheel. Jagged metal had ripped the tire into two neat
rubber circles.
She inched forward, the rasping breaths drawing her to the dusty shoulder. She
could do nothing, yet she had to see. There was a terrible desire to see the death she
had caused, to see the chaotic force that had been her choice to leave everything
behind and drive to Connecticut, to see the architecture of it, to see how the world
reacted.
The doe lay several feet back. It must have rolled off the side of the car,
bending the window frame. At the sight of Elizabeth, the doe threw her head back,
wild. “Oh god,” Elizabeth whispered. The deer’s thighs tightened, tendons taut
under the fur. “No, no don’t get up,” Elizabeth pleaded, inching backward toward the
front of the car, hiding her eyes in her sleeve, hanging on to the car so as not to fall
over. Her face in her sleeve was warmed by her breath. The doe’s struggles scratched
on the frozen sticks and dead grass at the shoulder’s edge. When she dared peek out
from her sleeve, her vision blurry, the doe was lying still, or almost so. Her side
heaved. Her head was turned backward where she was licking a small cut on her neck
as if it would help. Steam rose from her back. Her hair bristled with sweat. For a
second, that was all there was: their breathing, the cold, the pain in her knee, and a
dripping hiss from the undercarriage.
The sharp pitch of straining gears broke through everything, stood out of place
and strangely welcome. Elizabeth pushed off the wrecked car and scared the doe, who
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dragged herself further off the road and toward the slope to the woods. Elizabeth
hopped around the car into the driving lane, dragging her right leg behind. The
running lights came first as the machine crested the hill and came charging down. At
the bottom, the truck popped out of sight into the bank of fog that had hidden the deer.
As it roared through, the grill seemed to devour the tendrils of mist. The passenger
leaned out the window, and she thought surely they would stop. The rig accelerated
into the left lane, and in the rush of air and diesel exhaust and the fat sound of running
tires and the rattling of chains, she heard a voice push its way through the din: “Get
out of the fucking road.”
The truck disappeared into the burning morning sun at the top of the next hill
and its sound vanished and Elizabeth stood standing and the doe made a gurgling
sound behind her and from all around her small birds chirped and called their shrill
calls from the mountain laurel and sumac.
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II

He had built the bin under a hemlock tree at the back of the property. If he
looked out the window of his garage apartment he couldn’t see it for the branches. He
had driven hemlock limbs into the ground with a sledgehammer and nailed crooked
and rusted pieces of corrugated tin roofing to the posts. It was clumsy, the tin dented
and bulging, the posts splintered at the tops. His landlord had asked him more than
once to tear it down, but it did the job: held things together so they could rot.
The garden itself had wilted, browned, frozen stiff, thawed and drooped. The
zucchini and pumpkin plants lay matted against the mounds of dirt. One of the tomato
plants had bent over and snapped from the weight, its still green fruits mildewing on
the cold ground. Pickling cucumber vines still clung to the stone wall, their
outreaching arms clutching like a drowned man.
Colin pulled the pitchfork from where it was spiked into the ground. The
month’s proof of his staying alive, a heap atop the deep brown earth: busted eggshells,
bruised and broken tomatoes, their seeds spilling, the conical hearts of iceberg,
shavings from cucumbers and carrots peppered with coffee grounds. With the
pitchfork he knocked it all down, spreading it even before stirring up the under layers.
He brought up the years past, levels of trash and worms. With a twist of his wrist he
turned last week’s dinner scraps into the ground, folding them delicately under the
half-decomposed carcass of a chicken he roasted a year ago: little left but broken
bones. He unearthed a tea bag and pierced it with a tine. He brought to the surface a
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wriggling clump of damp hard dirt, earthworms dropping out of it. With a few hard
shakes the clump fell apart, the worms and their droppings covering the stark white
eggshells and molding ends of bread. This ground never froze.
He rested his hands on top of the handle and stared into the mix. Such a
simple process: enough time, enough weight, enough darkness and things
disintegrated. The world claimed it. Above him the hemlock loomed, its shade
making the morning chill. When he first tilled up the garden he’d had to cut out
several thick roots, but the tree showed no ill effects. The hemlock had grown up
through the wall and its tri-forked trunk had lifted a rock and now nearly encased it in
bark four feet off the ground.
He’d spent days clearing off the stone wall, ridding it of bittersweet vines and
poison ivy, knocking down clumps of sumacs that grew feet every year, their branches
like palm fronds. Behind the wall he discovered a clearing, shielded by the canopy of
the hemlock. Tucked inside the clearing were thirteen gravestones, some of the
engravings still legible.
A twig snapped cleanly in the still air and Colin turned to see a man walking
across the yard toward him. Years churned, came back and disappeared again.
“That’s a big tree,” the man said.
“Yeah,” Colin said, “it’s got the blight, though.”
The man nodded. “Still tending a compost heap, I see.”
“Yeah,” Colin said, “You still burning trash in a barrel?”
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“Yeah,” the man said, a smile cracking across his face briefly. He stopped a
few feet away, thrusting his hands into his pockets, locking his elbows straight. He
stood for a second, eyeing the garden, the wall, and the cemetery beyond. He
overturned a rock with his foot.
“Anything in particular I can do for you, Frank?” Colin asked.
At the sound of his name the man looked up. His eyes, behind the heavy
glasses he’d been wearing since Colin knew him, were giant in their magnification. In
them Colin sensed fear, not a fear of him but a general weariness, the fear of a man
who knew death was all that was left of life.
“Nothing particular. Just wanted to see how you were.”
“I’m fine. You?”
“Fine.”
Colin stood staring at him, hands folded over his pitchfork. Frank pulled at
one of his fleshy ears, elongated as if by a lifetime of such tugging.
“I was glad you came to Alice’s funeral.”
“I always liked her.”
“Yeah, well, it was good to see you there.”
“That was three years ago.”
“Yeah,” Frank said, “I know.”
Colin watched this man, this man whose home had been next to his, this man
whose yard had butted up against his so many years ago, this man in whose home he
had had Thanksgiving dinners with his wife and child. The giant apple tree that every
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year at this time littered both their yards with ankle-turning browned and rotting
apples. He waited for some explanation.
“I wanted to stop by sooner.” Frank rubbed his hands together as though
washing them.
“Yeah?” Coin wiped at his goatee with his thumb and forefinger, flattening the
short hairs.
“I did. I drove by before but I just, I don’t know, I didn’t. I’m sorry.”
“Well,” Colin said.
Frank looked around, peering into the shadowed cemetery, again pulling at his
ear. “I should have brought some Buds.”
“I never liked Budweiser, Frank.”
“You always had some in the fridge.”
“Hate the stuff.” Colin wiped the back of his hand across his mouth knuckles
itching his nose as he sniffled from the cold.
“Helen, then?”
“I kept it in there for you.”
“Huh.” His eyes darted around. He half turned his head to see if anyone was
behind him, his hand moving from his ear to the back of his neck, scratching.
“You want to come in? It’ll be warmer.”
“No, I don’t think I’d better.”
“OK, w ell...” Colin said, pivoting at the hip, raising the pitchfork and piercing
the overturned earth with it.
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“I just want to apologize.”
“You were just doing what you thought was right. You told it like you saw it.”
“Did I? I don’t know anymore.”
“It’s not your fault. It never was.”
“B ut...”
“Forget it, Frank.” Colin waved a hand in the air, hoping to send this man
away. “We get old and forget. It doesn’t matter.”
“No,” Frank said, “we get old and lonely, and we don't care.”
“May be.”
“You should stop over sometime.”
“I don’t think I could.” The image of his old cottage came back to him: the
knoll out front with the Japanese Maple he’d planted when Elizabeth was bom, the
stone wall he had built out front to make a bed for Helen’s gladiolas, the line of
Christmas trees on one side. Frank’s house was right next door, the two-story holly
tree and the rusted barrel out back. He knew it would look exactly as it had eighteen
years ago. The kitchen as it had been all those Thanksgivings.
“\ eah, I guess I can see that. I just wanted to say I was sorry. And thanks for
coming to Alice’s funeral.”
“Like I said, I always liked her.”
“Yeah, well... take care.”
“Right. You too.”
“It’s too late for that.”
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He watched Frank disappear around the comer of the house and he couldn’t
help but feel something terrible was about to happen. Some thick dread entered him
and pushed acid into his throat. He coughed to clear his throat. He yanked the
pitchfork from where he had spiked it into the ground. Leaning over the tin wall, he
planted the pitchfork into the ground there. He twisted hard, pulled with his biceps,
reached down low on the handle for leverage and lifted a clump of dirt. As he
bounced it on the tool, the dirt split and crumbled, a mix of dark earth and bright
eggshells and stringy roots and seeds. His nostrils filled with the musty smell of decay
and rich earth.
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III

She was sitting in the car, her forehead rested on the window when the car’s
shaking jolted her from her daze. Ahead she saw numerous taillights. The release of
air from the brakes floated back to her. Then the door opened.
The trucker’s boots clicked on the pavement. Elizabeth opened the door and
started pulling herself up, unable to put much weight on her right leg.
“Sit down,” he said as he reached the door. “You all right?”
Obeying his order, Elizabeth eased herself back onto the driver’s seat, plopping
a bit more heavily than she intended.
“You all right?” he asked again.
“I think so. Just bruised up a bit,” she said running her hands up and down her
legs, fingers following the grooves of her thick cords, feeling the strange bump
working its way out from one side of her knee like some rapidly growing tumor.
He looked her up and down, one thumb hooked through a belt loop. The bulk
of his stomach bulged under his vest, pulling at the seams. His belt buckle a huge
silver oval with two leaping deer emblazoned in gold was pushed outward by his
stomach, canted at an angle above her. The world seemed to empty out beneath her as
if she had leaned back in her chair and was now falling away from the world.
“I’ll be right back,” he said. His features were bright in the sun, his face
golden, the lines around his eyes like dark hidden valleys. He stared at her, not
making a move to go. “OK?”
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Elizabeth nodded. The trucker leaned to look over the side of the car, one leg
lifting off the ground like a disproportionate ballerina.
Elizabeth waited. She watched him climb into his rig. Dried tears made her
cheeks stiff. The lack of motion and the silence pushing those few words at her again
and again. "Get out of the fucking road.” Her car was wrecked, her knee was
swollen, and by the side of the road the deer was dying. Everything she had planned
had failed. The spontaneous trip had come to a drastic halt, one that found her
desperate for the help of others, relying on the generosity of this man. She turned to
reach behind her— a muscle in her back spasming with chilly pain—- grabbed her bag
and extracted a few napkins picked up late the night before. Everything had seemed so
simple. A quick trip. A couple extra days off from work— they would understand.
Drive east. She could have explained it to Rick. She could have explained her need to
see the waves. She could have explained her need to see if something of the past
would return. She could have explained her need to see the cemetery that lived in her
memory, undulating marsh grasses and brackish waters where her mother was buried.
But how was she going to explain this to Rick? Her hopes and intentions were
nothing beside the mangled car.
The clumping cowboy boots gave a hop scotching rhythm to the trucker’s step,
a beat to his strut. She watched the way the pointed toe lifted upward with each step,
falling with the click of the heel. She didn’t look up until the bent hood blocked her
view of his feet. He was walking toward the deer. Something glinted. Metal.
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Time lurched. The gunshot faded and left silence in its wake as if the violent
sound had somehow scared the morning. The gun in his hand reflected the sun like a
glistening prism. He looked at her. She had screamed. The trucker turned back to the
deer, stared, blew a breath through his mouth, puffing his cheeks, and tucked the gun
behind him.
“What did you just do?” she yelled across the hood, holding herself up by the
inside of the door frame. “What about the police?”
“What about them?”
“They—”
“Are fifty miles away. They would have done the same thing.”
“But... I m ean...”
“Look miss, there wasn’t no saving it, all right? Christ, I did the thing a favor.
I just hope someone would do the same for me if it came to it.”
“What? Shoot you by the side of the road?”
“Better than the alternative.” He stood over her. She felt like a little girl next
to his height.
“Couldn’t you have warned me?”
He stopped a few feet away, hooking his thumb again through a belt loop. He
readjusted his baseball cap, twisting it back and forth by the bill, pulling it down tight
to hide his eyes in shadow. The white interlaced N and Y were unmistakable. “I
suppose,” he said, “Best to just get it done.”
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Traffic on the westbound lanes thirty feet up the embankment of bushes and
sugar maples passed unseen save for the turning and lifting of dead leaves.
“I called the troopers,” he said, “they’re sending a tow truck. Why don’t you
sit back down? You look a bit unsteady.”
“Can’t I just change the tire?”
“You could if it weren’t for that,” he said pointing to the ground at her feet.
Running like green blood was an amoebic pool of antifreeze. Somewhere under the
engine, drops fell, little ripples shimmering on the iridescent surface.
“How bad is it?” she asked.
“Tough to tell. You mighta bent the frame. You got triple A?”
“No.”
“This ain’t gonna be cheap. Don’t really know if it’s worth fixing.”
“I have to have a car,” she said watching the antifreeze work its way into the
pavement cracks. She flexed her bad knee in front of her.
“You sure you’re all right?” he asked.
“Yeah.”
“You lying?”
“Yeah,” she said
He reached inside his vest and pulled out a crumpled pack of cigarettes.
“Smoke?”
Elizabeth nodded, pulling a cigarette from the pack. She heard the clinking of
his Zippo as he flipped it open with his thumb and cupped his hands around the flame,
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sucked in hard, lines forming around his mouth, creasing. He leaned forward offering
her the flickering fire in his hand, thick ridges in his palm, dark and filled with oil and
dirt.
“Name’s Lyle.”
“Elizabeth.”
“Where you headed?” he asked half turning away from her to look behind for
the eventual tow truck.
“Connecticut.”
“Taking 84 or are you going through the city?”
“I hadn’t thought about it.”
“Huh,” was the only sound he made but he said more with his eyes, looking
her up and down again, and breathing out the sound with his smoke, eyes again
returning to the road behind them. He wiped his free hand across his forehead.
Smoke trailed from his nostrils in two thin streams. He disapproved. She could feel
it. Some silly girl out where she didn’t belong. No real direction. Unprepared. She
waited for his condemnation. She waited for him to sound like Rick— You never
think ahead.
“I’d skip the city,” he said, “unless you’re going to Greenwich.”
“Old Lyme,” she blurted out.
“Yeah,” he said nodding, “take 84 into Middletown and then Route 9 south.
Much less hassle. New Yorkers can’t drive.” He spun in a tight circle on the toe of
one boot and headed back to his truck.
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“Wait.”
“Relax,” he said, “I ain’t going nowhere.” One hand thrown up in a wave
without turning around, to wave off her worries or dismiss her. Elizabeth wasn’t sure.
She sat smoking, his Camels much stronger than her Light 100’s, a thick taste
of nicotine coating her tongue. She tried to think what to do next, but her world now
revolved around people she didn’t know and hadn’t met. What she wanted was of
little consequence; she was at everyone else’s mercy.
“Cops don’t want to see the gun,” he said when he came back, “but they won’t
ask how it got shot.”
“What?” Elizabeth said, caught in her worries.
“Deer,” he said, “only predator left anymore is bumpers.”
She smiled at his joke but he wasn’t smiling.

The waiting room reeked of gasoline. The heater kicked on every few minutes
in a coughing spurt and added to the sauna-like conditions. The smell of burning
coffee curled up from the stained and dirty pot in the comer. Its sides long since
covered with cigarette smoke and spilt coffee and grounds. Above the coffee pot a
muted black and white television sat on a small shelf. It showed glimpses of Bob
Barker’s smiling face through thick lines of static. She turned away from the silent
television and watched through a window as her car was lifted into the air and
suspended above the filthy concrete floor. Her life suddenly awash and dependent
upon these strange men: the trucker, the trooper who had given her a written warning,
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the tow truck driver who had taken all but twelve dollars of her cash, and now this tiny
man in the garage who barely raised her car five feet and still stood upright under it.
He reached into the undercarriage of the car, a cigarette dangling from one side of his
mouth, both hands disappearing into the folds of the car’s engine. He fixed his eyes
on her, both hands feeling around above his head as if performing this surgery by
touch. As he smiled, revealing his teeth, the cigarette bobbed up and down dropping
ash from its tip. His eyes stayed on hers till she had to turn away, searching the room
until she found the payphone. It was hidden in a nook at the back comer of the room.
The molding around the entry way along with the hinges screwed to the frame told her
it had once been a closet. The phone was against the back wall. She stepped into the
cubby, her back to the room, to the animated characters on contestants’ row.
The dial tone leapt into her ear with all the insistence of a buzzing fly. She
dialed zero and dialed her own number. After the fourth ring a metallic click of the
answering machine cut through the static and her own cheerful voice filled her ear,
“Hi. You’ve got Rick and Elizabeth. We’re not—” She stood listening, entranced by
the distant sound of her own voice, by the cheerfulness that bubbled into her ear. For
a moment she hated herself. Hated these disparate images of herself: herself
simultaneously unfamiliar and undeniable. She had made the message shortly after
she had moved in with Rick. She hadn't changed it in all that time, nor had she heard
it. Trapped on the recording for nearly three years, her happy voice. Twenty-three
and excited about moving in with her boyfriend.
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As the machine played its shrill bleeps in her ear Elizabeth worked backwards,
memories rising into her mind along with all the disparate images of herself: Twenty
two and newly graduated from college and defying her grandmother to move to
Columbus to live with Rick and attend graduate school at OSU; fifteen and on her first
date, driving in Rick’s parents’ car a month after he got his license— her grandmother
furious when she learned about his speeding tickets; seventeen and his senior prom,
everything so naively plannable then: college for them both. The future was theirs to
make together. The past, the void that had come into her life when she was eight,
theirs to forget.
She hung up the phone and watched the distorted image of herself reflected in
the chrome around the receiver. What had become of the woman on the answering
machine? Three years. They were in debt. She struggled with graduate school,
waitressed, and supported them. Rick failed to finish college. He was an assistant
food and beverage manager at a Max-n-Erma’s, but he hadn’t worked in a month and
a half because of a swollen disk. He had barely been out of bed in three weeks.
“Problem?” the mechanic said startling her. He stepped closer, trapping her in
the phone cubby.
“No. Everything’s fine.” He didn’t move; Elizabeth heard his breath working
its way in and out of his nose.
“Don’t look like it,” he said grinning. His stained coveralls reeked of fuel and
body odor that worked into the tiny closet like some suffocating heat. He eyed her
breasts. Elizabeth hugged herself without thinking, long arms wrapping low around
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her body, clutching at herself, trying make herself thinner. The hair on top of his
head, where Elizabeth was forced to look, was thin and stringy, pushed flat over his
head, breaking apart in strands that showed his liver spotted scalp, the hair itself
streaked white and gray and black, undoubtedly stained by grease and oil. She didn’t
like being tall.
“Can you fix it?”
“Depends.” His quick response.
“On what?”
“Can you pay for it?”
“How much?”
“Not real sure. Depends how long it takes me, you know?”
“Not really.”
“I f 11 run you fifteen hundred at least.”
“Fifteen hundred?” she asked feeling suddenly cold in the midst of all this
warmth and floating odors. Amid the burning coffee and fuel and body odor, a
sickening chill of nausea.
“Yep, not too sure it’s worth it. You got insurance?”
“Some,” she said. Inside her baggy pants she felt naked.
“Welp?” he said smiling, one hand digging into a pocket of his coveralls.
“Well what?” she said into the impatient silence.
“Can you pay? I ain’t doing no work ‘til I know you gonna pay.”
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“I can,” she said, her eyes focused beyond him to the calendar on the wall,
greasy fingerprints on the white edges. Two overly round breasts hung from the
model, aureoles spread wide by the implants.
“How?” he said growing antsy, one leg twisting on the ball of his foot,
twitching. “I mean we could work something out, you know. I’m flexible.”
Outside the late morning light turned white showing the dying leaves of fall in
their shades of brown and yellowed. Leaves snapped off and swirled in tiny tornadoes
in the parking lot outside, harmless miniature renderings of such chaotic destruction.
She reached into her purse and pulled out the three bank notes she had found in
her grandmother’s dresser drawer.
“What are those?” the mechanic asked, his face twisted into a painful grimace.
“Bonds.”
“I ain’t taking no bonds. Cash money only.”
“They’re good.”
“Not with me they aren’t.”
“I’ll cash them in. Can you have it done tonight?”
He made a sickening sound in his throat as if he were choking on his own
phlegm but which cackled into laughter. “Tomorrow by close, maybe. Radiator’s
tricky.”
“I can have the money by then,” she said, shoving the bonds into her purse and
stepping forward, wanting to get past him in a quick rush. When his stringy dirty
palm pressed itself against her breast she stopped cold, shocked into motionlessness.
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“I’ll only be taking cash,” he said smiling revealing teeth that seemed to be
hanging precariously from his upper skull. Her breath caught in her throat. His hand
strong from gripping tools. His fingers dug hard into her flesh, his eyebrows popped
up and his mouth twitched in one comer. She pulled away, finally able to move, his
finger caught in her bra yanking it down, the underwire jabbing her, five points around
her breast burning. She pushed hard against the door, throwing her shoulder into it,
only to have it go no where. She yanked it open and pushed herself through as soon as
she could, slamming her shoulder into the door. Behind her she heard his rattling
laughing cough.
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IV

The bar stuck out into the alley like some cardboard box, scotch-taped to the
motel. Still, hole in the wall that it was, every Sunday in football season, it was
packed. A series of tables and chairs were set up to one side and along the other ran
the narrow bar, parallel lines fading to a point in the back. In front, the bar bent 90
degrees to turn into the wall like the bottom of an L. On the wall of windows facing
the street there was a juke box and room for maybe four dancers.
As he walked up the dark alley, Colin stopped briefly to listen to the bar. The
jukebox blared a muffled bass he recognized but couldn't place through the distortion.
He pulled out a cigarette from his pocket, cupped his hands around the lighter and
burned the end of the cigarette unevenly. His face flickered into relief in the large
window next to the front door until all that was left was the faint dot of his cigarette.
In his reflection’s place was the other side of the glass, the outside world vanishing to
reveal the slow motion motions of the lone dancer, his wild white hair shimmering
green and red in the glowing lights of the jukebox. The amber staff of wood and the
forked antler on top of it seemed to support him as he twisted, pounding his feet into
the floor.
Colin threw his cigarette onto the ground in front of him, stepping it out as he
walked toward the front door. Inside, he nodded to the dancing man who didn't see
him, his eyes fixed at a spot on the floor, and walked to the bar, shouldered his way
past the groups of people standing, drinks in hand, the faces caught by the camera of
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his passing eye in twisted snapshots of half grimaces and lost smiles, certain features
illuminated by the twirling bright lights of the juke boxes revolving CDs. Most of
them alien to him, nameless faces, infinite recreations of the same face, haunting
visions of humanity, the nameless multitudes. Squeezing in to put an elbow on the
crowded bar, he bumped into a guy seated on a stool. "Sorry," he said. The man
shrugged and went back to his drink, swirling it, ice clinking. The bartender saw him
and leaned in close to be heard above the din of people and the jukebox which was
playing a song about America and her pink houses.
"There's a stool at the back," the bartender said, the scotch on his breath strong
like Listerine. "I’ll set you up down there."
Colin nodded and shrunk away from the bar, back into the milling masses
where for a minute he was unable to move. People jostled him from side to side, a
beer spilled on his sleeve, someone yelled 'sorry,' someone else laughed loudly in his
ear. He pushed around a set of shoulders only to come up short behind another, stuck
in the alternating currents working their way to and from the bathrooms. Two short
women pushed their way through everyone. The bright blond leading the brunette,
two beers in front of her like a warning, lips glistening red and yelling, "Look out,
look out," mouth opening wide to reveal her soft tongue and a shining round ball
pierced through the center.
When he climbed into the stool, the bartender was standing there holding a
bottle of Grand Mamier. He raised the bottle tilting it to one side, eyebrows raising
with the unspoken question; Colin nodded and the bartender poured the orange liquor
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into a snifter, tilting, measuring. Colin slid an ashtray toward him. It was filled with
crumpled butts and rippings from a Budweiser label. In a swift move reminiscent of a
slight of hand magician the bartender pushed the glass forward and removed the
ashtray knocking its contents into some hidden place behind the bar and sliding it ashstained but empty next to the snifter. Colin pulled out his cigarettes and slid the
money clip from under the cellophane.
"Next one," the bartender shouted as he made his way down the bar picking up
empty bottles from the lip and hurling them the length of the bar where they smashed
against each other at the bottom of a 55-gallon trash can. The vicious sound of
breaking glass momentarily silenced conversation.
From the uneven floating of the rest of the bar, his place on the stool was like
an anchor, something to hold him to the earth amid the confusion and chaos that was
the interaction in the bar like the dancing man's staff similarly rooted him. He lifted
the glass to his nose, slowly tilting it back to pull in just a small mouthful. The liquor
rolled slowly to the back of his throat where he let it rest, closing his eyes, lingering in
this moment of anticipation, a final moment of cold before falling into warm water.
He breathed in the fat air of oranges. He felt the weight of the liquid on his tongue
and then without really swallowing it poured into him, suffused him in warmth like
sunlight and exploded through him so hard he shivered.
The warmth and fragrance like some sudden trap door in his mind opening and
even as he stared into the swirling liquid in his hand, at the tiny tornado forming at the
center he was in his childhood home in Mystic, in the tiny room at the top, lined with
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windows and filled with heat and mildew and orange and coriander of his mother's
potpourri bowl. And in the distance the glistening surface of Long Island Sound, that
body of water so much a part of his life.
People around him started exerting forces. He felt their bodies move past him.
Nameless faces and voices pushing around him, but now on his stool, in his little
room, they were distant despite proximity, alien creatures whose existence was felt in
how they pulled on him—- like distant bodies in space— pulling pieces of him toward
them. No longer swimming through the crowd himself he almost welcomed this
public devouring, the sweaty bodies, the unfamiliar voices, the snippets of
conversations, everything going on outside him as if viewed through panes of glass.
The bartender returned pointing and Colin nodded, not wanting to hear his own
voice, not wanting to distinguish himself amid the teaming chaos of this space. He
watched the people return and leave the bar like ants swarming the length of a spilt
open caterpillar. He watched a tall bearded man nearly strangle his buddy with his
enormous hands. He watched the buddy cringe, shrinking from the grip but caught
like a desperate animal. He watched the dancing man use his forked antler staff to
force open a space at the bar next to the brunette and the blood-lipped blond. He
watched him hook the antlers on the edge of the bar and throw up the index finger of
one hand as if to say, 'pardon me sir.' He watched the bartender line up half a dozen
ice filled glasses and pour a long line of clear liquid from a bottle, following with the
mixers from the soda gun— orange, maroon, clear and fizzing, yellow and red. He
watched the bartender shuffle money like a man taking bets at a craps game.
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The world revolved around him, without him, oblivious to him. The numerous
conversations muddled together like static. Noise without distinction. He continued
to drink, lost in the solitude that can only come with a crowd, until three words rose
above the gargled mess with emphatic articulation: "SHE'S MY TWIN." The words
floated into the bar halting the noise like the smashing bottles. The blonde’s lips
enunciated the phrase again and again to the staff-wielding man while she clutched the
silent brunette to her chest. Her red lips seemed for a second separate and distinct
from her face, detached. The words lifted Colin from his isolation and cast him into
another.
The dancing man was shaking his head: no, not possible. Colin saw it working
through his head, through his gesticulations, saw him making the comparison with his
eyes, unable to see it. But Colin understood. He saw what the dancing man couldn't.
The other half made you whole. Helen had always called him her twin. He never
understood the distinction she made; for too many years he saw like the dancing
man— same or not the same— not until it was too late did he see what she saw, see
how she saw— one half and the other—of the single same.
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V

Above her head three miniature cowbells clanged as she pushed her way into
the cafe. The upturned edge of a floor mat tripped her and she came into the room
with a half skip and a loud slap. Pain shot through her knee. She let out a quick yelp
into the silent diner.
Two men at the counter swiveled to look at her in the entryway, hunched and
holding tight to a gumball machine. Behind the counter an old waitress turned her
back and filled a pot of coffee from a giant um. A man at the small comer table
looked up from his paper, rolled his eyes revealing stark white against his dark skin,
and returned to reading.
Clutching her bag to her chest she limped past the newspaper reading man,
past a collection of chrome accessories for sale and down the dingy hallway to the
restroom. The harsh lights made her wince. Catching a glimpse of herself in the
mirror she hurried past not wanting to look at herself. She ducked into a stall dropping
her pants and sitting, her belt clinking on the floor. She tucked herself like an airline
passenger preparing for the crash. As if gravity were at work within her, the pressure
of blood and humiliation forced the mounting tears from her eyes. They slid around
her nose and dropped into her lap as she blinked.
She wasn't sure how long she sat there crying, trying to stop, stopping, and
crying again before the metallic click of the door let someone else into the bathroom.
She tried to stifle her sniffling, wiping her nose with itchy toilet paper. The woman
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went to the next stall, her apron clinking when the change hit the floor through the
fabric. Elizabeth sat motionless, barely breathing, hiding. The waitress flushed and
went to the sink: water ran, towels unrolled, paper crumpled. The footsteps stopped
just inside the door, paused, shuffled, a light squeak, the door opened and echoed shut
in the tight room.
On her way out, Elizabeth kept her gaze from the other self who walked
through the mirror.
As she seated herself in the booth, she banged her knee on the underside of the
table. She wiped her arm across the table top, pushing sugar crystals off the edge to
the floor. She slid the sugar container to her and started organizing the packets, white,
blue, pink. Above the salt and pepper shakers was a phone. She picked it up, bringing
the dial tone to her ear.
"You gotta use one of them prepaid cards, hon." Elizabeth turned to see the
face of the old waitress staring down at her. "Coffee?"
“Please,” she said fixing her eyes on the table’s fake grain.
The coffee pot was worn and the bottom filthy. The metal base was stained
black and bits of grounds had melted themselves to the sides. The coffee poured
translucent and smooth and narrowed out of the wide mouth into a thin stream and hit
the bottom of the cup and roiled up to the edge and cascaded back down.
“You want one of them phone cards?”
Elizabeth shook her head and picked up the laminated menu that had just been
placed in front of her. The waitress went away and returned with a glass of ice water.
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Elizabeth kept her eyes focused on the menu, though she could feel the woman
standing over her. She saw the gray dress and white apron out of her periphery.
“You know whatchu want?”
“French toast.”
“Anything else?”
Elizabeth looked up at the waitress as she handed back the menu. She felt the
pressure of tears building. It was just too much effort to compose herself in front of
this stranger. The waitress didn’t care about her. Get the order and get back to the
cigarette smoldering behind the counter. Elizabeth could sense it. It was in her voice.
In the “anything else?” The waitress didn’t really see her, her eyes were focused on
the green pad in her hand and the ticket she was writing out.
Elizabeth found herself watching the woman, searching her, trying to will her
to look at her, to substantiate her existence with a glance. The old woman took a long
time to write the two short words. Her hand moved methodically as if she were
thinking each letter individually, remembering its form. She ignored Elizabeth. She
was oblivious, lost in the role of waitress. Elizabeth had been there. The waitress
turned and walked back into the kitchen without so much as casting a glance at
Elizabeth. Her hand out for the menu, she hadn’t bothered to look at it, just grasped as
Elizabeth placed it into her clutches.
She heard the hoarse voice holler, “Order in.” She watched the waitress return
from the kitchen and pluck her cigarette from the ashtray. The woman leaned against
the back counter. From there she could see the entire dining room. If she got paid as
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little to wait tables as Elizabeth had in Ohio, then Elizabeth understood. Get them
their food. Get it quick. Keep the coffee full and get them out. The morning was
slow. The waitress wouldn’t make any money even if she was polite. She could cover
this many people in her sleep. Elizabeth knew all this. She had done it. It was how
she and Rick had survived for the last year and a half when she went back to school.
School in the morning. Waitressing at night. The Olive Garden. Even when she did
talk to the customers it was mindless, part of the performance. Repeated jokes told
every night at every table. People sitting at the tables defined by the number of them:
deuce, four-top, eight-top. The role reversal here, her anonymity, her whole being
reduced to the simplicity of a dollar sign. The presence of the phone tempted her to
call Rick again and to find him again not home confirming what had been building in
her for days. Since her grandmother’s funeral. Since her visit to her aunt in the
nursing home. Since the harsh light of the bathroom and her own alien reflection. She
was alone.
Never before had it come to her so bluntly. The tears came as the world
seemed to tilt, as if she were falling backward into the cushion. Everything was above
her, the table top out of reach, the indifference of the men at the counter when she
tripped, the waitress’s curt avoidance. Everything, everything pressed in against her.
Everything working against her as if she had forced this all on herself by pushing the
accelerator, driving into this turmoil, into this indecision, into this nightmare of
helplessness. Somehow, this was her fault. Tears dripped silently from her face
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landing on her pants. Her hands flat on the table as if trying to brace herself; she felt
the grit of sugar under her fingers.
“More coffee, hon?” Elizabeth saw the woman’s hand tight around the handle,
swollen knuckles, wrinkled skin pushed together around the joints. Her fingernails
were thick and yellowed from years of smoking. She had several gaudy rings with
colorful hunks of pseudo-gemstones.
“You all right?”
Elizabeth wiped her tears away and looked up at the woman.
“I don’t suppose so. Hang on a sec,” the waitress said walking away again.
When she returned, she pushed a box of tissues toward Elizabeth. Elizabeth
pulled several tissues from the box and blotted at her eyes trying not to rub them too
hard.
“You want to tell me?”
Elizabeth looked up at the woman. Her hair was blue-ish. Her eyes were not
unlike her hair, a beautiful blue gray color, marred however, by the red rivulets which
coursed outward like lightening. Elizabeth was drawn to the irises though, the beauty
unchanged by age.
“No.”
“All right, dear,” she said and slid over to the other side of the booth and
lowered herself, exhaling. “Whoo, I think I just might be getting too old for this.”
The waitress pulled a crumbled pack of Doral 110s out of her breast pocket.
Her thin fingers extracted one of the long cigarettes. She brought it to her mouth. It
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bent upward. She fumbled around in her apron, pulling out cups of creamer and three
pencils, their tips broken. Elizabeth heard change clinking, muted by the cloth.
“Damn.1” She reached out for the edge of the table and began to pull herself
up. Elizabeth put her hand out to stop her. From her bag she offered the old waitress
a light. Elizabeth lit her own cigarette.
“Miss, this is the non-smoking section.”
Elizabeth stopped, the cigarette hanging out of her mouth; the woman’s face
was straight. Her eyebrows had crunched together over her nose and she looked up
with her eyes as if she were peering over a pair of bifocals. She didn’t move. As
Elizabeth leaned toward the ashtray, the old woman broke into an absurd and abrupt
cackling. Her head flew back and she grabbed the table to stop from falling backward
into the booth. It was as if her laughter were pushing her.
“Aw, honey I’m just messing with you. You got to have a little fun waiting
tables.”
Elizabeth laughed in spite of herself. The humor, her own gullibility, worked
its way through the sniffling and the tears and she laughed, shaking her head and
wiping snot and tears into the sleeve of her sweater. She sneaked a drag from her
cigarette through her grin and held it in her lungs. The waitress continued to laugh,
her voice rising in pitch as she ran out of breath, dry heaving her mirth. Elizabeth let
out a series of quick laughs, smoke puffing out from her mouth, little smoke signals
floating into the hanging lamp whose opaque glass shade was stained and covered
with a hairy film of dust.
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One of the men at the counter swiveled around to face them. His feet pushing
against the foot step under the counter. He called loudly from the counter, “Don’t let
her give you a hard time. She’s all talk.”
“Watch it Hal or I’ll call your wife in Harrisburg and tell her you got a woman
stashed up in the Three Rivers.”
“Pansy, now don’t you go joking about that.”
“What makes you think I’m joking.” She winked at Elizabeth.
“Your name really Pansy?”
“Hey Stark, girl here wants to know if my name’s really Pansy.”
The cook leaned through the tiny window and went back to cooking. He put a
plate in the warmer, stuck the ticket under the plate and dinged a silver bell. Pansy
didn’t move. A second later the cook was pushing his way through the swinging door
with his shoulder. He grabbed the ticket, impaled it on a metal spike on the counter
where the other orders had met their deaths, and picked up the plate, grabbing a syrup
carafe as he rounded the end of the counter. His pants appeared gray, but as he
approached they focused into tiny compartments of black and white. His chefs shirt
was thin, immaculate and white. She could see the outline of his sleeveless T-shirt
underneath. The shirt hung out over his pregnant gut. He set the plate down in front
of her and eyed Pansy suspiciously as he spoke, “Her full name is Pandora but she
makes everyone call her Pansy. Only smart thing she ever done.”
Pansy smacked him on the ass as he turned and walked back to the kitchen,
stopping briefly to throw a salute in the direction of the two men at the counter. They
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saluted back without a word. Elizabeth pulled the plate closer to her and reached for
several packets of recently reorganized sugar. She held an edge and shook them
forcing all the sugar to the far ends. She tore them in together, losing her grip and
spilling a dusting across the table. The grains sparkled like so many diamonds laid out
on velvet.
“Aw, don't worry about it hon, it’ll give me something to do after you leave
and it’ll keep me away from them boys up there.” She nodded in the direction of the
counter. As she did, the guy she’d called Hal got up and walked behind the counter.
“Hal, what the hell you think you’re doing?” Pansy yelled to him.
“Well, you over there gabbing away I thought I’d get myself some more
coffee.”
“Don’t let it happen again,” she once again winked at Elizabeth. “You need
anything else with that?”
Elizabeth shook her head. “I hit a deer.”
“Oh, hon, I’m sorry....” Pansy reached a hand out. She patted the table as if
she were comforting it and not Elizabeth.
“Just came out of no where.” Elizabeth spun the coffee cup turning by the
handle.
“They always do. Where you headed?”
“I don’t know.” Elizabeth spilled syrup over the sugar coated toast.
“I see why you take your coffee black.”
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“Huh?” She looked up from her plate as if she’d had a thought interrupted,
mouth open.
“Hon... that’s enough sugar to last a month.”
“Sorry.”
“Aw, hell, I eat Frosted Flakes with chocolate milk.”
Elizabeth laughed. Pansy shook her hand in the air between them trying to
disperse the smoke.
“I grew up eating French toast like this. My grandmother always made it
before church on Sundays.” Her mind drifted to the kitchen table in the old farm
house, the linen table cloth, the sun bright through the windows, warm on her face, her
grandmother cooking, bacon sputtering. Always already there when she came down
the stairs. But then deeper, further back she remembered a Sunday brunch her father
had cooked, one of their last as a family and one of her few memories of him.
Daylight savings time. She and her mom had gone to church a whole hour early when
they forgot to turn the clocks back. They returned to plates of food, her father had
been cooking for an extra hour. Something told her that breakfast, that French toast,
was better, but it was faint and far away, more an impression than a memory.
“That’s what grandmothers are for.” Pansy shifted sideways in the booth
throwing her back against the window, laying her feet out in front of her and draping
her hand over the back of the booth, hiding the cigarette. “So, where were you
headed?”
“Connecticut.”
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“What’s out there?”
“I’m not sure.”
“Boy, you’re just all sorts of lost, aren’t you.”
The tears had dried on Elizabeth’s face, and as she smiled she felt her cheeks
spreading, stretching. She itched at the salty residue. "Yeah, I guess so."
"Well, I always say you ain't really ever lost; just not sure which way to go."
Elizabeth sipped her coffee, thinking of Rick in Ohio, of his certainty, of his
stability. And she thought of the uncertainty that lay ahead in Connecticut, the giant
blank spot in her life.
"Take my husband," Pansy said, "Trucking company calls one day asking
where he's at. Turns out he started driving west with some soda in back and got some
burr up his ass to drive to Mexico. Kept on going too. Now there's a bunch of
Chileans with rotted teeth,” pronouncing the nationality as if the people there were
perpetually cold. Elizabeth laughed as Pansy smiled showing her perfect teeth. "He
never got lost. Even though everyone else thought he was. He knew exactly where he
was going."
"That's not it. I don't know which way I'm going now."
"You knew before you hit that deer."
"I guess."
"You guess, but now you ain't sure."
"It's just not that simple now."
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"Hon, it's always that simple," Pansy said as she reached across the table and
deftly poured more coffee into Elizabeth's cup. "You ain't taking that deer for some
sort of sign, are you? The accident's trying to tell you something?"
"Something like that.... I've just got a bad feeling, like I made the wrong
decision. Like I'm messing things up," Elizabeth said as she picked up the twisted
slice of orange garnish and spread it open. The sections popped apart, squirting juice
and standing upright in tiny wedges. She bit into it, pulling the pulpy sections from
the rind with her teeth. She ate it all, forcing the seeds to one side of her mouth while
she chewed and spitting them into her hand. She placed them on the edge of the plate
and hid them with her napkin. "I just feel like there's something worse on the way."
Pansy stood up, pulling herself by the table’s edge. She twisted out her
cigarette in the ashtray, grabbed Elizabeth's plate and the pot of coffee and said, "Hon,
there's always something worse."
Elizabeth watched her put the dirty plate in the window and ding the bell even
though Stark was standing right there. Elizabeth sipped at her coffee, careful not to
bum herself. Pansy came back with the bill and asked, "Is there anything else, dear?"
"I'll take one of those phone cards."

"Why haven't you answered the phone?" he said, his voice nasal and insistent
through the phone lines. "I've been calling all night."
"I'm not there," she said looking around the diner. The two men at the counter
had been joined by a third and Pansy was laughing at something he had said as he sat
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down. The man in the comer was gone, his newspaper folded on the table, green bills
sticking out from under it.
"You aren't at your grandmother's?"
"No."
Rick was silent; Elizabeth could hear him waiting, his stuffed nose, the broken
septum, high school football. She felt him waiting for her to answer the next question
without his asking. She tried to think how to explain it. How to tell him she had
driven all night only to slam into a deer east of State College, Pennsylvania. How to
describe what had compelled her. To put a name to that vertigo of time and memory
and identity.
"Elizabeth, where are you?"
Where was she? She didn't really know. Pansy brought her more coffee and
winked at her. Elizabeth thought of frigid South Americans drinking cans of coke
with gap toothed grins.
"Pennsylvania." She covered the receiver with her hand. A giggle popped out.
Pennsylvania sounding as absurd as Chile.
"Pennsylvania?" he said, "You were supposed to be back here this morning."
"I know.” Pansy smacked Hank on the brim of his hat. It flipped off his head
and fell behind him. They laughed.
"I'm serious."
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Elizabeth turned away, looking to the outside world bright skies and wet
shadows around the trees. "I know," she said again, imagining Rick on the couch, the
television on.
"So what are you doing in Pennsylvania?"
She leaned with her elbows on the table, one hand holding the receiver, the
other cupped over her other ear as if trying to black out everything. She closed her
eyes forcing her whole mind to the television's background chatter, trying to identify
it, and to the wet air struggling to move in and out of Rick's nose.
"I don't know," she said shaking her head in Pennsylvania while Rick breathed
in Ohio. "I don’t know."
"You don't know? You just get lost and end up halfway across Pennsylvania?
Even you aren't that bad at directions." She pulled out a cigarette and lit it, her eyes
still focused through the glass to the empty parking lot— the stretch of pavement
separating her from her car.
"I got in an accident."
"What happened?"
"I hit a deer.” She exhaled smoke from her lungs. “The car's all messed up."
"When?"
"Sometime this morning. I tried to call. You weren't home." She slouched
into the booth trying to find some comfort in the cushion as the vinyl stuck to the
underside of her thighs.
“Did you kill it?”
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“No. Well, yes. Where were you?"
“I was here. How’s the car?”
"We're not sure. Why didn’t you pick up?”
"Who’s not?"
"The mechanic. Why didn’t you pick up?” She tried to push back. She knew
how her leaving would look to him. Sooner or later her would take it personally. He
would think he had done something wrong. And she knew that somehow even the
deer was her fault.
His breathing suddenly quieter. Voices from the television filtered through as
she concentrated on the sounds in Ohio, listening for something, some hint: the overly
tired sigh he made when annoyed, or the single long breath through his nose— the
exhale twice as long as the inhale— that signaled he would get defensive, or the quick
intake of breath that warned her he was mad. All she heard was the television, the
high pitched instrumental theme song from M*A*S*H.
“What do you want me to do?” he said coming back to the phone.
Elizabeth stared at the table, at the dark burned circle amid the fake wood
grain. “Can you come get me?”
“Come get you?”
“I can't do this alone, Rick. I need you.” She thought of the mechanic — his
tiny frame and his pot belly and his greasy balding scalp and his grip— and her
inevitable return visit.
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"You need me because you hit a deer and the car’s wrecked. You didn’t need
me before that when you were driving across the country. Where were you going
anyway?"
"Connecticut."
Silence.
"Rick? Say something."
“Your grandmother was right.”
“About what?” She heard the quick breath and regretted asking the question
because she was sure of the answer.
“You know what about. About him.”
“You don’t understand.” She wanted to explain this to him. She wanted to
make him understand she wasn’t going to Connecticut to look for her father. Not
really. She wanted to stand on the beach, smell the air of low tide, the odor of exposed
mud and drying salty seaweed. He wouldn’t understand. And it didn’t matter now
anyway.
“No, I don’t understand why you carry a torch for a murderer.”
“I’m not carrying a torch—”
“But you were going to see him.”
She was being blamed for intentions, made to feel guilty not because she had
done something but because she had wanted to. She stubbed out the cigarette and
made a quick look around the room to make sure Pansy was still behind the counter
holding conference with the three men there.
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“So what if I was,” she said. “He is my father.”
“Christ, Elizabeth.”
“Nobody’s as bad as she made him out to be.”
“So after twenty years you’re just going to show up on his door? I’m sorry but
did it ever occur to you that he might not want to see you? I mean, he never came to
Ohio.”
“You know it did.” They had had the conversation not long ago. Reminding
her of it was intentional. “And it doesn’t matter now anyway. Can you come get
me?”
Breathing.
“Rick?”
“I’m sorry.”
“Why not?”
Breathing again.
“Your back?”
“It couldn’t handle that many hours in the car. Call me when you know about
the car.”
“I wanted to see her grave.” She wanted to touch the stone, to trace her
mother’s name with her fingers.
“I know,” he said, dismissing her. She could feel it.
"I love you," she whispered into the receiver.
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“I know. Call me.” His voice grew softer as he pulled the receiver from his
ear. There was a nearby click on the phone line and then a loud silence in her ear.
She tilted the coffee cup back and studied the grounds swirling in the bottom.
Pansy saw her and walked over with the coffee pot.
“More, hon?”
“Sure, why not.”
“Trouble on the phone?”
“No.” She held her hand over the hot coffee, steam collecting on her palm and
spinning between her fingers. “Just confusion.”
“Doesn’t understand you, right?”
“No, actually he does understand me. I don’t know if I understand myself.”
“Hon, it could be worse. You could be me. Sixty-seven and waiting tables in
a truck stop.”
Elizabeth looked up at Pansy’s face, the wrinkles, the blood-shot eyes, the
sadness. Then Pansy’s mouth curled in a giant smile that made her eyes sparkle and
she said, “Aw, lighten up hon, it’s just life.”
She touched Elizabeth on the shoulder and laughed her way back to the
counter.
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VI

Tuesdays were nothing compared to football Sundays, and the bar itself looked
wholly different. When Colin walked in there were only two other people sitting at
the bar: the scruffy haired dancing man from the weekend and some young guy in a Vneck sweater vest who was drinking Bass and talking loudly to the bartender. Colin
sat at the bar, diagonal from the dancing man at the bar's comer. The man looked up
and smiled, tilting his clinking glass of ice and scotch. "Evening, Colin," he said.
Colin nodded. "Any luck Sunday, Dave?"
"Aw, you know, the usual. Lots of talk, no action."
The bartender pulled himself away from the kid, pausing him with an upturned
finger and poured Colin a snifter of Grand Marnier. Colin put a fifty on the bar and it
sat untaken as the bartender popped the cap off another Bass and handed it to the kid.
"Looked like you had a live one," Colin said.
"The blond?"
"Yeah."
"I was more into the brunette. Always liked them dark and brooding if you
know what I mean."
"Sure do, " Colin said with his eyes closed, the first alcohol sliding into his
stomach. "Sure do," he said again, eyes open as if closing his eyes had somehow
muted his first utterance.
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"Besides, they were lesbians," Dave said tilting his head back and draining his
drink, ice cubes falling into his gaping mouth. He chewed loudly on them, mouth half
open, water drops adhered to his moustache. He pushed the empty glass off the edge
of the bar onto the narrow lip there.
"How do you know?" Colin asked.
"Who were lesbians?" asked the kid at the other end of the bar.
Colin watched Dave. Watched as he turned to the kid, stared, and turned back
to Colin, rolling his eyes as he did. "Colin, remember.... I know these things, comes
with the territory," he said gripping the antler topped staff and shaking it, beads
rattling against the wood, individual feathers flying awkwardly on their rawhide
tethers.
"Right," Colin said smirking. He drank down his drink, eyes closed, breathing.
Dave motioned with a finger for a pair of drinks, Colin, him, him, Colin. As
the bartender poured, the kid slid his drink down the bar nearly spilling it on a seam in
the wood, and sat next to Dave.
"You an Indian?" he said slurring the three words into one.
"Here we go," the bartender muttered toward Colin.
Dave turned quick, his long white hair whipping around him. "Who are you?"
Dave asked.
"What?" said the off-balance kid.
"Who are you? Do you know?"
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The kid made a sound as though he'd been punched, wind forced out of him.
"Sure, I know who I am." His hand twisted around the sweaty neck of the beer bottle.
"That's the problem with these kids today, isn't it Colin? They think they know
everything about everything."
"I don't know," said Colin. "I wasn't much better when I was his age.”
"You were noisy and obnoxious?"
"Are you one of those casino Indians?" the kid asked tugging on Dave's
shoulder.
"Leave it alone," the bartender said.
"What are they?" the kid said, "Messy Pee Squat, right?"
Dave wheeled around so fast the bartender didn't even move. And all the kid
could do was gasp, his neck caught between the two tines of Dave's staff, the kid's face
pulled into an inappropriate smile, his face turning red.
"Mashantucket Pequot," Dave said, "and no. I'm Algonquin. My great-greatgrandmother was a full-blooded medicine woman."
"Dave," the bartender said. "Ease up."
Colin sipped his drink, watching.
"Not until he shows some respect for his elders," Dave said.
"He can't breathe."
"Oh," Dave said, releasing his grip on the staff and returning it to its spot
resting against the bar next to him. He turned back to his drink and hunched over as if
he'd been minding his business all along.
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"What are you twenty-one?" Colin asked.
"Twenty-two," the kid choked out, rubbing his throat.
"Give him another five years."
"Why?" asked Dave.
"Because one day he'll look in the mirror and not know who's looking back,"
Colin said. "Because one day he won't be so smart."
"No politics or religion," the bartender said, "I'll cut you off."
"No worries," Dave said, "and get the kid another beer."
"I know who I am," the kid said to no one in particular.
"Still," Dave said tucking his long white hair behind both ears with his fingers,
"Something's different. Hell, did you see the paper last week? That kid over in Old
Lyme?”
"Yeah," Colin said, shaking his head 'no' even as he said yes, not wanting Dave
to go into it, but knowing it was inevitable. He swirled the snifter with a subtle twist
of his wrist.
"Came home from school and hit his mother in the head with an aluminum
baseball bat. Then he tried to stuff her into the trunk and neighbor saw him and he
dropped her on the ground."
"I heard." The bartender eyed Colin. Colin met his stare and shook his head.
The bartender went back to polishing bottles.
"They found him in New York, blood all over him."
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"Damn," the kid said downing his beer and knocking the empty bottle over as
he reached for the fresh one Dave had bought him.
"Left his mother's body in the middle of the driveway wrapped in a bloody
sheet."
"I just wonder what happens ten years from now when that kid realizes he is
his mother," Colin said.
The kid tilted the bottle of beer back and took several fierce swigs, his eyes
tearing from the cold carbonation. "I'm not my father," he muttered as he passed Colin
and headed out the door, cold salt air rushing in like an unseen ghost.
“Kids these days,” Dave said. “All pricks. You got any kids, Colin?”
Colin looked at him. Dave tucked his long hair behind his ears. He was so
proud of his hair. Dave, the shaman, this man Colin drank with, who bought him
drinks, who he bought drinks. They had never discussed anything like this.
“Yeah,” Colin said against his better judgement. Who was this man though?
Just another drunk like him. Better to tell a drunk than to tell a priest. “A daughter.”
“No shit?”
“I didn’t know you had a daughter,” the bartender said.
“You should.” Colin finished his drink and waited.
“Live around here?” Dave asked.
“Sorry,” the bartender said as he slid another drink toward Colin and waved off
his money.
“Ohio.”
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“No shit. I moved up from Ohio a few years ago. Lived down in Adams
County. Out there by the Serpent Mound. Ever been to Serpent Mound? Quarter
mile long hump of earth shaped like a serpent.”
The bartender poured a drink for Dave and one for himself.
“You ever go out there?” Dave asked.
“No.”
“Shame. Oh well, you know kids these days, all pricks.”
“I’m the only prick in the family,” Colin said thinking he couldn’t very well
call Gretchen a prick though more often than not it would have been appropriate.
“Really? You too?” Dave raised his glass. “To all us pricks.”
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VII

That night she stayed in Bob’s Hotel— a three room addition to his garage that
smelled of mildew and chainsaws covered by disinfectant. The bed was a narrow twin
covered by a faded comforter, the pattern a collection of Santa Fe colored bricks
interrupted by turquoise arrow heads. The pattern was boring compared to the activity
on the rug—predominately red and black splotches with patched of yellow that looked
more like bleach stains than a specific design. She shut off the lights to avoid getting
a headache.
Elizabeth woke startled from a dream, Bob's four a.m. laughter seeping into
her unconsciousness and working the mechanic's jaw like a cheaply dubbed recording,
his toothy grin mismanaging the syllables. The mechanic laughed into his sleeve
wiping his snot and changing to Aunt Jackie who continued the disjointed laughter her
head lolling back and forth until it looked as though it were in danger of breaking right
off her shoulders.
For hours she stared at the ceiling, at the uneven random bumps in the
spackling. Bob knocked at eleven telling her to get out unless she wanted to pay for
another day.

Around five she walked back toward the mechanic’s shop, the distance not
nearly as insurmountable as it had seemed going in the other direction. Her mangled
car was out front. The hood had been hammered back and was held by a bungee cord.
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One head light was duct taped in place and the passenger side quarter panel was gone
completely.
She saw the tuft of his greasy hair sticking up from behind the counter as soon
as she walked in. She hoped he stayed there. Above his head the calendar bimbo
leered at her.
"Gimme a sec," he said, "I'm figuring it out now."
"Then it's fixed?"
He looked up from his little desk, stubby pencil in hand, whittled at the end by
a knife. "It'll drive. That's all I can say." He brought the pencil to his head and ran it
back along his scalp as if trying to draw his hair back. He licked the tip, lead already
staining his tongue from where he had done it before. "Can you pay?"
"Yeah," she said, taking a step back.
"I said cash only," he said, his bald head and wondering eyes all she could see.
"I know what you said," she answered looking away to stare at her wrecked
car, the sun distorted in reflection on the door.
He made some exhaling syllable filled with his doubt. As if he doubted she
had heard what he'd said yesterday. As if she had forgotten. Forgotten the smell of
burnt coffee and fuel. Forgotten the feeling this morning in bed, rolling over, that his
hand was still there gripping her, clutching her, hurting her.
"Sixteen fifty," he said from his seat, eyes looking up to catch her.
"What?"
"One thousand six hundred and fifty."

"You said it wouldn't be more than fifteen hundred."
"No,” he said standing up wedging the pencil behind one ear, "I said it'd be at
least fifteen hundred. You don't hear too well, do you?"
She stood silent, hands deep in her pocket one hand thumbing the fifteen
hundred dollars she had gotten for her grandmother's bonds.
"Can you pay it or not?" he said hands stretching to reach the counter, stubby
fingers curling around the lip.
"I don't know."
"Look— you either can or you can't."
"I don't think I can."
"Jesus." He wiped one hand over his thin hair and rubbed the grease between
his thumb and forefinger. "Then you don't get these."
He said as he raised the keys and dangled them, shaking them as if he were
taunting a dog with a treat.
"You did this on purpose."
"Did what? Look— if you think it was easy to get that thing back on the road
then you should have done it yourself."
"I've got fifteen hundred," she said.
"You're short."
"Come on." Her voice a whisper, wishing she was out of here. The man
grinned, the comer of his mouth turning up to reveal his teeth.
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"That radiator cost me three hundred all by itself," he said, his grin gone. He
stuffed the keys into the pocket of his coveralls and started out from behind the
counter.
"Can I use the phone?"
"You know where the pay phone is," he said patting the irregular bulge in his
coveralls where the keys were.
As she listened to the operator, she kept one eye on the mechanic who was
inching closer to her spot in the phone cubby. He stopped a few feet away and stood
there, rocking slightly on the balls of his feet.
"Elizabeth."
"Rick, I need some money."
"Why? How much damage did you do?"
"Sixteen hundred."
"Jesus Christ," he said.
She couldn't hear him breathing. For a second all she could hear was the faint
crackling of the line, atoms of interference, and the mechanic's shuffling feet grinding
against dirt on the floor.
"You all right?" she asked quietly.
"Elizabeth, we don't have that much. And the rent was due three days ago."
"It's OK."
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"OK?" he shouted into the phone. He calmed back down, his breathing
measured. “We're going to get evicted. We can't fix the car.” The mechanic coughed
as if he'd heard Rick's tiny voice over the phone.
"I just need three hundred. Can you wire it to me?"
" We don't have any money. And where'd you get fourteen hundred bucks
anyway?"
"I’ll explain when I get back. I didn't think I'd need all of it. Can you wire me
the money or not?"
“Don’t get mad at me. I didn’t disappear and wreck the car.”
“Is there a Western Union around?” she asked the looming mechanic, ignoring
Rick.
"They do it at the diner," he said, "but you better hurry. I close in an hour."
"Couldn't you wait?"
"What do you think?"
"We've got an hour."
"I heard," Rick said, "I'll take care of it."
"Thanks," she said. "I'm sorry."
"Yeah, well it's a little late for that now. Call me from the diner."
"Rick?"
"Yeah?"
"I am sorry."
"I know," he said as he hung up the phone.
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Turning, she again faced the mechanic, both his hands stuffed deep in his
pockets. "I'll get the money," she said.
"You better hurry."
She pushed past him, knocking lightly into his shoulder as he refused to get out
of the way. "You know," he said, "you might not need all that money if you'd be
willing to come over here and fetch your keys yourself."
She pulled hard on the door, nearly falling into the world outside, limping to
the diner, the empty parking lot again seemingly insurmountable and vast. The sun
was gone behind the trees, Venus's sparkle like a hole in the sky revealing the
brilliance beyond, the only sounds tires on the highway and the scratching of dead
leaves along the parking lot pavement, abrasive.

Hands on the steering wheel— her left hand itching from where the mechanic
had touched it with his callused fingers as she handed him the money— she exhaled
heavily, glad to be back in the familiar, back in the contours her body had worn into
the seat. She drove slow in the quickening night, testing the little engine, testing
herself. As if testing the bond between horse and rider. Chill though it was, she rolled
down both windows. The man's smell in her car, in her space, some unwanted
interloper. Rick's voice in her head,

Youreally screwed things

her intention all along to hit a deer. As if she could have foreseen the way the world
worked. As if telling him where she was, where she was going, would have
intervened and deterred the deer. And him on the phone again, checking, making sure
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she got the money, hanging up right after he said, "I'll see you when you get home
tonight."
And when she steadied the steering wheel with a knee and lit a cigarette, he
was there again. In front of the looming highway overpass— green signs catching her
uneven headlights, the duct-taped one shooting skyward— she slid the car to a stop on
the loose gravel. Too close, you drive too close. The odor of fuel and body odor
clutching the seat, puffing toward her as she readjusted the seat, settled in the cushion.
Lingering in the lack of motion. These men. Touching her breast lightly, she felt as if
his hand was still there, still latched on to her body. As if her own hand had become
his. A betrayal of her own body. I'll see you when you get home. Men like ghosts
finding their way into her mind, into her dreams, forcing themselves onto her body.
More cushion fo r the pushin ’. All these men. And yet there was one who by his
absence possessed her all the more.
And he was ahead of her, somewhere in the unknown east, the past. Behind
her Rick waited. Life waited. Lighten up, hon. Her grandmother’s expectations
lingered, weighed on her. That sense of obligation had stayed with her even after her
grandmother’s death. Her life was with Rick, was getting her degree in social work in
order to help others. It

’sjust life. And it would wait.

Cigarette trembling between her fingers she pulled back onto the road, passing
the sign for 1-80 West and turning instead up the steep onramp and onto the highway,
shifting up through the gears, believing in her little car, in herself— hon, there's
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always something worse— speeding away from the set sun's glow and the evening
star's light to drive into the darkness and stars already set upon in the east.

Section Two
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September 16, 1977
I am a momma.

My baby wears orange wool. Wild curls are the en

thoughts. Thoughts that furrow her brow and work those thoughts over again in the
wrinkles, in the bunched eye brows.
My baby sleeps. I await my relief. Colin from work. The house is quiet, no
sounds but the building’s breathing. I sit curled in my fa t chair my chilled pair offeet
under me watching my girl sleep. I love my baby so much it hurts. She amazes me.
Today she found a piece o f green sea glass and cried “mommy, mommy.... Emerald.
I nodded and held tight to the glass she gave me, smiling. One o f those quiet chilly
days at the beach. Long Island missing in clouds. I held my curly girl tight and she
squirmed away. “Emerald city,

she said pointing to the little wave
”

Tonight, I will story her with tales o f the Long Island Emerald City. Our local
Oz. Our underwater city o f green eyes like my baby.
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VIII

She woke with a start, turning over and throwing the covers off the huge bed.
The red numbers burned into the darkness: 4:00. Where was Rick? As the warmth
hidden under the covers dispersed, a new question scratched at her like the unfamiliar
sheets: where was she? Shapes on the walls loomed in unknown shadows. The
bedside lamp barely illuminated the room, a forty watt bulb unable to penetrate the
filthy shade, instead casting its light in a circle on the ceiling. Poorly painted canvases
were screwed to the walls, black sheet rock screws flush with the paint. The surface
so yellowed by cigarette smoke that the flowers had a deathly pallor as if they were
dried.
The motel. It came back to her in fits and images, glimpses caught in the
periphery of the speeding car. She had finished crossing Pennsylvania on route eighty,
come through New York on 84 into Connecticut at Danbury and down the Connecticut
River Valley on Route 9. She had crossed the Connecticut River on the arching
Baldwin Bridge, a hulking skeletal train trestle hanging open across the river's mouth,
red lights blinking its shape into existence. Back roads to the shore, old sights coming
through her memory like images from some long forgotten dream. The snow white
steeple of the Congregational Church pricked the night sky above the shadowed trees.
The pale blue shone behind the wrought iron and granite gate, moonlight on stones
and grass covered with frosting dew. Out of Old Lyme to East Lyme where she
finally found a motel: the Campbell House.
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Three hours later and still unable to sleep, Elizabeth forced herself out of bed
and into the shower where she turned the hot water to near scalding. In the bright light
of the bathroom her body stood out against the tile. Her bright edges stark against the
dull tile. And her accident revealed itself, the trauma of the past two days written on
her body. Two fingerprint bruises flanked her breast. Her knee where it had slammed
into the underside of the dash looked as though it belonged to some other body
entirely. It had swollen to more than double, approaching the size of a melon, the skin
stretched and tight. An iridescent rainbow colored the bruise like a slice of beef. She
prodded lightly with her fingers, hot water smashing into her back, running through
her hair, the heat loosening her muscles.
She reached over her head to stretch and open herself up to the fury of the
water, arching her back, hoping to pop a vertebrae. Instead, pain. Contorted. The
pain contracted, spasmed her in half crumble, sliding her to the wet tile. She cradled
her knees to her, clutched them as if to protect herself from attack even though the
enemy was within. Among the raining water, the slick tile and her own tears— pain
squeezing them out— she felt something else. For a brief second, she had lost control
of her body, it had betrayed her, as if it was not her own, as if it were bent on
humiliation. Even here in the shower she felt eyes on her. On the way her stomach
wrinkled in a series of rolls when she sat like this. In the way her thighs touched flat
together. And worst of all, in the midst of that pain, some remnant of her accident, of
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her folly, of her persistent refusal to listen to Rick, her body had let go. Her bladder
leaked.
She sat for a long time watching the water run off her toes. Rivulets and
streams coalescing into a pool and sucked into the drain. So much water, so much of
her, washed off in a swirling whirlpool.

The sign attached to the wrought iron gate read: Duck River Cemetery. A
chain was looped through the spaces under the sign, a bulky Masterlock holding the
ends tight despite being a full hour after sunrise. Elizabeth backed her car onto the
grass shoulder in front of the fence, got out, and slid in between the parallel iron rails
to enter the grounds.
The air was colder than she had anticipated and she wished she had brought
something heavier than her sweater. She stepped off the tire track path and walked
onto a gentle knoll in and among the stones of the oldest section. Monuments leaned
left and right, some missing chunks, their shapes obviously distorted and naked like a
chipped tooth, the missing piece implying the whole. A cherub— one wing broken —
was perched above the name, Ebeneezer Nye. Etchings faded, the stones were flaked
like lichen. And yet so much made it through the years. Lifetimes reduced to phrases
scraped into stone. Dates three hundred years old chiseled clean in the slate. Names
remembered now only by passersby and drivers winding the old roads of the town,
former lands of these former citizens: Bugbee Circle, Noyes Lane, Grizwald Point.
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And had the dead been able to see her glide among the granite and slate, they
would have thought she was a spirit too. As if she weren't taking steps, weren’t
plodding along with a limp, but skimming across the earth's surface. As if she were
suspended by a string. She felt it herself, felt something unnamable, a lightening. She
turned to look behind her and saw only her dark footsteps through the crystal dew.
She crossed an arching stone bridge over the brackish river and marsh. The
sun shown huge and orange, low on the horizon above the marsh, its form distorted
and its warmth sucked up by the fog rising off the river. It rose in lazy drifts, implying
some deep warmth, pulling off the surface and dispersing in the air. She stood for a
moment watching, her arms clutched tight around herself. Through the morning
smoke she saw a dark shape standing just in the shallows of the muddy low tide shore.
It looked like some giant bud, a slate gray tulip perched on a slender stalk. It twitched
as if disturbed by an imperceptible wind and unfurled into life, a vast fluttering,
extending a neck from the tucked folds of expanding wings. A tuft on the neck perked
like a barb, some giant hook. A chill ran through her. Wind rustled the cattails. The
river slipped under the bridge, under her. The bird's feather's shimmered in iridescent
blue and gray, ruffled in the wind and then, as if even this slight breeze was enough,
the wings lifted the bulk from the water, wingtips leaving delicate circles on the river's
surface. Neck folded, legs trailing behind, the bird flew just over Elizabeth's head, so
close she thought she could feel the air pushed by the six-foot wingspan. The only
sound the quiet echo of the river under the bridge and the scratching of dead marsh
grass.
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She walked into the newer section trying to remember. Trying to locate
herself. To one side a ridge had been landscaped into several terraces with chiseled
granite walls and stairs and at the top was a massive stone sarcophagus. On the layer
below, her eye stopped, struck by green. Sod. She turned her eyes away.
Everything came back again. Her father’s words in the limousine as they
drove down the wide main street to the cemetery, the fall colors in brilliant decay like
now: Remember your mother reading. Her mother’s soft voice whispered in
Elizabeth’s ear. Her mother’s arms curled around her to hold the book open.
Elizabeth turned the pages. The stories came alive in her mother’s hands: Charlotte’s
Web. The Wizard of Oz. and Winnie the Pooh. Her mother’s nightly question: Who
do you want to visit tonight?
She knelt in front of the stone and traced her fingers along the cold lettering.
The dew seeped into her knees; the bad one throbbed. It had been a few feet from
here. She had stood clashing with the fire colored leaves in the pink dress her mother
loved. Her grandmother had held her shoulder tight, upset that Elizabeth had refused
to wear black, and worried she would run to her father who was on the other side of
the coffin flanked by the two officers who had met the limousine. She stood, using the
headstone for support and stepped back.
A red-winged black bird flew out of the marsh grass and perched in the birch
branches hanging over her. The world folded back on itself and those two moments
were one; all that was, was fall, rotting leaves, colors swirling in the salty breeze.
Twirling reds and brilliant oranges dropped from the sky like bird wings, half a wing
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here, another there, as if the entire bird were unnecessary and flight was something
wings did on their own.
Elizabeth clasped her hands as if preparing to pray, head bowed, eyes fixed at
the earth, at its sameness. Elizabeth standing in front of her mother’s grave; then and
now. The same spot, the same season, the same little girl, and the same woman. The
same words spoken, “I miss you, mom.” Elizabeth standing in front of her mother’s
grave. Twice. Once. Forever. And she saw herself as if seeing a photograph; she
realized she had been standing in front of her mother’s grave for a long time.

Walking down the dirt track toward the bridge, Elizabeth met a man walking
toward her. She thought about stopping, turning around. She was in the middle of a
narrow track, six foot marsh grass lining the path like a gauntlet. She stuck to one
side, while he walked toward her in the other and she kept her eyes on the ground in
front of her.
"Morning," the man said a few feet away, Elizabeth only glimpsing his shoes
which had come to a stop.
Uncontrollably she looked up, his voice deep and resonant, disturbing some
place in her memory, rattling some shelf in her mind's closet.
"You all right?" he asked, his thin mouth hidden in the tangled mess of his
scarlet beard, gray hairs working their way through. She looked him over, tall, taller
than her, over six foot, corded wool sweater rounded by his chest. His question, his
voice once so deep and low it had frightened her— coming from the towering pulpit as
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it had she thought it the very voice of God himself— now seemed soft and soothing,
memories curling to the surface. Sundays alone with her mother. Those Sundays
where she wore pink and sat in the last pew singing out of the hymnal her mother held
open, her finger tracing the words for Elizabeth to sing. "Reverend Good?" she asked
tentatively, trying out the name from her memory.
"Yes," he said, "Do I know you?"
Elizabeth smiled. "You used to," she said, the smile a recognition of her
mutability over the years. She smiled because she had the same difficulty recognizing
herself.
"God," he said, his fingers disappearing into the tangles at his chin.
"My name's—”
"Helen—” He covered his mouth with his hand.
“Elizabeth.”
"Of course." He shook his head. "Elizabeth,” he said tugging at his beard.
"It’s been a while. I didn't recognize you."
"I have the same problem myself sometimes."
The sun rose above the mist on the river and cast clear light across the hillsides
warming the day quickly.
"Just out walking?" he said, running his hands over the cords of his sweater
making his barrel chest stand out even more.
"Visiting," she said.
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He nodded, a deep grunt muffled inside his chest, as if muted by his sweater.
He gestured with an open hand in front of him and said simply, "Join me?" She
pivoted on a toe and they walked back the way she had come, each in a tire rut. Ahead
of them a rabbit hopped off the trail and into the woods at the sound of their cracking
footsteps.
"I haven't had company on one of my walks in a long time."
"What about your wife?"
"She passed on a few years ago."
"I'm sorry," she said.
"Ovarian cancer," he said stuffing his hand into his pockets and walking stiff
armed.
"My grandmother died last week," Elizabeth said quietly, not knowing how to
respond, unable to think about anything else.
"She wasn't that old, was she?"
"Seventy-two."
"Margaret was sixty-one."
A wind blew in off the river and chilled Elizabeth. Leaves rattled and spun
and dropped off their branches, their flickering shapes like floating embers.
"Margaret never did like coming with me mornings, though."
"Why not?"
"She said it was too much death too early in the morning." He stopped and
Elizabeth followed suit. She followed his gaze to the painfully blue sky. Small black
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birds flew across the sky, one chasing two. Elizabeth could see the spot where she had
recently been standing. The grass in front of her mother's grave was bent and broken.
She felt the reverend looking at her; she was afraid to return his gaze. He made some
sort of noise deep in his throat, as cavernous as his echoing voice. Elizabeth waited.
"I'll be right back," he said walking off the path toward the patch of bright
green sod, artificial and frightening among the brown grass and fiery leaves. Elizabeth
watched as he clasped his hands and bent his head. She felt like an intruder. She
concentrated on reading the stone: “Carole McLachlin, tragically taken early.” She
hear him mumble two unmistakable syllables, the first high pitched. She looked
behind, over her shoulder, trying to avert her eyes so he wouldn't think she was
watching him, her eyes uncontrollably drawn to the footsteps in the dew, the silent
stone and even ground that was her mother's grave.
"I'm sorry," he said as he came back to her.
She smiled weakly, suddenly uncomfortable in the presence of such fresh
turned soil. The reality of what lay beneath sinking in in a concrete way death hadn't
done before. Even at her grandmother's funeral the grave was still open to the sky
when they left. It was as if somehow, now in the presence of this sod, and the brown
soil spilling from underneath, Elizabeth felt the very weight of the earth, knowing that
just below the surface some well preserved smiling corpse— like the artificially
smiling corpse of her grandmother, a woman who had never smiled— lay in
anticipation of inevitable decay. Her mother's grave behind her now stood in a light
that made her chill. Remembering, standing on that spot nearly twenty years ago in
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the bright pink dress, the gaping hole in the earth not nearly as frightening as the way
that plot was indistinguishable from world now.
"Let's go," the reverend said, as if sensing her uneasiness. "Would you like
some coffee? I've got some on at the house."
Elizabeth nodded and they walked back down the path, neither speaking as
they crossed the stone bridge back into the old section, back to where the stones were
windblown and faded and the dying grass was uniform and even. At a few of the
stones tattered miniature flags rippled in the slight breeze. No one came to these
graves save a few veterans who stuck flags in the ground and walked on once a year.
There were so many without flags. Women and children. Did any one visit them?
Had anyone visited her mother’s grave? Almost twenty years had passed. The grass
had grown and been cut by anonymous men on power mowers. The earth had settled.
It was preposterous to think her mother knew— it was nothing like that at all. Yet she
felt guilty. Or at least that was part of it. It felt like guilt. But it was worse— she was
uneasy. Nervous. Her mother had lived in her head all these years as a story. Though
they were few the images and memories kept her mother alive. Here though she was
confronted with reality. Her mother was buried under a ton of earth. All that was left
was a hunk of granite. Someday even that stone would be gone. It all seemed so
important, the schooling, the money, the car, the debts, Rick’s reactions. And yet
faced with this her concerns were paltry and pathetic.
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The coffee was strong and bitter. She took the milk the reverend offered. He
led her from the kitchen to a large sitting room at the front of the house, cars driving
by the windows on main street. It was little warmer in the house than it was outside.
Filaments of steam curled off the coffee's surface, mimicking the swirling milk and
coffee.
"Have a seat," the reverend said, pointing to one of the two upright chairs
flanking the brick fireplace that was unused and immaculately clean, three logs piled
on an iron stand. She sat mesmerized by the behemoth hearth and the roughly milled
log that made the mantle. She wondered for a second how she ended up here, the trip,
the steps that led to here looming just outside her vision, as if her life were passing by
her car.
"That's from one of the original meeting houses," the reverend said gesturing
toward the mantle with his mug. "One of the few pieces that didn't bum entirely. It's
almost two hundred years old."
Elizabeth sipped her coffee, slightly uneasy. The room around her was like a
museum. Two tall bookcases on either side of the hearth were filled with cracked
spines and gilded pages. An old spinning wheel. An elegant wooden rocking chair,
just the slightest portion of the runners on the floor as if even a draft would set it to
rocking. The high polished amber floor creaked underfoot, the smell of time inbetween the boards. The world outside distorted by the settled glass panes, warped by
the years.
"What brings you back here?" he asked, "You still live in Ohio?"
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"Columbus," she said. She stooped to sip her coffee, worrying about spilling
on the chair, concerned even about the floor. "I've always felt a bit guilty. About
leaving my mother."
"It's not like you had anything to do with it."
"She's always been so far away," she said holding on to the memory of her
mother, the memory constructed over the years by her grandmother's stories, pieced
together from the pictures on the wall. The stories ending when Helen met Elizabeth's
father. The years of their marriage, her childhood captured in a single picture in the
living room, gaps between them shimmering in golden waves, her father's
dismembered hand hanging over her mother's shoulder, his presence scissored away
from her life, from her memory. "I missed the beach," she said.
"You grow to take it for granted," he said.
"I missed hearing the waves." She remembered her grandmother's attempt to
replace the ocean. Taking her outside in the yard, carrying her to the edge of the com
field, listening to the rustling leaves, to the wind bending the silky ears and the
flowering peaks, their golden buds swirling. "Ohio's waves," her grandmother had
said, holding her nearly eye level with the young stalks. But the com disappointed, it
died and was chopped down, stubby nubs gridding the earth, its rhythms temporary.
The reverend nodded as if he had felt her disappointment in the com, a deep
sound of affirmation resonating from his chest as he bent to sip his coffee.
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"I didn't know you had a son," Elizabeth said. Atop the log mantle was a large
picture of the reverend, his dark haired wife and a smiling blond boy of about fifteen.
She wanted to shift the conversation from herself, from the topic of everything.
"I don't," the reverend said, looking at the photo himself. "Not anymore."
Elizabeth sat, hands wrapped tight around her mug, the mug just under her
nose, warm steam rising to her nose. It was an awkward silence, one in which she felt
tension build. The reverend's final words so ambiguous and leading. She nibbled at
her bottom lip, tearing layers of chapped skin.
"Your grandmother was a strong woman."
"You met her?" she asked knowing instantly when he must have met her.
"Yes, I liked her quite a bit."
"You must have been one of the few."
He chuckled into his mug, the sound muffled. "She was, well, opinionated....
I figured given the circumstances."
"She was always like that. Ministers were the only men she was ever civil to."
"Really?"
"She couldn't stand Rick."
"Your boyfriend?"
"Fiancee," she lied.
"She didn't have too high an opinion of your father either."
"No wonder."
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"No, I mean even before— " he said stopping short, his gesture lingering in the
air in front of him, implying the unnamable.
"No big surprise."
"He brought it on himself though. He never made any concessions."
"Like on what?"
"Like on moving here for one. I don't think your grandmother wanted Helen to
move out here. It's tough to move your family away."
The phone rang so loudly that it startled Elizabeth. The reverend stood up,
excusing himself, and disappeared into the hallway. After he said hello, she heard him
stiffen his words and say, "Now just calm down." Elizabeth stood herself, feeling
somehow that she was intmding, what was she to this man? She had ceased to be a
part of his congregation, his responsibility years ago. Her life was in Ohio now. Rick
was there. Connecticut held nothing but ghosts, ghosts and memories, memories that
always slid into the selfsame scene like a shifting dream: always the lights and cars
surrounding her old home, firetrucks, police, red and blue flashes on the side of the
house. No one noticed her at first, so short. The three steps to the front door were so
insurmountable, the open doorway so dark. Appearing from the door as if from a
cave, her father, hunched, bloodied, wrapped in a dark wool blanket. Always opening
his arms to her, blanket unfolding like the wings of some gargantuan bat. Rooted
unable to move, those wings engulfing her in an itchy darkness where she suffocated.
Always suffocating. Buried alive.
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"I'm sorry," she heard the reverend say behind her, her hand tugging at the
neck of her tight turtle neck sweater. "I'm afraid I have to leave."
She turned away from the mantle, away from the reverend's smiling picture
and his glowing wife, his hand on her shoulder, their son's pale hand on the other
shoulder. "Is everything all right?" she asked.
"I hope so," he said, "Are you going to be in town long?"
"I don't know."
"Because I'd like to see you in church on Sunday."
"I'm not much of a church-goer these days."
"Still, I'd like it very much if you'd come. I think your mother would have
wanted you to."
"Do you know where my father is? I mean, I don't know if he's alive or still in
jail or anything."
"What did your grandmother tell you?"
"Nothing. As far as she was concerned he died the day he went to prison. She
wouldn't talk about him. Ever. I defended him once,” she said looking down her
chest, studying the weave of her sweater, the insistent V ’s. “Just once.”
"Did she actually tell you he died?”
“No, she just wished it. We never talked about him, though. He might as well
have been.”
“I don’t know. He went to jail for a long time. If he did get out I’m sure he
would have moved somewhere else. He wouldn’t have been welcome.”
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"Yeah, I guess so.”
"Town's just too small."
He picked at the hair on his chin. "I’ve got to go, can I give you a ride to your
car?"
"No thanks, I'll walk. Is the church open?"
“Last door on the left is always open. I hope to see you on Sunday. I always
liked seeing you and your mother together in the back pew. Sometimes I look up half
expecting her to be there. It was different then, the congregation so much smaller, so
much more intimate." He caught himself from his memory and pulled himself back,
straightened up, ran his hands up and down the fabric of his sweater. "I'll see you
then," he said abruptly, leading her to the front door, unbolting it, swinging its weight
into the house, pushed by the cold outside, and nodding continuously, almost a
shaking.
She felt like a thief stepping into the empty church, her footsteps muffled by
the carpet. The closing door echoed in the empty hall. In a way she was a thief. She
was stealing from the town those memories that had been lost to her so many years
ago. She knew when she left this time she would have these memories hidden close
under her clothes. No longer would these memories be lost to the fickle memory of
childhood and left behind when she moved to Ohio.
Elizabeth and her mother stood in the last pew waiting for the service to start.
The early morning sun casting columns of light through the balcony windows. Above
them was the domed ceiling, glinting gold leaf designs, curling vines reflecting light.
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In the deepest parts of the dome shadows danced, light through the leaves. It looked
as if the very paint was alive. God
organ’s processional fugue had filled the room.

’sin the paint, her mother had
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IX

The apartment was dark. He hadn’t bothered to turn on the lights. The sun
had set half an hour earlier, but the cloud cover in the west had hid the light for hours.
Traffic outside rushed by in its sporadic way. He noticed the different cars. He heard
differences in engines and tires. A small compact, something missing a fifth gear and
straining at fifty five down the road. A large truck, its diesel engine rumbling,
unmistakable, probably a Cummins Dodge. Someone who needed a muffler. Thin
tires, a high pitch running the road.
When the phone rang he reached it before the first ring was finished.
“Yeah...hey... Sure, Paul... I can be there in half an hour.... It’s no problem,
I wasn’t doing anything. Yeah, see ya.”
He placed the phone back in its cradle, exhaled heavily and forced his way out
of the sunken posture in the futon. Flipping on the bathroom light left him blinking,
the sudden brightness like an insult, the reflection in the mirror a remembering. The
man staring back at him was fatter around the face. He had this little thing, not exactly
a double chin, but this thing that hung there, as if his skin was loosening. Lines had
forced their way in around his mouth, years of smoking, anything he could get these
days, Lucky’s, Swisher Sweets, GPC’s. A few veins had started mottling red along
his left cheek bone, years of shaving, tiny capillaries looked like worms just under the
surface. In the reflection the rest of him had also dropped, drooped he thought.
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The eyes though, the eyes he remembered. Not around them, that like his chin
and gut have slid off his skull. Bags formed under his eyes— years of not sleeping—
puffed, he looked like he had just finished crying. But in the eyes themselves, the
sharp brown around the iris, the tight pupils in the bright light. Those were the same,
those he remembered. As long as he kept looking at his eyes, he remembered himself.
His focus jumped back and forth, left to right, getting distracted by the bridge of his
nose. He shifted to the left eye, focused on that single eye, on the way the tiny
filaments of black and hazel seemed to swirl around the pit in the middle, the way the
contracted circle of his pupil held the world in it. That tiny black hole, like the barrel
of that gun so many years ago, pulled him inward. The eye’s lens, like some optical
illusion twisted and reversed becoming a spiraling hole into his soul. There, even
within him was that final moment, that single instant where the world, his world,
ceased to be and the black hole of his eye would no longer pull everything into it and
tear it apart with the forces of reasoning. That moment when the world would end
even as it continued.
The razor on the white porcelain glowed in the bright lights. Prismed light
reflected off mirrors and pristine tiles and the sharp edge of the blade. He felt dizzy.
He knew this feeling. As if he were falling from some great height. As if his mind
had taken him to some uncharted mount and thrown him off, falling backward, only
able to look up and see the sky, never knowing when the impact would come, when
the force of falling would snap his back. He picked up the blade, bringing it close to
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his face, twisting it in his hand, watching the light play off the edge. The blade
trembled in his hands.
He closed his eyes and it was there. The instant that had worked its way into
his mind forever, the image ingrained from staring: Helen, slumped forward on the
bed, the slow trickle of blood along the edge of the bedspread, so much slower, so
much thicker than he thought it would have been, so much heavier.
He threw on a clean white T-shirt, buckled his belt, neatly sliding the excess
through the loops. He opened the freezer door and pulled out a bottle of vodka. He
poured a glass. He cocked back his head and downed the clear liquid in two quick
gulps, then poured a shorter glass and downed it too. He grabbed his light coat, a jean
jacket and headed out the door, one hand on the metal railing of the fire escape which
was the only entrance to his apartment. The stairs were loud and clattered as he made
his way down. The bike was resting against the side of the building. He climbed on
and started pedaling. He never locked it. He paid ten dollars at a tag sale. The bike
was lacking in just about every category. The shifters were down on the frame, he had
to stoop to move them. They were two silver pins, and finding the proper gear was
nearly impossible, always jumping one or two gears, trying to ease back, difficult
while trying to navigate traffic. The rear brake rubbed against the tire rim.
Work was only about two miles up hill. He pumped hard on the pedals,
jerking the bike back and forth, exerting himself, the vodka working quickly through
his system, his heart pumping. As he turned into the parking lot, he checked it. It was
more than half full. His boss had recently started an early bird special that went from
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four to six. He was going to be swamped all night. The backside of the restaurant was
almost completely dark except the shaft of light emanating from the open back door.
They never shut the thing. Even in the dead of winter. It just got too damn hot in the
kitchen.
His bike leaned against the back wall where bits of food and grime clung from
spraying the floor mats; he peeked inside at the time clock. Four minutes till fourthirty. On the other side of the kitchen the silent dishwasher and the piles of dishes
waited for him. All of the stuff from the day cooks, all of the stuff from the prep
cooks, and all of the stuff from a room full of senior citizen dinners, half finished and
plastered to the plates. He had time for a smoke and to catch his breath.
He sat against the back wall, resting on an upturned four gallon mayonnaise
jug. These things were almost perfect stools. He fished the pack of smokes from his
breast pocket, his Zippo from his back pocket, and lit the short cigarette. Small
tendrils of smoke sucked backward into the kitchen. A minute later, footsteps
approached the door. He knew it would be Paul, one of the cooks. He stuck his head
out, saw him smoking and pulled up a pair of milk crates stacked on top on one
another and likewise sat.
“Colin, man, good to see you.”
“Yeah?”
“Sorry about calling you in early. Guy we hired for days didn’t show.”
“Told you it was no problem.”
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Paul put his hand out, index finger pointing toward the pack of smokes, thumb
cocked like a trigger. Colin loosened a cigarette from the pack and handed it to Paul,
flipping his lighter open, flicking it—the flame lighting up both of their faces as they
leaned close to block the slight breeze that was almost always coming in off the
Sound.
“I’ll give you a hand over there to get started, see if we can’t get you caught
up.”
“Sure.”
They sat for a minute in silence. The salt air filtered through the trees in
spurts. It was pungent, like something rotting, the sweet rot of low tide. Their
cigarettes burned quickly. They were dry. Paul threw his away, flicking it into the
darkness when it was only half burned. Smoke escaped his lips as he spoke, “How do
you smoke those fucking things?”
“Well,” Colin started, as if to say something profound on the nature of Lucky
Strikes. Perhaps to comment on the name, the irony that he saw, to elucidate the finer
points of God’s joke as he saw it. He didn’t finish his statement. It fell apart before it
left his mouth. He made some gesture with the hand holding the cigarette, circling it
in front of his mouth as if this movement—the glowing ember's dance— would be
sufficient articulation.
The evening went as Colin expected. Paul helped in his usual way. He didn’t
actually wash dishes, he put them away, running around the kitchen placing pots and
pans back in their places, hanging upside down from nails, bowls cupped into each
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other like Russian dolls, cast iron sizzle platters stacked precariously on the flim sy
sheet metal shelf over the four blue perpetually flaming burners. He never really got
dirty like Colin. He ran around the kitchen in his nearly spotless whites; he changed
his apron three times a shift. His hands looked like a leper's, covered with blisters and
bums and scars that never healed properly, the scar tissue puffed and smooth.
Colin didn’t mind though, running to put all of the dishes away was the part he
hated. It was then that his mind lost its concentration. When he left the confines of
the dishwasher, his mind slipped and thought of things other than dishes; it dwelled.
The dishtank, as it was affectionately known, created a section of the kitchen that was
all Colin’s. A stainless steel room cut away from the rest of the kitchen. In front
facing the rest of the kitchen was a two-tiered shelf, everything of shining steel. The
top shelf at a slight angle so the glass racks could be seen by the wait-staff. Two
racks, one for dining room glasses and the other for bar glasses. When one was full
the wait-staff tapped on the top, Colin pulled it off and replaced it with an empty one
from underneath. The dishes slid onto the lower shelf, hopefully cleaned off first by
the wait-staff. The silver went into the bin with the blue water. The sink and shower
nozzle were in the comer, a large square sink, four inches deep, a grate fit perfectly
inside so that all the food and straws and sugars could be tossed into the garbage rather
than down the drain. The dishwasher was to his left. The trays for the glasses and
dishes slid around the shelf like on a conveyor belt, push one rack in and it would push
the other out, reach around, slide it away while spraying the next rack, everything
within half a step, half a turn.
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On a really busy night he wouldn’t have to leave the little square created by the
dishtank. Right from the start he was busy. With no lunch dishwasher, the piles were
high, and the dishes were crusted, he set to work and for nearly four hours straight
there was nothing in his mind. There was no thought but next rack in, this rack out, a
face full of steam, pull with the left, push with the right, spray, stack, scrape, scrub,
wipe. He was at ease, the monotony and the repetition along with the heat and
intensity, the needs, ‘We’re out of silverwear,’ ‘I need rocks glasses,’ ‘Keep the
freaking sizzle platters coming’ kept him focused on nothing. There were no thoughts.
This work didn’t necessitate a thinking mind. That was why he did it. And it is also
why Paul and the other cook wondered why the hell he showed up six nights a week.
These four or five hours of quiet, of rhythmic fast-paced work, were as close as
he got to sleep. Despite the yelling— that was well done you bitch; the orders — get
this pan back to me yesterday; and the odd demands— Colin clean the shitter will ya
some old fart missed the can— he could always count on at least three or four hours of
unadulterated work. Even when the dishes ran out at the end of the night there was
sweeping and mopping and garbage and the scrubbing of the dishtank with steel wool
and comet. There was repetition. Every night was almost identical. If someone asked
him what he had done that night, he wouldn’t be able to give the particulars.
Tonight was no different. He worked hard for four hours, then around nine
thirty it happened, as it always did. Everyone in the kitchen looked up at the same
moment. There were no dishes on the shelf, no glasses in the racks; there were no
tickets hanging in the window, no shrimp sizzling in pans, no steaks grilling, no water
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boiling. Paul looked over at Colin who had just wiped the area quickly clean with a
rag. The other cook, Warren, had already started for the back of the kitchen, he
hollered to the other two, “Let’s go boys, time for our fucking union break.” Paul and
Colin smiled. Even this was the same, even this moment, whenever the lull came, and
it always did, and Warren always called it their union break and he always headed out
first, stopping at the ice machine on the way out.
As Colin and Paul passed him he was still scooping ice to one side of the
machine. Some nights, when they were slow, he filled buckets and threw them out on
the pavement, but eventually Warren would find what he was looking for, what he had
hidden under pounds of ice since four. Six glistening longneck Budweisers. Their
brown surfaces so cold they were frosted. Outside, in the dark, their bodies steamed
like the dishwasher, parallel streams rising off each shoulder, broken by their baseball
capped heads. They each grabbed a beer, put the caps into their pockets and sat on the
three “stools” out against the wall, between the rear of the building and the hulking
shadowed shape of the dumpster. Colin again sat on the upturned mayonnaise jug,
Paul on the two milk crates and Warren on a round pickle bucket— upright, the lid
still on.
“Thanks for showing up today, Colin.”
“I’m always here.” Colin offered his pack of cigarettes to the other two. Paul
took one; Warren refused, reaching into his pocket for the pack of Camel lights he
invariably had.
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“I know. And every day you show up, I’m fucking amazed,” Warren said, his
white teeth gleaming in the dark catching some sideways hint of light from the crack
in the door. Colin lit his cigarette, passed the lighter to Warren who lit his and passed
it to Paul who pocketed it.
“Why do you come back every day Colin?” asked Paul.
“Because, dumb-ass, if I just didn’t show up one night you’d keep my lighter.
And I can’t have that now, can I?” Holding out his hand as he said it. Paul slapped
the shining Zippo into his hand. “Besides I love this place.”
“Bullshit.”
Colin put the bottle to his mouth. His fingers had burned patterns into the
frost. The label was loose, beads of sweat were all over the glass, wetting his fingers.
He tilted his head back, pouring the beer straight into the back of his throat. They had
to hurry. Two beers in five minutes maybe seven. The cold worked its way to his
brain, piercing his temples.
“Well,” Colin said, again making the circular gesture with his hand, implying
much more but not speaking.
“I say it’s bullshit.” Warren said.
“Me too,” said Paul, “How the hell old are you anyway?”
“Forty-something,” Colin lied.
“Forty-something?” Paul shook his head. He was maybe twenty-seven, an ex
marine. He picked up cooking once he got out. Didn’t know what else to do, he had
told Colin, but he loved the East Coast in the summer. Colin remembered what he
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told him one night, seated in these very stools, “The bitches up here are all real. I
mean they may be real stuck up cunts but at least when you feel them up, you’re
feeling real titty. I’ve been in Miami and in L.A. and you might as well just go out
and buy a pair of implants yourself if you like playing with them that much.” Colin
watched the young man. His face was stretched as he thought. It puzzled him to have
a forty-something-year-old man as his dishwasher who wasn’t mentally retarded.
“Weren’t you like a teacher or something?”
“Or something,” was Colin’s answer. Even this was the same. Every night,
same work, same jobs, same conversations. His life was at a stand still. He wanted it
that way. Colin lifted the bottle again and pulled hard, gulping several times. The
beer was frigid but it was so goddamn good considering the work. It was nasty, filthy,
greasy work, your hands in other people’s partially chewed food, scraping it off plates,
grease flying from hot pans, flames leaping at random, water accidentally spraying all
over you... the beer was frigid and pure, it cut through the grime and, as Colin
continued to pull at the bottle, working his throat muscles, it felt like he was getting
clean. As if all night he had not only been arm deep in the mess of half chewed food
and soggy napkins but that he had been ingesting it. That his entire being had been
force fed the filth. His mouth was stale and parched, raw, as if he had thrown up
repeatedly, coated in a sick filth, but the beer sliced through that, it cut through the
filth and it warmed his stomach, it bit against the back of his mouth. He put the first
bottle on the concrete at his feet.
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They were all looking at the light, flashing, under it they could all make out the
ringed smokestack, like a candy cane, red, white, down to the ground. Across Niantic
Bay. There was no need to say it, everyone on the eastern shoreline knew what that
candy cane smoke stack was part of: The Millstone Nuclear Facility.
“I still think you’re full of shit,” said Paul, “Why would you leave a cushy job
teaching to work at a crappy restaurant?”
“Because, Sherlock, when I’m here I don’t worry about a class room full of
kids with nine millimeters.”
There were affirming nods from the other two and one of them grunted. The
subject seemed to be over as they all concentrated on their second beers. When the
three had nearly finished, Warren stood and began throwing the empties into the
dumpster.
“What have you got left?” he asked Colin. Warren was the head man in the
kitchen and while Colin stuck around cleaning and finishing, Warren had to stay. He
didn’t like to stay late, so he often helped Colin close.
“Looks like just the garbage and then sweep and mop.”
“OK, Paul, have a nice night, you’re done. Colin... grab the garbage, I’ll
sweep; you mop. And we’re outta here.”
They pounded back the last of their beers, Colin almost got it all but, afraid he
was going to choke, took one last gulp that was half beer and mostly air. He felt the
need to belch. It puffed into his mouth and he exhaled it through his nostrils without a
sound, the memory of cold carbonation filled his mouth.
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The night finished quick and easy, and, within forty-five minutes, they were
running around the kitchen putting the last dishes away and dumping out the mop
water and checking the locks.
“See you tomorrow I hope,” Warren said.
“I’ll be here.”
“I hope so.”
Colin hopped onto his bike, pedaled round a few quick times, pulled out of the
parking lot and headed down the street, one foot lower than the other in mid pedal.
The night was cold. Colin’s jacket was buttoned to the top, the jean material making
his movements stiff, holding upright like a brace, but it held in the warmth and kept
the wind out. The moon was just coming up over the Sound, a waxing gibbous,
looming huge and yellow over the immense stack of the nuclear plant. Teaching
seemed so long ago. He was so long ago. He wasn’t the same person. That person,
the father, husband, teacher... the man with a future, with a wife and daughter... no
longer existed. In his place was a man who only had a past, who only lived his life
stuck in time, frozen into the glacier of guilt that was his memory.
The salt air was bright. It was as if the air itself acted like a lens to the world.
Even in full darkness he saw the shapes on the coast clearly. The two small mounding
rocks several hundred yards offshore. The sand flat and hard, soaked, and compacted.
It smoothed the edges of the world. The beach, a perfectly rendered piece of
sandpaper. As if that spot, the place where the water had been and would return
contrasted with everything else in the world, smooth to the town’s bumps and bruises,
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rough edges and right angles. He and Helen on a similar glitter strewn beach so many
years ago, that first night in the new home, walking the deserted street in the chill
wind of early Spring, huddled together in the cold sand, waiting for the moon to rise
and the shadow of the earth to bite into it.
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X

Watching the waves work their way to shore, she was reminded of Lake
Superior where her grandmother took her one summer. The weak little lappings were
the antithesis of waves. Their soft foldings so gentle. Undulations. That would work,
it had the right tones: u, u, a.
Driving these narrow roads was an exercise in remembering. She couldn’t tell
herself which road had been hers, she couldn’t name it or pinpoint its location on a
map. But here, tires unevenly riding over speed bumps, she knew it was pulling her
toward it. As if this country, these seemingly identical paths and cottages had worked
their way into her heart, the interconnecting streets, the arteries of childhood. No
longer able to remember but unable to forget, she pulled onto the grass at the base of a
knoll.
Perched atop the little hill was a short thick trunked tree, dwarfed by the
looming maples and locust that leaned over rooftops. The tree’s brilliant leaves,
maroon stars, flashed their silver undersides in the salt breeze. Elizabeth plucked one
of the leaves from its stem. Her fingers worked over the leaf, felt its coolness. She
thought she was holding someone’s hand, lightly haired and veined like her own.
Further up sat her old home, the gabled window upstairs her old room. The
three insurmountable steps that led to the front door. The world shifted. Vertigo
pulled at her. She felt as if she had leaned too far in a chair and was caught in that
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moment of initial falling, the house teetering on the edge above her threatening to
follow her down and crush her beneath those concrete steps.
Smoke pulled her from the free fall, the very smell somehow warming, the
implication of fire. Above her, against the overcast sky hung a thin line of gray brown
smoke twisting like a funnel cloud. The scent clung to the ground even as the smoke
swirled skyward, the two somehow separate and distinct. As she walked toward the
backyard she caught glimpses of fire, a leaf cast burning until it died and fell slowly to
earth one last time taking on the semblance of a leaf. A man in a red and black flannel
shirt and leather work gloves was breaking sticks over his knee and feeding them into
the metal drum. Holes punched low in the sides of the barrel allowed air to filter in
under the flames.
“Mr. Fulton?” The man turned slightly, one huge eye focused on her from
behind the heavy lens.
“I got a permit,” he said resuming his stick breaking, staring into the fire.
“My name’s Elizabeth.”
“So? What do you want?”
“I used to live there,” she said cocking her head in the direction of the next
house. He forced a branch over his thigh. It didn’t break. He held it at an angle, one
end in the soft yard and kicked at it with his boot. It snapped clean in half with a loud
pop. “There was a row of Christmas trees over there,” she said pointing. He
straightened up, pulled off his gloves, paired them palm sides touching and threw them
toward the rake. He rubbed his hands, working his joints with his fingers as if he were
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washing his hands. His giant eyes, aqueous and doe-like, looked past her to the
neighboring house. She turned and looked herself.
“I was the one who cut them trees down. Guy from the realtor came over, son
of a friend of mine and asked. Said it would help the house sell faster.”
“Did it? Sell fast, I mean?”
“Yeah,” he said, “couple from New York. They come twice a year...
Memorial weekend and Labor Day.” He shoved his hands into his back pockets, took
a deep breath, head tilting to the sky and as he exhaled he looked down to the ground
as if deflated. “Don’t think they ever knew.”
“Not much of a selling point,” Elizabeth said.
“No,” he said smiling painfully, making an effort, as if those muscles were so
rarely used. “Anyone ever tell you you look like your mother?”
“I’ve heard it once or twice.”
“I thought for a second you were Helen. Bad sign,” he said. “An old man
seeing things.” He dropped his eyes to the pile of sticks at his feet as if therein lay the
ill omen of which he spoke.
“Wasn’t there an apple tree back here?” she asked.
“Yeah.”
“Your wife used them in the stuffing at Thanksgiving.”
He nodded pointing to the burning barrel. “That’s it.” Elizabeth saw the
burning barrel was resting on a stump. “Cut it down after Alice died.”
“Why?”
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“It had a growth,” he said. “Come on in the house. My eyes are burning.”
Inside, she felt like she had stepped into the past, everything about the small
kitchen as it had been nearly twenty years before: the stove, hulking and metal, the
edges rounded, the enamel coating chipped in spots revealing the raw metal, the
linoleum tiles worn, the ladderback chairs, the oak table still cluttered with letters and
bills and magazines and newspapers folded to the crossword puzzle. On the
windowsill, seedlings worked their way out of the dark soil.
“You want some coffee or a beer or something?” he said. “You’re old enough
right?”
“Yeah,” she said turning around in a circle.
“Yeah what?”
“Coffee,” she said.
Mr. Fulton drew water from the faucet into a sauce pan and covered it and
turned the knob on the stove, the blue flame popping into existence and thumping
under the pot, the sound not unlike that of a heartbeat.
“Doctor’s told me to throw everything out, coffee, beer, everything, and stick
to green tea,” he said opening the fridge and taking out aja r of instant Folgers and a
can of Budweiser which he opened with the hand that was holding it. “I didn’t listen.”
“Why?”
“You ever had green tea? Stuff tastes like shit.”
“No,” she said laughing. “Why did they tell you to throw everything out?”
“Cancer.”
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“Oh,” she said, her laughing cut short. “I’m sorry.”
“Not your fault. Anyway, something had to get me sooner or later. I’ll be glad
in a way when it’s all over.”
“When what’s all over?” she asked incredulous.
“This,” he said waving his hand in the air above him, conjuring the world into
nothingness.
Elizabeth looked around her, at the years of accumulated stuff, coffee mugs
and serving platters, artwork on the walls next to relative’s photos.
“Isn’t there anything they can do?”
“Who?” he said spooning two heaps of pseudo-coffee into a mug.
“The doctors.”
“Sure,” he said. “They can take my money.”
Elizabeth walked to the wall to read an embroidered message.
“Here, have a seat,” he said picking a disheveled pile of newspapers and ripped
envelopes from a chair and dropping them on the floor next to the stove. He slid the
chair closer to the table. “Shit,” he said, “when Alice got sick, they took damn near
everything I had. If Alice hadn’t died when she did, I would have lost this house.
We’d been living here almost forty years.” He poured the hot water into the mug, and
stirring it with a spoon, dinging like a bell.
“What about chemo?” she asked adjusting herself in the seat, the cushion off
center, sliding on the wood.
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“Please,” he said sitting down and sliding the steaming coffee toward her,
crystals quickly dissolving. “I’m not in the mood for the ‘you gotta fight if pep talk.
I get enough of that from the doctor. I’m seventy-seven. All chemo will do is sap my
savings, take my house and make me feel like shit. I want to eat and not throw up. I
want beer in the fridge.”
“No offense,” she said, “should I be worried that you’re suicidal?”
“No,” he said, shrugging, “I’m lazy. Besides, I’m not depressed about it. We
all die.”
“I suppose.” Green sod and fresh turned earth— the image came to her with a
sudden force. She could smell wood smoke coming off his flannel.
“No supposing about it.”
“You’re not worried about it?”
“What comes comes.”
His voice had a finality that unnerved her. In the past few hours— first in the
cemetery and now here— she had been confronted by death in a way her
grandmother’s funeral had failed to do. There at least there had been ceremony.
There was ritual and recitation that in a way hid the workings of death, hid the sod and
earth and the inevitability of it all with prayer and flowers and strained fond memories.
“I’m not trying to upset you.”
“It’s not that.” Though it was. “I’m feeling off balance. Sorry.”
“No problem. What brings you back to Connecticut anyway?”
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“I’m not exactly sure.” She thought she had known when she left but now she
wasn’t so sure.
“You sure don’t sound like your mother no matter how much you look like
her.” He smiled and lifted his beer to sip but stopped.
Elizabeth’s eyebrows bunched up. She hated it. She hated this face, this sour
frustrated face. She hated how it made her look, like a stubborn child— her
grandmother had pointed that out. And even though she didn’t have one, this face, the
way she scrunched her brow made her look like she had a unibrow.
“Sorry,” he said uneasily. He finished his motion and took a big swig. He
removed his glasses and wiped his eyes with his sleeve.
“I wouldn’t know,” she said.
“Know what?”
“I wouldn’t know if I sounded like my mother.”
“She had a certain confidence.”
“She got that from my grandmother,” Elizabeth said stirring the coffee with the
spoon, sliding it along the bottom.
“Not really,” he said, twisting off the can’s pop top. It peeled off with a
metallic scraping. “You grandmother willed things to her. I’d even bet she willed
God to her needs. Your mother though, she believed certain things. You couldn’t
shake her. She wasn’t stubborn; she just knew. She saw the world some way I’ve
never seen it. Like she saw God at work. I wonder about that sometimes.”
“About what?”
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“What it was she saw. When I first met your mom I thought she was just
naive. Young.”
“And she wasn’t?”
“No, she was.”
“Nice.”
“No, see I thought she was naive to a fault, like it would get her in trouble
eventually. In the end, I can’t say what it was. I came to think she was somehow
above everything. Everyone loved your mother. I guess it got so I looked forward to
seeing her out in the yard. Some people light up a room; your mother lit up the
world.”
“Were she and my father happy?” The question seemed so simple, a basic
question with a one word answer. And yet she didn’t actually know its answer. Her
only constructions were incomplete. The joinery of her very identity patched together
with the tainted recollections of her grandmother. Possibilities opened up. This trip in
a way would be worth it if he could answer this question for her.
“Oh yes, though I bet if you asked him he’d tell you he got the better end of the
deal. Sometimes I almost think she was better off dying young.”
Elizabeth pushed her chair back from the table, spilling some coffee, it pooled
on the plastic table cloth.
“Wait,” he said.
“Wait?” she repeated. “You’re glad my mother was murdered? That’s a
horrible thing to say.”
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“Jesus, no. Sit down.” He used a finger to point to the chair, then quickly
pulled it away. He tugged at his ear. “It’s just these days... the newspapers, the
television, everything.... I used to think that the world was always violent, that it was
always ugly. That we just saw it more because of technology.” He stopped, his
fingers still twisting at his ear, his eyes looking out the window where the barrel
continued to bum.
“What? You don’t think that now?”
“No,” he said, “the world is uglier now. I thought World War Two was it, then
Viet Nam, I thought it couldn’t get any worse. The other day a kid here in town came
home from school and killed his mother with a baseball bat. His own mother.” He
slurped from the beer can, wiping his mouth with his sleeve, his eyes behind his
glasses looked as if they were still burning from smoke. “Your mother trusted people,
believed in them like she believed in God. I just meant that if she had lived would the
world have gotten to her? Would she still trust people today? Would she still trust
God?”
“O f course she would.” She blurted it out so fast she didn’t have time to
process what she was saying. She needed to believe her mother would trust God. She
needed to believe it in spite of herself. She had known in the back of her mind that
she had needed to continue this trip. Even in the face of the mechanic, in fact because
of him, she had to finish this. She had lied to Rick about the money, first by not
telling him what she had found and then by asking him for more money than she really
needed. She had known Rick wouldn’t come pick her up.
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She lied to the reverend, elevating Rick to the status of fiancee when they were
nowhere near this stage. Such little things, a fib here, an exaggeration there, but as she
sat here confronted by this man, she was faced with the truth about herself. She had
lied— it had become so easy— and there were reasons then for people not to trust her.
“Just wait,” he said holding a palm out to the space between them over the
table. Elizabeth adjusted herself in the chair trying again to slide the cushion so it was
under her. “Some day you’ll wake up, look in the mirror and not know who you are.
You'll look back on your life, on the convictions you held when you were twenty,
forty, sixty and you’ll say how the hell did I believe that? The world gets to you. You
get older. People let you down and then even when you promise you won’t do the
same thing you let people down.”
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XI

“I do so love you,” Julie said from the open futon, the covers just over her bare
shoulder.
“No, no you don’t.” Colin was sitting in the only other piece of furniture in the
apartment— a cheap imitation of a Shaker rocker, the posts on the back reglued
several times.
“How the hell would you know?” She propped herself up on one elbow,
holding the covers tight under her chin.
“You’re too young to understand.”
“Jesus Christ, I’m thirty five. I’m not fifteen.”
“You still act like it.”
“This coming from a fifty year old dishwasher.”
“What do you want from me?”
“I want you. And the heat turned up.”
“Put some clothes on.” Colin watched one of fall’s last lazy flies

from

behind the glass on the door and meander through the air toward the overhead light as
if dizzy.
“You never do anything.”
“I like my job.” He smirked.
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“Bullshit.” She sat up. The covers dropped to her waist as she sat Indian style
and pointed at him. “No one likes washing dishes except people too dumb to know
any better. You could go back to teaching.”
He looked at her seated there barechested, goose pimples rising on her arms,
her nipples peaking. He tried to figure out how he got here. Life was so strange
sometimes. He didn’t remember choosing to get involved with Julie. In fact, he was
pretty sure he had decided not to get involved with her. Yet here she was naked in his
bed. “What could I teach kids?”
“Well, not here. We could go to Maine or something.”
He rocked forward to standing and crossed the tiny room of his apartment to
the refrigerator where he pulled out a can of Bud and popped the metal tab. “Is this
how it’s going to be all day?”
“I thought you hated Budweiser.”
“Sue me, I’m a masochist.”
“Why don’t you want to go to Maine?”
“Same reason I drink Bud I suppose.” He sat back down rocking.
“We could still go, you know.”
“We?”
“What do you call this?” She said, arms wide, her breasts bared, the rest of her
nakedness hidden under the rumpled blankets.
“Sex,” he said tilting his head back and downing the drink.
“I know what this is. You’re trying to get rid of me.”
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“Yes.”
“It won’t work.”
“Why not?” His voice rose in pitch and volume. “Look, I told you this from
the beginning. It’s sex. You said you understood. You made it clear that’s what you
wanted. Remember?”
“I remember. It was May twelfth. I remember what I said. And I remember
what you said. You said you liked me because I didn’t remind you of your wife.”
“You didn’t.” He walked over to the particle board bookshelf next to the edge
of the futon. He picked a slim volume from where it had been laying on top of the
row of books. He flipped through with his thumb, not looking for any page, but
looking at the handwriting. He did it again, fanning the pages as if therein lay some
soft scent.
“Oh, and now I do.” She wrestled with a sweater, pulling the arms right side
out.
“Now more than ever, everything reminds me of her.”
“What did I do? What reminds you of her?”
“That’s just it. Nothing. Nothing you’ve ever done is like her.”
She sat back down as if slapped. Mouth open, tears coming, her panties still in
a bunch on the floor.
The knock on the door startled them both. The rapping so insistent it sounded
as though the glass pane might smash under his fist. Colin wiped his mouth with the
back of his hand, looked toward Julie on the bed, and walked to the door, pulling back
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the drape before opening it, looking at the shadow darkening the window. He took a
slug of beer before he opened the door.
“What do you want?” Colin said. The reverend’s red hair lifted off his
forehead like a flap of loose skin in the breeze.
“Hello, Colin.”
Colin said nothing.
“Fine,” he said, looking over Colin’s shoulder to the sobbing Julie on the
futon. She put on her sweater and swiped at her tears. The reverend shook his head
and stared back at Colin.
“She’s cute, huh?”
“I want you to leave town.”
“What else is new? You’ve wanted that ever since I got back.”
“I’m serious.”
“You’re always serious. You were serious when you told the jury my wife
didn’t trust me.”
“She didn’t.”
“And you were serious with the parole board. What was it again? 4A
despicable act of cowardice by a despicable coward?”’
“You should have been tried for murder. You should still be in prison.”
Colin twisted the door knob checking to make sure it was locked. “I still am.”
He slammed the door shut.
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The reverend’s figure did not move from behind the drape. His words came
through clearly, his deep voice somehow all around them. “Elizabeth is here, in
town.”
Colin stopped, his hand still on the door knob’s cold metal. “You expect me to
believe that?”
“Why would I lie about it?”
Colin opened the door again. “You hate me.”
“I don’t hate you. I don’t hate anyone.”
“Don’t get lost in the role, reverend.”
“I’m leaving,” Julie said from the bed.
“You don’t have any pants on.”
The reverend exhaled heavily, his cheeks puffing, his breath blooming in front
of him and swirling out of existence in the eddies of warmth in the doorway. “Look,
I’m asking nicely.”
“You’re sure it’s her?”
“Yes. And we don’t need the reminder. You know what’s happened.”
“You gonna blame that on me too?”
“No. Look, why would you want to see her? You have to know she'll never
forgive you.”
Colin stepped out onto the fire escape. The reverend backed up until he was
leaning against the railing. The door shut behind Colin leaving the two men alone on
the stairs.
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“She’s too much like Helen.”
“I really don’t need this.”
“You think I do?” The reverend tapped his chest with his index finger. “I’ve
got a community in shock. Nothing like this has happened in our town since you.
And now your daughter’s here. I find her in the cemetery crying over her mother’s
grave. What do you think? She'll just stop by and everything will be as it was? It’ll
never happen.”
“I hadn’t really thought about it.” He had, though. All those nights in prison,
awake and listening to the snores echoing down the hall he had thought about her.
How could he not. He had thought, remembered and dreamed about his life before.
And after he got out... he meant to, he knew he should have gone to Ohio. But as
each day passed, as life rolled on each day indistinguishable from the last— as it had
been in prison— the trip became more and more like a dream, something he told
himself he should do even though he knew he wouldn’t have the courage to do it.
“She thinks you’re dead.”
“And who gave her that idea?” Colin pressed his thumb into the beer can
making an annoying click which he repeated.
“Gretchen,” the reverend said. “Think about her. Think about what fin d in g
you alive would do to her. I’m asking nicely.”
“You said that already.” He drank from the beer, the aluminum stinging his
lips in the cold.
“I can make your life difficult,” said the reverend.
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“Go home. You can’t make Hell any worse.”
Colin turned to yank the door open only to have it go no where. It was locked.
He turned to look at the reverend who had a dull smirk on his face, some childlike
pleasure. Colin thumped on the window softly with his knuckles. As the door opened
the reverend turned and descended the stairs, shaking them with his heavy footsteps,
his hiking boots’ formidable tread squeaking against the metal. Mixed in with the
squeaking, working into some strange syncopated rhythm, Colin heard the reverend’s
deep cough. Colin thought he was laughing. Julie stood barefoot in her baggy sweater
and panties.
“I can’t believe him,” she said as the reverend got into his car and pulled away.
“I can.”
“What’s the deal?”
Colin shrugged. He sat in the comer of the room. He tipped the beer back and
grimaced. “God, I hate this stuff,” he said softly.
He surveyed the apartment, the cheap bookshelf-— one book sideways across
the tops of the others— in the comer, the television teetered atop a dinner tray, the
four walls were bare except for a single poster of Mystic harbor, of boats and sails and
water and clouds. “Hurry up and finish getting dressed,” he said.
“Why?”
“Because, I want to be alone while I pack,” he said without looking at her,
without taking his eyes off the image of floating boats and floating clouds and the fly
that had landed amid the white.
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XII

She knew as soon as he answered the phone that he had been drinking. It took
her a few minutes to realize he wasn’t alone. And it would take even longer to believe
it.
“Who’s there with you?” she asked from the pay phone in the hall down from
the bar, sounds of conversations and a television and a scratchy juke box weaving in
and out of each other like some braided mumbling thread of the world, those other
lives, those other people oblivious to her and her tiny conversation.
“What?” Rick said, and Elizabeth saw him as clearly as if she were in Ohio
asking him some question from the kitchen. His question thrown out not in confusion
or misunderstanding but in response to a noise disturbing his moment: on his back on
the couch, one hand hanging off the edge, remote in hand, perpetually flipping
channels, waiting for the six week hold on his workman’s comp check to expire.
“Oh,” he said as if the question had run through tape delay and now registered, “just
Erica.”
“Oh,” she said, such simple words, the ‘just’ qualifying, pacifying, unarming.
Her monosyllabic response an offer of compliance, an implicit understanding of them.
Until she tried to place the name, tried to see this Erica sitting in Elizabeth’s chair
watching television with her boyfriend. “Erica who?” she asked, the picture
irretrievable.
“Charlie’s girl.”

“Oh,” she said again. Then only slightly more composed, “Why?”
“Charlie hit her,” he said.
She was about to say ‘oh’ for a third time when she heard a voice behind Rick,
“Don’t tell her that.”
“Why not?” Rick asked.
“I don’t want everyone to know.”
“Relax,” he said, his breath in the phone growing ragged as he started a deep
wheezing cough which mutated at some point into a giggle. In order to compose
himself he let loose a horrendous cough that hurt Elizabeth’s ear. “Why aren’t you
back?” he asked when he returned to the phone. “Car break down again?” he said
stifling a giggle.
“No,” she said. “What’s so funny?”
“Nothing.”
“Shut off the television.”
“Why aren’t you back?”
“I’m in Connecticut.”
“Really?” he said, “well that’s convenient.”
“I had to do this.”
“Erica,” Rick said, “Is there any chance I can borrow four hundred and fifty
bucks?”
“Rick?” Elizabeth said startled.
“Sorry. See I gave you the rent to fix the car.”
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She wanted to slam the phone down and walk away leaving him holding the
receiver in front of Erica’s open mouth. She hated that tone. It was his matter-of-factElizabeth’s-wrong voice. He’d probably already had four beers. His sarcasm rose
with the beer.
Down the hall a door opened and a man stepped into the light, his long white
hair yellowed by the filthy hallway lights. The tall staff he walked with rattled and the
feathers tethered to the shaft shook in chained flight. He disappeared into the bar, the
white of his undershorts stark through his open fly.
“Are you coming back?” Rick asked.
“Soon.” Lurking in the back of her anger was the guilt that had found her at
Fulton’s. She had lied. She had said she was coming home last night. Instead she
had driven further away. She wanted to make him understand. She was searching for
the words when Rick interrupted her train of thought.
“What did I do?” Here it was. This, she knew, was inevitable.
“You didn’t do anything.” She heard a beer can snap open.
“Is this because I didn’t come pick you up?”
“No.” Though she wondered if in fact her asking him— knowing he’d say
no— wasn’t in some way preplanned justification.
“Because I didn’t come to the funeral?”
“Rick, this has nothing to do with you.” She knew she was lying again. That
had hurt. Elizabeth had stood alone at the wake receiving the old ladies from the
church one by one needing Rick’s irreverence to lighten the mood. As if making fun
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of the blue hair and the falling knee high stockings and the poorly applied makeup
would have kept her mind off the artificially smiling corpse of her grandmother.
Instead she had been left to dwell and stare. She hadn’t left as retribution, but it could
have counted for as much.
“Nothing? Are you dumping me?”
“No,” she said. The hallway was yellow. She noticed it now, a corridor of
textured yellow, the paint still looking wet. She reached out to touch it, her fingers
working over the random bumps like the work of some epileptic Braille puncher.
“Why would you think that?”
“I can leave,” she heard Erica whisper loudly.
Rick ignored her. “You’ve done it before.”
“I did not.”
“You left before.”
That day. He had to bring that day up again. He had to remind her again of
her weakness, of her inability to resist her grandmother. Her grandmother standing at
the door of her apartment telling her to pack. Elizabeth had been able to refuse until
Gretchen said, I lost Helen to a bad man, I ’m not losing you too.
“That was two years ago.”
“Then why’d you leave.”
“We’ve been through this. My grandmother—”
“No, this time.”

I
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“I don’t know Rick. I wanted to do something more than my hair.” She could
smell the ammonia of the nursing home, her aunt’s disorientation returning as if it
were her own.
“I don’t get it.”
“I don’t know if I do either.” She needed to walk around. She tried to stand
up but the phone cord barely let her to her feet.
“That doesn’t help.”
“Sorry. I’ll make it up to you.” She meant the lies. He knew at least about
this one, she was in Connecticut and he wouldn’t let her live it down.
“Rick, I can lend you the money.”
“Erica says she can— ”
“I heard,” Elizabeth said. She stood hunched over the back of the chair. “Why
didn’t she go to her mother’s.”
“She was afraid Charlie’d come after her.” When she sat back down, her back
hurting from the cramped position, she wasn’t thinking and crossed her legs, banging
the bad knee with the good one.
“You're kidding.” Her voice stretched out with the pain.
“He did last time.”
Elizabeth heard a shushing sound on the phone, Erica’s static.
“Why does she stay with him?”
“I don’t know.”
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“What’d she say?” Erica asked in her insistent non-too-quiet whisper.
Elizabeth rolled her eyes in spite of herself, her fingers feeling along the bumpy wall.
“Why do you stay with him?” Rick repeated.
“I love him.”
“She loves him.” She wanted this conversation over with.
“I heard. That’s not love.”
“I know.” Rick said.
“What’d she say?” Erica asked again.
“She said that’s definitely love.”
“I did not,” Elizabeth said.
“When are you coming home?” he asked.
“I don’t know. I should call the restaurant.” She ran her hand over her
forehead, smoothing her hair.
“Oh,” he said, “they called this morning.”
“What’d they say?”
“They’ll mail the last check.”
“They can’t do that. I had a death in the family.”
“They can do whatever they want. It’s a restaurant. Labor laws don’t apply.”
She pulled her mouth away from the phone and whispered through her teeth,
“Shit.” She heard him slurp from a can.
“I’ll call you tomorrow.”
“OK.”
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“Sorry,” she said, “I love you.”
“I’ll talk to you tomorrow,” he said. Elizabeth could hear the noise from the
television growing louder, she recognized the theme song to “The Simpsons.” The
phone went dead in her ear and ,as she hung it up, she once again found herself staring
at the deserted hallway, at the yellow walls, the dizzying design on the carpet, the
flickering light of a television coming from under someone’s door, the parallelogram
of brightness thrown into the hall and up half the wall by the open bar door. She felt
for a second not unlike Jackie, her aunt, for whom time was some separate construct
completely. Elizabeth’s actions seemed for a moment not her own, her body inhabited
by somebody else, somebody who had deserted her boyfriend and now doubted him,
somebody who was holding on to some hope no one else shared, somebody who was
alone in a chair before a window staring at ducks on a pond all the while believing
everything out there was hers.
When she walked into the bar she hadn’t realized she’d decided to do it and
instantly she wanted to turn around and go back to her room, but she was afraid she’d
call even more attention to herself.
The bartender followed her, walking the length of the bar while she walked
toward the front of the room to pick a seat one empty barstool away from a bottle of
Bass on the bar. A quick process of elimination placed the owner of the beer at the
juke box, leaned over reading the selections through the glass, swiveling CDs casting
disco lights on his face.
“What’ll you have?” the bartender asked as she sat down.
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“A Bud, please,” she said.
“I.D.?”
“Sure,” she said as she rummaged through her purse finding the bunch of
maxed out credit cards and membership cards and her I.D.s all held tight by a hair
band.
“Ohio, huh?” the bartender said as he handed back her driver’s license and
bent over to pull her beer from the cooler, his face nearly flat against the bar.
“Welcome to Connecticut. I’m Roger.”
“Elizabeth,” she said.
“Yeah, I can read.”
“Sorry.”
“No problem.”
The guy at the juke box walked back to his Bass. The slow bassiness of
Hendrix’s “Hey Joe” filtered through the speakers, scratchy like an old vinyl record.
The bartender lifted his eyebrows toward Elizabeth and walked away, to where the
white haired man she had seen in the hallway, was seated, his antlered staff resting on
the bar. He was loudly swirling his ice, calling the bartender.
The guy sat down next to her, the excessive Polo cologne reaching her first. It
was no doubt caught in the fibers of his sweater vest from forever but he insisted on
putting more on every night he went out. She glanced at him, turning her head for
only a second so as not to make eye contact. His moustache had handle bars that
dropped to his chin, a pseudo-goatee. It was comical. Made more so when he started
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singing with Jimi Hendrix, his voice was higher pitched than the facial hair would
have implied. The words slurred together.
Elizabeth pulled back on the beer; it was cold and stung her teeth. She
shuddered, a chill, but a good one. Alone in a bar, in a strange town, hundreds of
miles from anyone she had ever known. She felt the freedom. Somehow, sitting in
this bar alone proved something about her. She knew this was the right decision.
Things would be different. Her life was changing. The prospect of losing her job and
dropping out of school seemed freeing. No longer forced to follow through with the
expectations her grandmother set for her.
And yet there it was in the back of her head like the insinuation of the
mechanic. Some dread. Some negative expectation. Some nagging feeling she was
missing something. Or that another deer awaited somewhere to leap out and stop her
in her tracks. The man next to her sang, “Yes I did, I shot her down, I shot her
downtown,” his head swinging with the song, both hands clutching the beer in front of
him holding him to the bar, eyes closed.
Her view was suddenly blocked and clouded in a swirl of smoke and the odor
of liquor. The man with the staff and the white hair squeezed himself in between
them, bumping into Elizabeth as he clumsily parked himself at her side. His receding
hairline created a wide W across his forehead. His compensation laid out along his
shoulders. He smiled a strange smile, almost sideways like a grimace, lips pulling
back to reveal his teeth, one front tooth chipped at a vicious angle.
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“Roger,” he hollered across the narrow room, “a couple more for me and the
lady.”
“Thanks, I’m fine,” she said tilting the nearly full beer to show him the level.
Roger brought two more, a beer for her and scotch for him.
“Don’t mention it,” the man said. “Name’s Dave.”
Elizabeth said nothing. She watched the television, football players hitting
each other in slow motion. She could hear the other guy still singing even though the
song had ended, repeating lines, putting them out of order. The beer tasted better than
she remembered.
“I’m a shaman,” Dave said, leaning toward her as if telling her some secret.
She couldn’t help herself. She laughed out loud, turning to look at him, expecting his
expression to be cracking into that same twisted smile. What she saw was just how
frighteningly blue his eyes were. “You don’t believe me, do you?”
She shook her head trying to shake away her smile.
“Can’t say I blame you. No one believes in us anymore, not even other
Indians.”
“You’re a native American?”
“My great-great-grandmother was half Algonquin.”
She smiled, trying to hold back another outburst of laughter, “Which makes
you?”
“One-sixteenth. But it’s more about the choices you make. What you decide
to follow in life, you know?”
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“Not really,” she said drinking, leaving an inch or so of now warm beer in the
bottle and starting in on the second one waiting for her, condensation dropping to a
ring on the bar.
“For example,” he said gesturing with his drink, “my father was a good old
fashioned Irish drunk and he beat the shit out of us kids— I’ll take another— I
decided I didn’t want to be like him.” He drank back the scotch and waited for the
next one to arrive before he spoke, once again waving the glass around in front of him.
“I didn’t want to be like him,” he repeated, “I wouldn’t have any kids.”
He started laughing as soon as he finished his sentence. Elizabeth smiled,
drank, and when the man’s laughter continued for so long it became humorous in and
of itself, she laughed with him. The Bass drinking guy kept his head down, shaking it.
“I watched you walk in here,” he said, “you’re definitely the heron.”
“I’m the what?” she said now genuinely confused.
“The great blue heron,” he said, “it’s your spirit guide. Or whatever. It’s the
animal you most resemble.”
“I don’t even know what one looks like.”
“You will. You’ll recognize it. It’ll look like you. Tall. Solitary. Artistic.”
“I’m not artistic,” she said preferring to ignore the middle term, “I can’t even
draw.”
“Neither can the heron,” he said, “But when you see it walk, you see it lift off
and fly, those giant wings filling with air.”
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“I think I’ve seen one,” she said remembering the bird flying over her head at
the cemetery.
“You see?” he said like an attorney resting his case, evidence of his shamanism
and his brilliance.
“OK, Dave,” Roger said, coming over. “What do you say? ‘Bout time I called
a cab?”
“I don’t need a cab. I’m a walker,” he said defiantly. He tilted back his head
and swallowed the last of his scotch. Grabbing his staff he spun around, his hair loose
and flying like the tethered feathers on his staff. Dave walked out the door, pushing it
open with the antlers. Elizabeth looked at the bartender.
“He never tips. And he usually annoys everyone else in here.”
Behind her the other customer was back at the juke box, punching numbers.
“He didn’t seem so bad,” she said.
“No, but he always jumps from the spirit guide thing to talking about mating
rituals. I just figured I’d save you.”
“Hey Joe” again came over the speakers.
“You do that again, and I’ll kick you out too,” Roger said as the guy sat back
down at the bar. The guy shrugged. “Sorry,” Roger said to Elizabeth before he went
into the back room returning with two cases of Bud Light that he began to stock,
bottles clinking as he refilled the cooler.
“He hates the song,” the guy next to her said.
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Elizabeth looked at him. He was staring at Roger, more intent on the bartender
than on the conversation he had just started with Elizabeth. “Can’t say I blame him,”
she said.
“You don’t like Jimi? How can you not like Jimi?” He pulled his hands away
from the beer and held them out in front of him palms up, as if weighing her opinion
in his hands.
“Do you listen to the words?”
“She doesn’t like Jimi,” he said to no one in particular.
“I like him just fine, my boyfriend listens to him all the time.”
“Ah,” he said, “there it is.”
“There what is?” she asked.
“The boyfriend allusion.”
“What is that supposed to mean?” She wondered what she had done to
provoke this man.
“It means that with Dave there you didn’t worry that he was hitting on you.”
“He was not.” She looked away from him, stared straight ahead, both hands
curled around her beer, long fingers laced together.
“Please, all that artistic heron crap? You’re not that naive.”
“He wasn’t hitting on me.” He had been old enough to be her father. She
shook her head. She wondered what he looked like. Would she even recognize him
when she saw him?
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“Right,” he said finishing the rest of his beer. He dropped it over the edge of
the bar where it crashed into an unseen garbage can, smashing into the other bottles
there. Roger stood up, hands on his hips. But he brought another beer over to him.
“Whatever.” She tried to ignore him. Instead, his voice rose in volume.
“You hold the boyfriend thing out there like a cross.” He held out his beer and
yelled, “Back! Back, you perverted beast, I’m taken.”
“You’re the one who should have been kicked out.”
“I tip well.” He nodded calmly, his enthusiasm a measured act.
“I do have a boyfriend,” she said. Who was right now in her apartment
watching television and drinking with some strange girl. Elizabeth drank.
“O f course you do.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Nothing,” he said waving a hand out there in the air, “just that you’re the type
of girl who always has a boyfriend.”
“How do you figure?”
“I’m right, aren’t I?” “Hey Joe” ended. The bartender continued shuffling
beers in to the cooler.
“So I have a boyfriend, big deal.” Above her the silent television hawked
some sort of cleaning products with smiling multicultural faces and a teddy bear.
“No,” he said, “you always have a boyfriend. How long you been dating this
guy?”
“Since high school.”
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“What were you, twelve?”
“Fifteen.”
“This is exactly what I’m talking about. You think you love him?”
“What is your problem?”
“Do you think you love him?”
“I’m not answering anymore. This is the last thing I need.” The bar was
empty. She could sit anywhere else. But if she did he would either follow her to the
next seat or simply yell.
“I’m just trying to help out.” He waved his beer in front of him dismissively.
“Did you just get dumped or something?”
“No.” He slid off the bar stool and stumbled to the juke box.
The bartender walked over carrying another Bud. He leaned around
Elizabeth’s shoulder to see the kid’s hunched back and with a knowing smirk he
nodded to Elizabeth as he slid the beer toward her.
“I was serious,” he yelled as the kid punched numbers. The first distorted
guitar licks of “All Along the Watchtower” filled the room.
“Do you know what love is?” the kid slurred as he plopped back on the bar
stool.
“You know the rule. No self-pity in my bar.”
The kid sang the wrong words, out of tune, “Anne the wildcat did scowl.”
As he chugged the rest of his beer his Adam’s apple was grossly obvious. The
carbonation squeezed tears to the comer of his eyes. Roger took the bottle and handed
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him another as the kid wiped his eyes with his wrist. He took another swig before
speaking— certain things had priority. Elizabeth sat fascinated. Amazed at how she
had gotten off the hook, her question disarming. She had read right through him.
“It was instant,” he said. “We just knew.”
“No crying or sleeping at my bar.”
“Help me out man, I'm trying to understand.”
Elizabeth sat smiling. The third beer had no taste, only carbonation and chill.
She waited to be entertained. What else was there but this conversation. Rick, her
grandmother, the lost job, the rent— even Erica— all seemed a distant memory, too
far away to even concentrate on, let alone worry about. She was a customer in a bar
listening to the conversations that arose around her.
“It was going great, you know. I wake up one morning finally able to say to
myself I’m in for the long haul.” He drank long and hard. Jimi howled. “I was
feeling like this was the one. Like I really knew her. That night after we go out to
dinner she says she doesn’t think we should be going out anymore. I ask why and she
says— get this-— ‘I can’t tell you.’”
“That hurts.”
“No wait. It gets better. When I ask why she can’t tell me she says, ‘I can’t
tell you because if I did I’d have to tell myself first.” He turned to Elizabeth. “What
kind of crap is that?”
She felt the smile still on her face.
“What is that?”
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“Easy, Brian.”
“No, I’m asking our little love expert here what that is?”
She said nothing.
“You been with your man since you were ten? Let’s hear it.”
“I don’t know anything.”
“Damn right. Nobody does.” His words slurred together and he pointed a
finger into her face, inches from her eye. “Damn right. And one day you’ll walk out
on Mr. Cleaver and not even tell him why, won’t you?”
Elizabeth slid back, away from the imposing finger. “I will not.”
Her beer spilled. She nearly upset the bar stool.
Roger righted the fallen beer with one hand and clutched Brian’s outstretched
finger with the other. “Put that away.”
She pushed herself away from the bar and hurried out, searching her
pocketbook for the key to her room as she walked.
“Nice job,” she heard the bartender say, “She didn’t even leave a tip.”
She heard Brian say, “Fuck her.”

She woke startled. She was sure something else was in the bed with her. She
didn’t move, afraid she would upset whatever it was. Slowly, she pulled herself from
the bed. Turning on the light she saw nothing in her bed. Yet as she sat back down
she felt uncomfortable. She couldn’t place the fear. Being alone. Being in a strange
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place. Some sort of guilty obligation to the things she had left behind: her job, her
school, Rick, her grandmother's memory.
She looked to the bed, to the rumpled sheets she had so recently jumped from.
With her hand she felt the trapped heat left from her form. Somewhere in those sheets
there existed some residue of herself, some atomic trace, somewhere in that bed was a
hint of her past, of her heredity. It contained all of them. Perhaps that was the feeling
of fear or uneasiness she felt, the warring parts of herself, the conflicting parts of who
she was. Fragments of herself. Her mother’s hair, her grandmother’s stubbornness,
something of her father... all collected into her. She wanted to bring them together;
she wanted to be herself and understand.

Section Three
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July 20, 1980
Still feeling sick today. Doctor said it was PMS. Idiot man. I don Vhave
cramps. I d on’t have my period. And I don’t have PMS fo r two weeks. Headache.
Barely able to lift my head from the pillow. Twitching muscles in my face. Fever.
Colin stayed home today.

End o f July
Still awful. Colin worries so much that now I am nervous. This morning Colin
was actually frightened. Ifrightened him. I worry fo r Elizabeth. I woke not feeling
my face. Things were numb, yet I knew I was there in bed when Colin looked at me.
By mid-day Colin taking me to the doctor. Mr. Oh-it ’s-just-PMS took one look
and rushed me into his office. I look like a stroke victim. H alf my face droops. In the
mirror I scared myself. Didn

’trecognize me.

A new disease Mr. Doc-man revealed. So sorry he didn think o f it sooner.
Debilitating and uglifying. Such damage from such a small source. They named the
disease fo r us, fo r our little town, fo r our tiny home: Lyme Disease. Oh, I worry about
the tourist industry, says Colin in the doc

’soffice. Trying

inappropriate. But I laugh. Till I think o f my baby coming home from her frie n d ’s.
I am such a frightful thing. I worry. Will I scare my baby? I drool. My face droops
and I can

’tspeak. Bell

’sPalsy says Mr. PMS man, as if that, that n

make it easier to face my girl. We rush home and I get into bed. Colin says she ’11
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understand, says she’s a smart

girl.AndI know she is but I couldn bea

frightened her. He locks the door. Keeps her away. She cries, but at least I didn
scare her.
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XIII

When Julie drove up in the morning Colin was putzing with his compost
heaps. He spiked the pitchfork into the pile, grabbed ahold of a tree limb, and pulled
himself over the stone wall and into the darkened cemetery. From behind the
monstrous hemlock he watched Julie climb the steps, her slight frame barely shaking
the rickety fire escape. She knocked, waited knocked again, looked around to see if
anyone was watching, cupped her hands to the window and pressed her face into them.
Colin picked at the bark on the trunk, flaking off pieces with his thumb. He
waited for Julie to leave, waited for her to draw the wrong conclusion and the right
one. She turned, a tight circle on the narrow landing, looked back at the door and was
three steps down the stairs when the strange and battered car pulled up.
When the driver stepped out and stood and the wind played with her curls like
flames. The reverend: Elizabeth is here. Reality swooned. He knew he was looking
at his grown daughter, but he also knew he was seeing his dead wife. He tried to keep
focused. He tried to stay here in this world. He felt the tree's bark, the twig poking
his side, the clammy dampness of upturned leaves. He named these things. He ran his
fingers over the bark, leaned into the twig, slid a hand into the leaves. It was useless.
He could no longer hold back the tides. And for a second— until Colin looked
away— Helen walked toward him, the nightmare that refused to let him sleep. First
that smile that had changed his life. Then the image ingrained from staring— her
green eyes wide, looking right at him, through him, no longer focused. There was
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nothing else in the world but this woman stepping out from behind the car door and
weight, weight like a magnet pulling from the center of the earth.
He crouched lower behind the trunk of the tree, hands scraping against the
rough bark. When he was able to look up he saw that his grown daughter was already
walking to meet his lover and that there was nothing he could do to stop it.

“Hi,” the woman said as she reached the bottom of the stairs.
Elizabeth looked behind her to see if she were speaking to someone else, but
there was no one around save people whizzing by in their cars. “Hey,” Elizabeth said
quietly.
“Can I help you?”
“No, I don’t think so. I’m looking for someone.”
“Who?”
“Well, actually, my father.”
“Oh, Jesus, you’re Elizabeth, aren’t you?”
“Yeah,” she said confused, eyebrows bunching in that way she hated. “Who
are you?”
“I'm Julie. I’m a friend of Colin’s.” Julie stood on the bottom step, even from
this perch she was barely taller than Elizabeth. She looked disheveled. She wasn’t
wearing a bra under the gray sweatshirt and her hair had sprung from the claw at the
back of her head. Her ultra white Keds had no laces and Elizabeth could see her bare
ankles. “Your father,” the woman said into the awkward silence.
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“Are you like his girlfriend?” Elizabeth asked.
“Not really.” Julie pulled at her hair, picking more strands from the claw.
“Huh,” Elizabeth breathed out, not knowing what to take from ‘not really.’
“I was one of his students years ago.”
“Huh,” was all Elizabeth could muster in terms of a reaction. This twist of
reality one she had not imagined, one she had not contemplated. The hemlock
towered over her. The street buzzed behind her.
“He was a great teacher,” she said, her head tilting to one side in a way which
reminded Elizabeth of cheerleaders in high school in Ohio. An unfavorable image to
saddle the poor woman with but nonetheless there it was. •Elizabeth wanted to laugh.
His student. He was sleeping with his former student.
Elizabeth could think of nothing to say. Instead, she thought this whole absurd
trip had been a cruel joke.
“He wanted to come see you,” she said nodding.
Elizabeth tried to imagine Julie’s relationship with Colin. What was it that
might attract him to someone so young, a former student?
“He just couldn’t, you know...your grandmother.”
“He told you all of this?”
“Not in so many words. But I know he wanted to see you. He just didn’t
know how.”
It wasn’t all that difficult, Elizabeth thought. Get on Route 80 and pray there
aren’t any deer.
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“Is something funny?”
“No. Wait, are you all married?”
“Oh no.” Julie rocked slightly on the balls of her feet as though she were cold.
“Friends. I was married once though.”
Elizabeth watched her, saying nothing. She felt the implied question hovering
in the air before them, some cloud waiting to rain troubles. Elizabeth didn’t care. She
was sorry she had come. She wished her father dead if only in her mind. That story
was somehow easier to tell herself. He died years ago, in prison, like her
grandmother had insisted. The story was simple; it brought finality. That was what
she needed. That was why she had driven to Connecticut. And now she was faced
with this woman— her father’s lover, she assumed. And she could tell she was about
to open another can of stories, one to spill out and mix with the others, some bit of
knowledge about this woman that would then mix with her partial understanding of
her father and create a collection of alternatives in her head, a dizzying swirling of
uncertainties and creations. Julie’s bottom lip was quivering in the silence. She was
desperate for an audience.
“Is he here?” Elizabeth blurted out, her voice sounding a bit angered though
she didn’t feel so, only tired. Tired of the whole thing. Julie’s attempt at unloading
her troubles cut short into a wide mouthed, “Ah.”
“No,” she said regrouping, “but I think he’ll be back soon.”
“You think?”
“Oh yeah, he never goes far. Besides I know he wants to see you.”
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“How? Do you know?”
“He said so the other day.”
“He did?” The possibility seemed far-fetched. It was out of the preconceived
range Elizabeth had created for him. If he had wanted to see her why hadn’t he come
to Ohio? She wanted a cigarette. She had left the pack in the car. She shoved her
hands in her pockets so as not to fidget.
“Just a couple days ago,” Julie said, smiling, her rocking more pronounced.
“Is that his place?” Elizabeth indicated the fire escape and the door above the
garage with a lift of her head.
“Yep.” Julie followed Elizabeth’s gaze.
“It doesn’t look like much.”
“He likes it like that, I guess. Not much furniture either.”
“You live here with him?” Elizabeth realized how much had changed. She
didn’t know this man at all. She would be lucky if he resembled the man of her
childhood memories at all. Although she could see a wilted garden against the stone
wall. That would make sense. He had always tended a garden.
“It's not like that.”
Elizabeth didn’t want to know what it was like. “I’m going to go.”
“Wait. Elizabeth.” Julie hopped off the stairs. “I know he’ll be back soon.”
Her cigarettes, her car and Rick waited. “This was a bad idea.”
“Wait.” Julie was in front of her walking backward. “You’ve come all this
way.”
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She planted her bad leg firmly when she stopped. Pain shot through her knee.
“Give him a chance.” Julie tripped on her flopping Keds and nearly fell
backward, arms pinwheeling.
She couldn’t tell this woman that finding her father had been a fluke. All she’d
really wanted to do was see her mother’s grave and stand on the beach in front of the
sea.
“You don’t honestly believe he did it, do you?”
“I don’t know what to believe.” Her hands pulled at her hair, flattening the
waves. She didn’t even know what to believe about herself. Perhaps she did want to
find her father.
“OK, look, promise me you’ll at least wait till he gets back.”
“I don’t know.” There were so many reasons not to. Things that had seemed
far away and remote last night in the bar now filled her with apprehension. Every
second she stayed here, things in Ohio moved along without her.
“Please? I have to go. I’m late picking up my son.”
“You have a son?”
“Jordan. He’s eight. So you’ll wait?”
“Fine.” That would appease her. As soon as Julie was out of sight, she would
start the car and leave. Head home and forget the whole trip. Julie had a son? Could
this son be her brother? The thought made her too dizzy to ask.
“Great,” Julie said clapping her hands together. Again Elizabeth thought:
cheerleader. “I know you guys can patch things up.”
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The little Escort’s engine rumbled to life. Julie waved excitedly as she backed
into the street and was gone.
“Fuck,” Elizabeth whispered. The word steamed out in front of her. She lit a
cigarette and walked toward the back of the yard. Solitude was enough license to
walk around. Against the stone wall was the dead and shadowed garden with its
liquefied pumpkins and rotten tomatoes, the heaping pile of recently overturned
compost, itself steaming lightly in the golden morning light.
Through the rays of broken light she saw the rounded stones behind the wall.
Monuments worn to nothing. There was a tranquility in the mat of brown oak leaves,
in the way that year after year they fell and turned to earth and fell again and Elizabeth
wondered if perhaps the stones hadn’t eroded at all but that in fact the ground itself
was rising, each year a new layer mulching, the level of the earth like a rising tide.
She was halfway back to the car when she heard the dry rustling of the leaves
behind her. Turning. She watched a man come out from behind the tree she had just
been standing next to. He pulled himself up by a branch, shaking it, dead needles
raining down into his hair and onto the dry leaves. While trying to shake the needles
from his hair and shirt he half fell from the stone wall in a stutter-stepping dismount.
Behind her the traffic hummed. The wind rattled dead leaves above her and at her
feet. The man flipped his dark hair out of his eyes and pushed his hands into his back
pockets and crossed toward the garden.
“Do you remember the old garden?” Colin asked.
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“Vaguely,” she said circling around him, moving toward the garden, but also
closer to her car. They were like two wary animals.
“Your mother was always mad whenever I let you help. It took a week to get
the mud from under your fingernails she used to say.” He looked to his current
garden, as if to retrace his life in the tiny plot of turned soil, as if to firm his memory
with browned stalks and asparagus gone to seed, dead, dried, and slumped.
“There were gladiolas,” she said.
“There had to be. Your mother insisted.”
“We had them in Ohio, too.” She didn’t remember this man. Her memories of
her father were stuck in time: eight years old and walking in the front door with her
mother after church to his smooth smiling face— none of these new lines— and his
clothes covered with flour from making brunch. That man stood tall in her memory.
The man before her hunched as if carrying a weight on his shoulders.
“That’s where we got the bulbs.”
Elizabeth looked behind him to the darkness over the stone wall, a single shaft
of light piercing the darkness and illuminating a pair of the rounded monuments.
“Why were you hiding?” she asked.
“I wasn’t. Not really.”
“Huh,” Elizabeth said taking a few steps closer to the garden but keeping the
same space between them. The years and doubt and unknown had physically wedged
between them. “Was it from me or her?”
“Neither,” he said, “I just didn’t want to talk to her today.”
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“Will you talk to me?”
“I came out from behind the tree.”
“OK.” She shuffled her feet and backed up toward the car, hands sliding
around her hips to slip into her back pockets, assuming the same posture he had. “OK,
well.”
Colin kicked a fallen tomato. It burst and spilled across the earth as it half
rolled away, a cluster of green seeds stuck to Colin’s boot. He toed the ground trying
to wipe it clean. He looked up from the wasted garden, his mouth parted in the half
thought, almost spoken. Elizabeth was pulling at her turtle neck with her teeth,
picking at the already unraveling fabric. She stopped abruptly when she realized he
was staring at her.
“What am I supposed to think?” She had thought it would be easier than this.
Their meeting would be cathartic. He would open up, explain things. Fill in those
gaps in her life.
“I don’t know,” he said.
“Should I leave then?” She swiped at an itch on her forehead ash from the
cigarette fell in front of her eyes and landed on her sweater. He wasn’t going to help.
She swatted at the fallen ash. It disintegrated and fell like pepper. “Just forget about
you?”
“I thought you already had,” Colin said softly.
“How could I?” she said, “you’re everywhere. You’re in everything.” She
looked up at the bare branches shattering the blue. They swayed in their height and
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the sky itself seemed to undulate like so much water— a deepening pool which held so
much potential. She felt as if she were pleading with the sky itself. She was trying
not to look at him. She would not cry. Searched for control. He had shaped
everything in her life by his absence. His missing like the broken and disappeared
chunk of the gravestones she had seen yesterday. The jagged edge implied the whole.
Always that implication. Like the picture of Elizabeth and her mother at the beach:
the odd man’s hand curled around Helen’s shoulder, the body scissored off by her
grandmother. Or a look her grandmother would give her, a terrible and confused look,
one filled with hate, her eyes bunched narrow as if she’d smelled something rotten.
Elizabeth knew what that look said. Something Elizabeth didn’t recognize had
reminded her grandmother of Colin. Elizabeth had disgusted Gretchen with the reality
that Elizabeth was also a part of this man. She stared skyward. “There hasn’t been a
day,”
“What do you want from me?”
"I want to hate you.” She abandoned the sky and stared at him, not blinking.
Colin shrugged, stuffed his hands in his front pockets, and shook his head.
“I’m sorry,” she said.
“For what?”
She didn’t know. She shrugged her shoulders and crossed her arms.
“Then don’t apologize. If anyone has a right to hate me it’s you.” Colin bent
and curled his hand around a tomato plant. Elizabeth heard the hollow stalk collapse
in crinkles.
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“But what do you want me to think?” She flicked at the filter with a finger to
drop ash.
“Think what you want.” He yanked the plant and root from the ground. A
clump of dirt clung to the dangle of roots.
“Jesus,” she said, “I came here for the truth.”
“What truth?” Colin hurled the mass toward the compost bin. It flew end over
end and slammed into the tin with a thwap and fell outside.
“The truth about what happened. Your side of things. Something. Anything.”
If Julie had been right, he had a strange way of showing it.
“There are no sides,” he said. “The world is a sphere.”
Maybe Rick had been right. He had never come to Ohio. Maybe he wanted
nothing to do with her. Still she felt a deep need to hold on to hope. She held on to
the image of her father covered with flour, home-picked wineberries in the pancakes
frying up on the griddle. So much effort. Such a mess. Her father— the cause of her
mother’s laughter.
“Bullshit.” Elizabeth threw her cigarette butt into the garden. “Grandma said
you killed her. Said you never loved her.”
“Is that why you came here? Because you believe everything that woman ever
said?” Colin bent to pick up the smoldering butt. He rubbed it out against his jeans.
Still holding the cigarette between two fingers he touched his chest and said, “Then
I'm sorry. Because I would have thought you’d be thinking for yourself by now.”
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The story she had told herself of this moment, of this meeting was cracking
wide open. Her fiction knew nothing of reality and now, face to face with it, with her
father, the gaps between the two, between reality and fiction, between father and
daughter, between truth and falsehood, seemed only to point to her inexperience.
Everything pointed to that.
“I didn’t know where else to go.” She stared at the fall sky, so bright it pained
her eyes, the blue so blue. She bit into her bottom lip trying to steady her trembling
jaw. Eyes unblinking, fixed on the watery blue.
“Look.” He tried to rid his boot of the rotten seeds. He succeeded only in
collecting more strands of dead grass. “What do you want to do?”
“I don’t know. I don’t even know what I’m doing anymore.”
“Do you want to go somewhere?”
“Where?”
“Coffee?” She watched him step closer, tomato seeds and grass stuck to the
toe of his boot. His eyes darted back and forth as they switched focus from one to the
other of her gray eyes.
“Fine,” she said pointing, “I’ve had my fill of cemeteries.”
They walked toward the car silent and separate, Elizabeth leading, limping.
“You all right?”
“Fine.” She made an effort to walk straight.
Colin ran his hand along the rumpled hood and snapped the bungee cord that
held the hood in place.
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“Deer.” Elizabeth threw the keys in the air toward him, “You drive.”
“You just do this?”
“On the way out here,” she said.
“You sure you’re all right?”
“So far,” she said turning away from him to grimace as she flexed her knee to
get into the passenger seat. She watched as Colin tried to slide into the seat, his knee
catching under the steering wheel, his head unexpectedly bumping the door jam. He
stepped back out, reached under the seat and popped it back a few notches. “Don’t
say it,” she said.
“What?”
“That I drive too close.”
“Get that a lot?”
“From Rick.”
“And he’s?”
“My fiancee.” Colin turned in the seat, one hand on the wheel, the other on the
key. “Well, not yet. But we’ve been living together for a while.”
“That couldn’t have gone over well.”
“No, not really.” Out the window Elizabeth saw a squirrel clinging to the fire
escape— claws on metal. “Not really” was an understatement.
“I was kidding, Beth.”
“Right.” She turned to him, made an effort to smile. “I know.”
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He opened his mouth to speak but thought better of it and turned the key, let up
on the clutch and stalled the car in a hurking lurch. Elizabeth ran both hands up and
down the length of her corduroys.
“Sorry,” he said, “It’s been a while since I’ve driven.”
“No need,” she said, “besides it’s good to know where I got my coordination
from. Or lack of it.”
The drive to the coffee shop was a few silent seconds. They should have
walked. Colin leaned in and opened the frosted door for her, signaling with his free
hand. For a second, she was overwhelmed by the density of the room as if they had
stepped on another planet where the air was filled with coffee dust. In front were three
artfully dented bronze machines, tri-paddled blades slowly working their way through
the beans, turning them. The rubbing beans sounded like falling rain.
“What do you want?” Colin asked.
“A mocha.”
“Find a seat.”
“I need to use the restroom,” she said.
“Around the comer,” he said pointing to a darkened hallway.
As she unbuckled her belt and pushed her cords to the floor, she was disgusted
by the discoloration on her leg, the rainbow more pronounced, the jaundiced color
seeping down her calf reminding her of the nursing home, of the inevitable dying
there. Easing herself onto the cold seat she braced herself against the pain in her knee
by clutching the handicapped bars. A brilliant pain gripped her abdomen and she
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collapsed on the toilet, doubled, hands clutching the underside of her knees, fingers
curling around the tendons there. Her water trickled out, the memory of pain stuck in
her muscles.
“Hey,” Colin said when she sat down at the checker board topped table, a pair
of mugs on saucers in front of him.
“Hey,” she said, sitting. She sat with her back to the room.
“Did you want to sit here?” he asked. She peered over her shoulder at an old
couple passing sections of newspaper across their table.
“No,” she said, “it’s fine.”
“Because I can move.”
“Really, it’s fine,” she said looking over his head to the sponged orange and
yellow walls and the hunk of artwork hanging there: a length of old planking, its grain
deep and coarse, weathered like from an old bam. Painted in thick strokes on the
wood was a child’s house: a simple square with a triangle roof, a dead center door,
windows on either side, and a chimney with looping curly queued smoke. The house
was yellow with blue windows set against a sky of unearthly purple, a deep knot left
unpainted, a dark sun over the world.
“How did you find me?” Colin asked.
“Mr. Fulton,” Elizabeth said, her hands locked around the hot mug. She
brought the mug to her face and sipped a bit of whipped cream and coffee off the
surface.
“Frank.”
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Elizabeth setting her mug down.
“You’ve got a little,” Colin said as he reached toward her with a napkin.
Elizabeth sat back quickly, pulling out of his reach. “A little whipped cream,” Colin
finished handing the napkin to Elizabeth.
“I’m sorry.” Elizabeth wiped the cream from her nose and crumpled the
napkin into a ball she held tight in her hand.
“Stop.” He shook his head and leaned into the table. He pushed his coffee
away from him so as not to knock it over. “Stop apologizing to me. Please.”
“Sorry.” Elizabeth twisted the napkin ball in her hand, forcing an edge out,
rolling it between two fingers. She ripped a twist off and dropped it to the floor.
Colin shook his head.
“It’s funny really,” Colin said, “I had some weird feeling something like this
was going to happen.”
“Me showing up out of nowhere?”
“Kind of. It’s always been a possibility. The other day Frank came by. First
time I'd seen him in years. These sorts of things always happen in threes.”
Elizabeth played with her mug, turning it in circles by the handle, waiting for it
to cool.
Colin smiled, leaning back in his chair to look at the plastered ceiling, at the
bumps there. “Your mother always used to say it. Like famous people always died in
threes. Princess Di and Mother Theresa.”
“That’s only two.”
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“There was a third, I swear. Some actor.” Colin slurped off the top of his
coffee.
“You and Mr. Fulton were friends.”
“We were. When your mother and I lived next to him.”
Elizabeth shrugged, not understanding. She wanted him to put together more
than three sentences without her prodding. She hoped silence would be enough. She
waited. She carefully sipped her coffee. Around her, conversations carried on. She
heard someone exclaim, “No way.” Newspapers rustled. Spoons clinked inside mugs.
The silence at their table was no silence at all. Her leg bounced.
“Well, what was it?”
“I don’t know, Beth. Being a convicted felon put a strain on most of my
personal relationships.” Out of the comer of her eye Elizabeth caught the old woman
at the next table bending the comer of her paper down to stare at them. The husband
rattled his as if in reprimand.
The irony concerned her. Was he not taking the past seriously? She searched
the lines on his face, the crow’s feet, the dark half circles under his eyes, but what she
saw confused her even more. Colin sat back, pushing his head against the wall. As he
stretched his arms out wide before locking them behind his head, Elizabeth moved
through time again, this motion rendering him recognizable as the bat. She turned
away, accidentally making eye contact with the woman behind her.
“And he testified against me.”
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At first Elizabeth wasn’t sure she had heard him correctly. But Colin was
nodding. “Some friend,” she said.
“He didn’t really have a choice.”
“There’s always a choice.”
“Maybe so, but sometimes.” He pushed his hair out of his face. It fell right
back. He pondered his coffee mug, tilting it, watching the liquid pool to one side then
the other, as if therein lay the continuation of his thought. “Even if Frank had testified
for the defense, he would have ended up testifying against me. Or it would have
looked that way anyway.”
“How do you figure?”
“I bought the insurance policy from him. There’s no way the prosecution
would have missed that, no matter whose side he was on.”
“But you stick by your friends; that’s why they’re friends, right?”
“Who knows? He thought I did it. Everybody did. Friendship was
irrelevant.”
There was a slight inflection. Elizabeth caught it: “thought” had a bit more
emphasis. It was a subtle change but as he sped up into “everybody did,” Elizabeth
heard something in his voice that for the first time made her wonder if maybe she had
made the right decision.
He paused, leveling his coffee to let it settle before drinking. “Sometimes,” he
said, “even your choices aren’t your own.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
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“Nothing really.”
She worked the napkin into its little wadded shreds. Her hair fell in long curls,
strands having worked their way out of the scrunchie. She tucked a wisp behind her
ear.
“Are you nervous?”
“No,” she said quickly, sitting back and crossing her legs, careful to put her
swollen knee on top. “Not really.”
“I can go.” He pushed off the table in to a crouch. “It’s not much of a walk.”
“Is that what you want?” Wrong thing to say, she felt it. Yet he’d given her so
little to go on. His lack of commitment one way or the other was exasperating.
“Is it what you want?” he asked her back.
“This is a lot...” She was growing tired. She felt a yawn working its way into
her jaw. She drank more coffee.
“You're telling me. I come home to find my girlfriend talking to my
daughter.”
“You didn’t come home. You were hiding behind a tree.” A slight smile
worked its way into her cheeks, partly hidden behind her mug.
“Fine. Get picky.” He shrugged. He readjusted himself in the chair and
flattened his goatee.
“This just hasn’t worked out like I planned,” she said.
“Nothing ever does.”
“Thanks for the vote of confidence.”
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“It’s not your fault.”
She heard the words clearly enough, but she knew that it was her fault. This
man, her father was in so many ways a stranger. He was trying to be polite. Yet there
was something flippant in his voice. He wasn’t looking at her. His eyes darted around
the room. He said things in passing as if he were talking on the phone, his voice
traveling straight to her but his attention somewhere else.
“Why are you here?”
“With you?”
“No, I mean here in Connecticut. Right around the comer.”
“I’ve always been here. I’ll always be here. In a lot of ways, I can’t get
away.”
“You can always get away. I proved that. Just hop in the car.” The yawn
caught up to her and opened her mouth wide, popping her jaw. “Excuse me,” she
mumbled.
“I’m not talking about that.”
“Reverend Good said you were in Maine or something.”
“Goddamn him,” he said. Then as he chuckled into his mug, “Threes.”
The cafe was filling up, Saturday’s late risers filtering through the door, their
glassy cold eyes pondering the chalk menu hanging from the ceiling. Elizabeth heard
the hissing of steamers. The chinging of the cash register. The overly pleasant voices
of the baristas, “Can I start you a drink?” Outside, the day was gray. And yellow. As
if the clouds that hung low over the earth held some ambient light, some multiple
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inner refraction. They sat silent while people milled around them. Elizabeth fidgeted.
A guy bumped into the back of her chair; he put his hand out to touch her shoulder as
he said “sorry” but she had already moved it.
“You all right?” Colin asked.
“Fine.” She dropped the wasted napkin to the floor as she wrapped both hands
around her coffee mug, pulling at the warmth there. “Do you love her?”
“Who? You mean Julie?”
“Yeah.”
Colin exhaled, his breath seeming to push him back ward in the chair until his
head came to rest on the wall just beneath the hunk of discarded wood. Elizabeth
stared at him, trying to will him to make eye contact, but his eyes went out to
somewhere behind her, some spot on the far wall and it was to this spot he spoke.
“No, not really.”
“Is that your answer to everything?”
“These days.... It seems so.”
“Jesus,” she said, “Does she know this?”
“I told her,” he said, “but she thinks I’m lying.”
Elizabeth wondered if he was. Not about Julie but about anything or
everything. She’d proved to herself how easy lying could be. Maybe Colin wasn’t all
that different from her grandmother.
“Maybe she knows something you don’t.” Gretchen had spent so many years
telling herself a simple story— Colin killed Helen; he went to prison and he died
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there— that in the end even Elizabeth had grown to believe it on some level. Her
grandmother’s confidence in the story compelling. Now, confronted with the obvious
fiction of her grandmother’s assertion, faced with a living father, she didn’t know what
to believe.
Behind her, the old couple’s newspapers rattled again. Then the woman, none
too quietly spoke to her husband, “Isn’t that him?”
Colin’s head jerked. Elizabeth half turned but stopped herself. She watched
her father, who met her eyes. “Are you almost done?” he asked.
“I can be.”
He nodded, downing the last of his coffee and pushing his chair back from the
table, smacking the back loudly into the wall. Heads turned at the sound.
“It is him, Seymour,” the old woman said.
“Hush,” Seymour said, his paper folded in half so he could admonish his wife
and look at this man, see for himself this monster.
“Thanks,” Colin said quietly as he walked past.
The man set the paper on the table and said, “I don’t want your thanks.”
Elizabeth waited for her father to say something, waited for some reprimand,
some sort of self-defense but when she looked for him she only saw his back as he
walked through the shop and pushed through the door, his hand burning an imprint on
the frost, melted drips running down the glass.
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“And you,” the woman said, “you must be half his age.” Seymour leaned
forward over his paper but there was no stopping his wife now, “Do you know who he
is? Did he tell you about the woman he killed?”
Elizabeth stood motionless. Was that how it had looked? How could someone
think they were together that way? Colin had left her. She followed limping to the
door, putting her hand into the same melted imprint.

“Why didn’t you do something?” Elizabeth called across the parking lot.
“Do what?”
“Anything. Hell, you could have at least gotten mad.”
“It wouldn’t do any good,” he said turning.
“It might.”
“No,” he said, “people need to believe what they believe. And I certainly can’t
change that.”
“What about me? How about what I believe?”
“Beth,” he said, using the name only he had ever used. “I went to prison. I’m
not innocent.”
“Jesus.” The world tilted under her feet. The caffeine coursed through her.
She was going to be sick. “Is that how you rationalize it?”
“No.”
“All this time grandma was right.” She spoke the words out loud but they
weren’t for Colin; they were for her. She turned to go.
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“No, she wasn’t.”
A part of her wanted to believe him. Part of her wanted to be right when she
had told Rick that Colin couldn’t be as bad as Gretchen had made him out to be. It
said too much about her. “You expect me to believe you?” She wheeled around so
fast she caught her knee on the bumper and cried out. The second “you” more a
painful howl than a word.
Colin took a step forward only to stop when Elizabeth looked at him. She was
surprised at his reaction. But pleased at the power she’d been able to wield with a
glance. “No. Not really,” he said.
She leaned into the car, nearly sitting on the hood. She thought she had him
where she wanted him. He had lunged to help. He had made a move.
“Why should I? You hide out here for twenty years. You never make an
attempt to come see me. You live in the shadow of everything that was. Why should
I believe you?”
“Frankly...” Colin dangled the keys from his fingers before he threw them
into the air. “I couldn’t tell you.” Elizabeth caught them against her chest, both hands
clutched tight in quick reaction. Before the keys were out of the air, Colin had turned
to walk away.
“That’s it?” Elizabeth called out.
“That’s it,” he said without turning around.
“Tell me you didn't do it.”
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“Why?” he yelled back, his footsteps still carrying him further away from her,
the black expanse of asphalt growing.
“Because it matters.” She needed to hear it. Not for him but for her. Some
denial of those disgusted looks her grandmother gave her. Those looks that said there
was a piece of a murderer in her.
Colin stopped and turned to face her. The sun, finding some hole in the
clouds, lit up the waves of Long Island Sound behind the cafe. Salt air blew across the
parking lot. Elizabeth’s hair looked almost red as it twirled around her head, strands
curling and sticking to her mouth. She brushed them back with her fingers, trying to
tuck them behind her ear.
“It doesn’t matter,” he said.
“The truth matters.”
“Truth?” Colin said his voice cracking into laughter. “You’re as bad as Julie.”
He wiped his goatee with his hand, thumb and forefinger rubbing around his mouth
and coming together to tug at his chin hairs. “I lost everything that day. I lost myself.
I’m gone. All that’s left is that monster in there,” he said pointing to the cafe, “that’s
the only truth there is. Everybody needs a story. I’m theirs. I’m the monster. I’m the
guy they point fingers at and go ‘See, it was him '.”
“Why didn’t you leave? Why didn’t you come to Ohio?” she said, when what
she wanted to say was, “I needed you.”
The keys pinched painfully in her hand. Her baggy pants flapped in the wind,
clung to the back of her thin legs. Her hair sprung wild about her in the wind. Colin
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rooted to the pavement a few feet away, his hands tight across his chest, fortified
against the onslaught of the wind.
“Sometimes it’s easier to be part of someone else’s story than to make your
own.”
“What am I supposed to believe?”
“I don’t care. You believe what you want, like your mother and your
grandmother. Surely you’ve got that in you,” he said turning and walking away.
“You were better off without me. Go back.”
“Shouldn’t I be the judge of that?”
He said something else without turning around, some monosyllable, but the
wind carried it off and up, stretching it, distorting the sound so that it resembled no
words at all. He disappeared behind a store sign advertising video games.
Elizabeth leaned against the car, uneven, unsteady. Her knee hurt. The pain in
her abdomen was like the memory of some bad dream, afraid it would come again
with sleep. She didn’t know what to believe. She didn’t know what to think. She
didn t know what to do or where to go. Afraid. Alone. Her hair stung her eyes. With
the exception of one thing, she knew less than she had when she left Ohio: she was
more like her father than either one of them had thought.
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XIV

She was a mile away from the coffee shop when she realized she had no idea
where she was going. She had nowhere to go. Rick was waiting in Ohio. She would
have to go home. She dreaded walking in the door though. How could she explain
not only her series of decisions that had run away from her but also that everyone else
had been right? Rick had been right. Her grandmother had been right. And like her
grandmother, Rick would let her know.
She drove through Niantic, along the coast. The three hulking candy cane
striped stacks of the Millstone Nuclear Facility towered out of the bay. Over the
singing bridge, the metal ridges under her tires hummed a high pitched song. She
started following signs for 1-95, letting them determine her turns.
She would hear his disapproval in the little things in their life. It would be
again like the month after her grandmother had taken her home. He would sigh extra
loud as he sat on the couch after work. The bottle of Doane’s Pills would echo as he
rattled them in the bathroom. There would of course be comments about money. This
was a recurring theme, no doubt to be made all the more obvious on her return— the
fifteen hundred dollars gone, wasted on Elizabeth’s doomed trip.
She reached the highway. She could be back in Ohio by midnight. She slowed
down trying to read the overhead signs, white arrows pointing in all directions. Cars
flew past on both sides at twice her speed. The road was unexpectedly three lanes as it
approached the highway. She was in the right hand turn lane. Ohio was three lanes to
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the left. Cars behind her downshifted, a loud whine, and passed her. Inches between
bumpers. Angry glances. Bright brake lights, lined up ahead of her. The lane twisted
off and turned up toward the highway and she had no choice but accelerate. The man
in the rear view mirror waved his impatience. His golden Lexus sprinted out from
behind her into the no-man’s wedge between the on ramp and the highway, slid over
three lanes and accelerated to a phenomenal speed. She caught glimpses of him
weaving in and out of traffic ahead of her.
Even Rick’s annoyance would be comforting in a way. She knew what to
expect. Even after everything that had happened— and she had to admit her choices
made it happen— she knew how Rick would react and that eventually would settle
into what it had always been. Finding fourth gear, the car settled into its max speed
of sixty-three. The scan button picked up a station out of Hartford, 105.9 WHCN; the
DJ’s yelled and laughed, made fart noises, called unsuspecting businesses, and gave
away money. They ran their seven songs in a row mixing the Rolling Stones and Pink
Floyd with Blues Traveler and U2. An awkward day or two perhaps, but then it would
settle in again. There wouldn’t be deer or mechanics or murderers at every turn.
Together she and Rick could keep things under control.
Even as everyone else passed her, as she realized she was going the wrong
way, she reveled in the freedom of apparent speed, the privacy of the car. When the
first distorted riffs stretched the little speakers Elizabeth laughed out loud.
Unmistakable. Jimi Hendrix. She hadn’t lied when she told the guy Rick listened to
him a lot— Rick talked about him as if he’d known him. In college it was almost all
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he ever listened to. The first line caught her off guard— as if she was hearing it for
the first time. She hadn’t remembered it from the night before. There

be some

kind o f way out o f here. She passed malls. She drove under signs for the Coast Guard
Academy. The car strained over the arching Gold Star Bridge into Groton, heading
for Mystic, rapidly approaching Rhode Island.
Her father’s words: I ’ve always been here. I can 7 get away. What was he
afraid of? What held him to everything? Guilt was the first thing that came to mind.
A criminal who must return to the scene of the crime. Twenty years seemed tortuous
even for him.
Her mind turned things on her. Why had she never come to Connecticut
before? The question was like her father inside her head asking. She had been afraid
of Gretchen. Ohio lulled her to forget Connecticut. After so many years among the
com and soybean fields, muddy brown rivers, far away flat horizons, she had forgotten
how the sea made her feel. Even seeing the sea under her as she crossed the bridge
lightened her. Near these shores she was buoyant. The air smelled of seaweed and
salt. Ohio of mud, overturned earth and preparations for the next planting. Perhaps
Colin was afraid of Gretchen, too. But the more she thought about it the more she
thought maybe her father couldn’t leave because Ohio might flatten his memory. She
knew this was where her mother was; she felt it. Maybe that was why he stayed. They
were alike in this. At least that was the story she told herself as she waited for an exit
to use to turn around and head back to Ohio, determined not to let it take away her
mother again.
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Hendrix was replaced by the driving rhythms of Blue Oyster Cult. Elizabeth
found herself singing. She realized her off key voice would qualify only as shouting.
She didn’t care; it didn’t matter, speed erasing embarrassment, even the nameless
stares of passing drivers irrelevant. All that mattered was the singing, the liberating
chant. Godzilla. Godzilla. God-zilla. She yelled it over and over the word changing
like some sort of creature itself, unknowable in repetition. Her hands slapped,
alternating against the steering wheel.
When the engine sputtered and died, it took her a second to realize it. It took
the car behind her honking then passing and the glaring driver, his hand outstretched
into the passenger’s seat, his thin middle finger shaking with its obscenity. The dash
lights were on and the steering was stiff. She threw in the clutch and glided over to
the shoulder, fumbling to remember where the hazard lights were. Cars sped past her,
an eighteen-wheeler so close she felt her car shake.
The car coasted quite a while, long enough for her to pull off the road into a
scenic pullout: a small blister of pavement overlooking the Mystic River. She wasn’t
sure whether to laugh or cry. The engine sputtered when she turned the key. Again,
she tried. There was a frighteningly inadequate click. She turned the useless key and
hugged the steering wheel, eyes shut pressed hard against her forearm.
She screamed when the guy knocked on the glass inches from her forehead. A
man of forty leaned over to look in her window, his tie dangling, his face sideways.
He made a circular motion with his hand and Elizabeth cranked down the window
about a finger’s width.
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“You all right?” he asked.
“Sure.” She slipped her hand over to slide the lock into place. “I’m fine.”
“Right.” He looked around the parking lot. “Do you have a cell?”
Elizabeth shook her head.
“Right, well do you want to use mine?” he said flipping it from the leather
holster at his hip like some modem day cowboy.
“I wouldn’t know who to call,” she said.
“Right,” he said, “I tried.” He walked off to his own car where a little girl was
seated in the back seat turned around watching her dad. She waved. Dad flipped the
cell phone in the air, caught it and returned it to its holster. He opened the back door,
picked his little girl up and carried her to the railing overlooking the river.
Unable to sit in the car any longer, she walked to the railing herself, keeping
her distance from the man and his young daughter, but still able to hear the little girl’s
laughter. From the railing she could see the tall ships docked at the historic Mystic
Seaport. A sign attached to the railing identified the largest ship, the three masted one
with a white stripe below the gunwales, as the Charles W. Morgan, last of the wooden
hulled whaling ships.
The sails were tied tight against the spars. Then as if by magic, the triangular
jib unfurled, its peak rising on an invisible line to the foremast. A triangle of white
flapping like a flag and she could almost hear it, sure of the sound it made in the slight
wind, whapping, canvas snapping on itself like a whip. And from that one unfurling,
Elizabeth saw the potential for flight. She imagined the raising of the numerous
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others, two more jibs, three square rigged sails on each mast and the mizzen jibs flying
like giant wedges between the masts. And she imagined men climbing atop the
rigging to untie sails and watch for whales, holding on to the ever thinning mast in the
heights and feeling as they did the swaying, the rocking, the weightlessness of flight.
There was no use calling Rick again. Not only would he not help, but this
would simply add to his sense of how right he had been. The mechanic had probably
done this on purpose. Around her was nothing but speeding cars and the distant ships
pulling at their moorings. A light breeze came in off the marsh and was gone as
quickly, replaced by the swirling exhaust of cars and trucks. There really wasn’t
anything else she could do. She hoped the story she had told herself was close enough
to the truth.
The man put his daughter back in the car and walked toward his side when he
stopped, seeing Elizabeth coming toward him. “Could I use your phone, please?” she
asked.

“What are you doing here?” Colin said as he walked around the comer of the
garage and saw Julie getting out of her car..
“Where’s Elizabeth?”
“Why?” He walked past her and climbed the stairs to his apartment, leaving
her leaning against the car.
“What did you say to her?”
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He watched her mount the steps behind him. “Didn’t you have to pick up
your son?”
“He’s in the car. What did you do?”
“I didn’t do anything.” He shut the door behind him but Julie pushed right
though, barely letting it shut. Julie leaned against the door and crossed her arms.
“What?” Colin leaned into the refrigerator and grabbed a can of Budweiser.
“Put that back.”
“If I’m going to have to endure another Julie rant, then I get a beer. You want
one? Suit yourself. Why’s the kid in the car anyway?”
“Like I’m going to bring him into the middle of all this.” Julie crossed to the
other side of the room and plopped onto the futon.
Colin drank. The cold carbonation stung his throat and nearly brought tears to
his eyes. Into his empty stomach the beer poured. There was warmth. He drank
again.
“Why are you doing this?”
“I’m thirsty.” He reached back into the refrigerator. He finished the last of the
first can and tossed the empty into the sink. He sank into his chair, rocking and
cracking the next beer.
“Why’d you run her off?”
“Why do you assume I did anything?” Colin knew where this was going and
he wished it were over. Another attempt by Julie to goad him into action. He was
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struggling against this more and more these days. He couldn’t seem to be enough of
an asshole for her. She thrived on it.
“You didn’t exactly invite her to stay, did you?”
“She’s a grown woman.”
“What choice did you leave her?”
“I can’t help what people think.” He meant Elizabeth as well as Julie.
“Did you tell her you didn’t do it?”
Colin rocked slightly in his chair. He stared at the poster of Mystic. The view
wasn’t all that different than the one he’d had as a boy from the tiny room atop his
home. A widow’s watch they called it. Lonely whaling captain’s wives stood watch
for the mast of their husband’s ships. Colin had watched ships come and go his whole
childhood. Now more than ever he wished he were on one of them. One of the old
boats, wood hulled and bound for Alaska. He’d always meant to take Helen to
Alaska.
“You told me. Why wouldn’t you tell her?”
“I told the jury too. It didn’t matter with them either. It wouldn’t have
mattered to her.”
“It mattered to me.”
“Bullshit,” he said smiling. “You never believed I did it. My telling you had
nothing to do with it. People don’t want the truth. They want the truth to be what they
already believe.”
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Julie looked around the room as if for something to throw at him. “What do
you want?” She flung her arms wide, as if trying to offer him everything.
“I want to be left alone. You. Elizabeth....” He was about to add Helen’s
nightmare visits but he stopped himself, not wanting to utter the words, afraid if
spoken they would in fact make her disappear. “I want you gone.”
“I haven’t heard any complaints before.” Julie used her hands to indicate the
futon.
“That’s because you don’t listen.”
The phone rang. “Why won’t everyone just leave me alone?” He drank and
said hello with a mouthful of beer. He swallowed before he choked out, “Where are
you?”
“Who is it?” Julie asked.
Colin ignored her. “You know I don’t have a car.”
“Who is it?” Julie asked again.
“It’s Elizabeth,” he said annoyed, “her car broke down.”
“Well,” Julie said, “take mine.”
“I have to work in a half hour.”
“Call in. Someone else can do the dishes.”
“What?” he said into the phone, “the phone’s dying.”
“He’ll be there in twenty minutes,” Julie yelled.
“Wait,” he said then put down the phone, “it went dead.”
“I’ll get the keys.”
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“Fucking great.”
“Don’t mention it,” she said. “And try not to screw up again. Life doesn’t like
to give second chances.”
He walked over to the bookshelf where he picked up the book that lay across
the tops of the others as if it were the only one ever out.
“What’s that?”
“Nothing.”
“It looks like a journal.”
“That’s because it is.”
“Isn’t that cute. You keep a journal. You big lug.”
He looked at her, at that smiling face that was in so many ways still the face of
a young girl in his classroom. “It was my wife’s,” he said as he put it back and walked
out the door.
He was halfway down the steps when he saw the boy’s head in the passenger
seat. Julie pushed past him and opened the door to let her son out. Julie stood behind
the boy, both hands on his shoulders, facing Colin. The boy was slight of build and
delicate having acquired much of his looks from his mother. His hair was cut into a
ridiculous bowl, but Julie’s curls worked through at the ends.
“This is Jordan.” Julie squeezed the boy’s shoulders and he smiled a little.
Colin reached the bottom of the stairs and said “Hey” as he walked around to
the driver’s door. “You can wait here.”
“I’ll call my mother. I wouldn’t want to bug you.”
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“Fine.”
Jordan tilted his head to whisper to his mother who leaned over him. Julie
shook her head.
“What’d he say?” Colin asked.
“Nothing,” Julie said, “Go get Elizabeth.”
Colin was sure he’d heard the kid say ‘sad’ or something that rhymed with it.

“What do you want to do with the car?” he asked.
“Leave it,” she said. She had been standing at the railing in the brackish
breeze watching a small boat sail into the harbor, its sail billowed and taut like a
pregnant belly. She had been wondering if he would actually show up.
“We can’t just leave it.”
“You got a lot of money?”
“Not really.” In his pocket was about two hundred dollars. All that was left of
his paycheck until next Friday. He looked at his daughter. She looked so much like
Helen. She wasn’t Helen, though; he could see that now. It wasn’t the baggy olive
cords and the sweater fraying at the top of the turtle neck. As she glanced around, not
keeping eye contact for very long, watching the traffic behind him, he recognized the
familiar uneasiness. “I don’t have enough.”
“And I can’t afford to tow it. And I can’t afford to fix it. And I can’t afford to
do anything.” She paused and then threw her head back in a convulsive giggle. “Fuck
it,” she blurted out, her voice ragged, tears just on the other side of laughter.
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“All right,” he said. “All right but I’ll call someone later.”
“Why’d you come get me?” She still wasn’t looking at him.
He waited for an eighteen wheeler to pass so as not to have to yell. “I didn’t
have much of a choice.”
“Choices not your own?”
“Something like that,” he said walking to the car. “Where do you want to go?”
“I haven’t got a clue. I only had enough money for a couple of nights at the
hotel.”
“Well,” he said drawing the word out, hand working at his scalp.
“Go ahead, say it.”
“Say what?”
“Whatever it was you were thinking— God pretty dumb Beth— real fine mess
you got us into.” She waved one hand in front of her, the other on the back of her
neck, eyes on the sandy pavement.
“I was thinking you can’t stay at my place.”
She looked at him, her mouth still slightly parted, lips drying.
“Get in the car,” Colin said.
“I couldn’t? Why not?”
“There’s no room. All I got’s a futon.”
“I can sleep on a futon.”
“No, I mean that’s all I’ve got.” He sliced the air in front of him with a
flattened palm. He opened the door, climbed in and waited for Elizabeth.
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“Where are we going?” she said as she got in.
“Anywhere. We can’t stand around here all day feeling sorry for you, can
we?”
Colin drove to the next exit, turned under the highway and charged back up the
on-ramp onto the interstate heading west. Julie’s car worked its way up the automatic
gears as Colin floored the accelerator, racing to match the traffic. He turned his head
around to look behind him and pulled into a gap between two cars and continued
across both lanes of traffic to the left lane, cars slipping by him, their drivers staring at
Elizabeth, her forehead pressed against the glass. She reached up under her neck and
pulled down the seatbelt reaching around without looking to fasten it.
“Nervous?” Colin asked.
“You drive like Rick.”
“Ah, the boyfriend again. And how did that go over with old Gretchen?”
“She called me a harlot.”
“You’re kidding,” Colin said laughing.
“It wasn’t funny,” Elizabeth said, remembering the bloated figure of her
grandmother at the top of the stairs yelling down at her. She was a formidable
woman, larger than her five foot three stature implied, her girth impenetrable,
immovable like some thick quarter-horse.
Colin’s face straightened for a second, a concerted effort before he again fell to
laughing, one hand on the wheel the other trying to conceal his mirth. “She loved that
word,” he said, “I heard it used quite a few times.”
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“Still.” Her grandmother’s dominating image, her presence, disappeared into
the absurd with her utterance,

I didn

’traise you to be a harlot.

‘You didn’t raise me, you boarded me.’ But it had been too late. Instead, she had only
apologized from the bottom of the stairs and walked out. A month later, after all the
unanswered phone calls, the silence, her driving the old roads back to find her
grandmother at the kitchen table staring out the window with a cup of tea in her hands.
Her voice weak, a whisper, Iju st didn

’twant to lose you. No

this back lingering in the moment of memory where she could feel her grandmother’s
hands in hers, a rare touch across the table, the lilacs in a vase filling the space
between them with rich fragrance. Two months later when the guilt had had sufficient
time to steep, Gretchen drove to Columbus, picked Elizabeth up and drove her home.
“She had some good ones,” Colin said, swerving into another lane to pass a car
on the right. “

Layaboutwas the one I always got. And that because I was a teacher.

had summers off. It didn’t matter that I worked a second job.”
“Rick too,” she said smiling, “Lazy layabout.”
“What was it with her and alliterations?” He squeezed into a narrow space
between two cars to lurch back into the passing lane. “I heard her once ask why Helen
had married such a ‘horrible heathen husband.’”
“You’re kidding.” Elizabeth reached for the handle over the window.
“What do you think?”
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They crossed over the Gold Star Bridge. Elizabeth watched the surface of the
Thames River, the ripples some deep texture. Docked on the far side, the iron hulled
three masted schooner the Coast Guard Eagle, red stripe across its white bow.
“Did you and mom live together? I mean, before you got married?”
“God, no,” he said, “we had enough trouble with her as it was.”
“Like what?”
“Like Christmas in Ohio.” He put on the blinker and slid across both lanes of
traffic and up the off ramp.
“Where are you taking me?” Once again she was at someone’s mercy. The
progress of her life determined by her father.
“The beach.” When she turned in her seat to look at him he said, “Trust me.
W e’re sight-seeing.”
He made it seem like this was aimless wandering, that he was going to drive
his daughter around the town she grew up in. The roads helped. He was taking the
straightest route, but by design the roads meandered. They followed the contours of
the land barely intruding on the hills and valleys. He wasn’t going to just any beach.
He wasn’t sure how Elizabeth would take it. But he knew this much he had to tell her.
This much he could tell her.
“Fine,” she said. “ What was so bad about Christmas?”
“Christmas?” He turned onto Four Mile River Road and drove like another
person, relaxed, easing around winding comers and rolling hills as if gliding. “Let me
ask you this: Does Rick go to church?”
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“Occasionally,” she said, “I mean a lot of times he works on Sundays.”
“What’s he do?”
“He works at Max-n-Erma’s” And to his shrugging shoulders and bunched up
eyebrows— she inherited that from him— she said, “It’s a restaurant chain.”
Colin nodded.
“He’s a manager.”
“Well, anyway.... I never went to church.”
“It’s a good job.” He felt things slipping away.
“That’s fine. You don’t have to defend him.”
“I’m not.”
“Right.” He wanted to get things back to the past. He need to focus on the
telling and in his haste he was sure he upset her again.
“I’m not.”
“I believe you. This wasn’t my point. I never went to church.”
“I remember. I always thought it sucked. I had to get up early on Sunday and
get dressed nice and behave and you sat at home in your robe reading the paper.”
“That was a problem at Christmas. Your grandmother always had a big dinner.
She'd invite all the neighbors. Anyway, she had a big table set up in the basement. I
sat down with your mom. I'm left handed so I took a seat on the end. Your mother
hated it when I bumped into her all night. Your grandmother was the last to come
downstairs and the only chair left was next to me at the head. Her exact words were,”
Do I have to sit next to him?”
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“She didn’t really say that.”
“Oh, yes she did.” Colin remembered the silence in the room. Gretchen still
standing, waiting for him to move. Everyone had stared, the neighbors, Aunt Jackie.
“What’d you do?”
“Nothing. I traded places with your mother.”
Elizabeth nodded. Colin turned to look at her and then returned his attention
back to the road. “There wasn’t much I could do,” he said, one hand coming off the
wheel and turning circles at the wrist as if swirling the past like smoke. At least they
had this, he thought. At least they had that woman who made their lives so difficult.
Elizabeth watched the road ahead, stone walls and wooden white gates lining
both sides of the road, undulating with the hills. She pulled the pack of cigarettes
from her purse, “Can I smoke?”
“You got an extra?” She handed him one, lit hers and passed the lighter.
“Julie doesn’t smoke but she didn’t say not to.”
“Nice,” she said.
“She’ll get over it.” Out the window the marsh spread on both sides of the
road, a brackish river swelled with the tide, slipped under the road.
“What’s the deal with you two?”
“There is no deal.”
“You just sleep with her.”
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“I don’t expect you to understand.” Elizabeth pressed her forehead against the
glass. A shabby nest of sticks and twigs stood atop a post pounded into the marsh. In
a way she felt like he hadn’t said anything to her since she had arrived.
“Why don’t you break it off?”
“She keeps coming back. I want to get rid of her.”
“You know she has a son?”
On the nest a bird landed, its wings thrown out in a W as it settled in among
the sticks. The river disappeared as the road rolled away from the shore.
“All the more reason to get rid of her.”
Elizabeth sucked in hard on the cigarette exhaling the smoke toward the open
window.
Colin opened his mouth to speak and stopped, concentrating on the winding
road, fingers twisting around the steering wheel adjusting his grip. They drove in
silence for a while each of them smoking, flicking ashes out of slightly cracked
windows.
“If anyone should understand, it’s you.”
“You think you’re doing her a favor?”
“I don’t know.”
Elizabeth again put her head against the glass. She was stuck. In many ways
this was why she was here. This trip involved a certain amount of digging both into
Colin's life and hers. Yet with him, it was like there was a rock below the surface.
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The spade slipped into the soft topsoil only to slam into the hidden stone— vibrations
chilling her bones.
The woods on the sides of the road curled up and over them, enclosing the road
in a tunnel of fiery leaves, the cold sky coming through in a few bare spots, cracked by
the dead branches. Houses hidden away from the road, only mailboxes and driveways
visible.
“You remember that one?” Colin asked as they approached an intersection, a
red colonial with a black door and shudders just off the road behind a stone wall and
low shrubs.
“Should I?”
“It was haunted.”
“You believe that?”
“Why not? It’s a good story,” Colin said pulling through the intersection and
rounding a comer past a veterinarian’s office. “See, they kept finding indentations on
the bed as if someone was sleeping there. They thought it was the cat so they locked
the door only to find the bed messed up like someone had slept in it. What?”
“You honestly expect me to buy this?”
“You did when you were six.”
“And I used to believe in Santa Claus. Grandma killed that the first year.
‘Why’d you want to believe in such nonsense’ she said as she brought all the presents
down on Christmas Eve. Didn't even try something like Santa came early."
“But you still believe in God.”
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“That’s different.”
“Right.”
“You believe in ghosts?”
“Not really,” he said. “But you do believe in God.”
“I believe in the story. It’s not like I’m a fanatic. I don’t even go to church
much these days.”
“And Gretchen’s reaction was?”
“We came to an understanding. I went on the big days.”
They rounded a comer heading downhill where Elizabeth saw a tiny chapel,
little more than a box with a steeple on top.
“I hated your grandmother.”
“She wasn’t real fond of you either.”
“I tried. I really did. Every time I thought I could bear her, Sunday would roll
around. Every Sunday, like she set an alarm, she called at eleven.” He took a drag
from the cigarette and with it pinned between two fingers, outstretched his hand palm
out, as if trying to steady himself against an invisible wall, bracing himself against the
telling, smoke rising from the burning tip. “The nine-fifteen service finishes at like
quarter to eleven and then there’s always a coffee hour after. You and your mother
never, I mean never, got home before eleven fifteen.”
“But she called anyway. I know. Same with me. Sunday at seven.”
“Yeah, but she was so naively belligerent. They

home? But I always

call at eleven. Why are you home?" he mimicked, his voice rising into a falsetto and
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cracking with the final question. “That’s what did it,” he continued, “Why are you
home? as if she forgot I didn’t go with you.”
Scenery flashed by quicker. Colin sped up.
“Damn near every Sunday. The same fucking thing every week. It was
insane. I’d let the phone ring but then she’d call every thirty seconds. One day, I was
so mad I yelled at Helen, like it was her fault,” he said leaning toward her as he took a
sharp downhill turn a bit too fast. Elizabeth braced her arm against the dash. “Sorry,”
he said as he straightened out and climbed out of the valley passing over the train
tracks. “We separated thanks to your grandmother.”
“I didn’t know that,” she said trying to hide her surprise, the unfolding of her
parents’ lives before her, before it, unnerving.
“I didn’t think you would unless your grandmother told you. It was while your
mother was pregnant.”
“You left her when she was pregnant?” Elizabeth said, turning in her seat to
face him, the seatbelt pulling tight across her neck. She slipped out of it, letting it
tighten on the back of the seat.
“I didn’t leave her,” he said not turning to meet her eyes though he must have
felt her turn toward him.
“Sorry,” she said softly settling herself back in the seat, the belt awkwardly
under her.
The deserted shoreline passed on either side of them: houses without cars, a
boarded up fruit stand, hand painted letters with Maria’s name, an idle miniature golf
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course, dwarfed windmill slowly spinning. Colin turned left down a side street and
left again through two pillars of concrete and rounded beach stones, their shapes like
dribbled wet sand.
Old creosoted telephone poles lay against the edge of the parking lot,
attempting to hold back the blowing sand. It lay in drifts like snow, in hyperbolic
curves. Colin parked and got out without saying a word. Elizabeth sat for a second,
finishing her cigarette and contemplating her too quick assumption. Everything about
him, about everything took her by surprise. She opened the door, dropped the butt on
the sand, one foot twisting on it from her seat. She bent down, picked up the butt and
stuck it in the pocket of her cords as she stood up. Her father was already walking
down the beach, his strides slipping in the loose sand, trudging like some arctic
traveler, bent against some non-existent wind. He climbed onto the jetty of massive
boulders that stuck out into the water, the tip appearing and disappearing with the
surging waves. He worked his legs with his hands, pushing against his thighs. Then
he leapt, caught airborne for a brief second in Elizabeth’s mind then gone behind the
rocks— smooth sides like diamonds cut by some blind jeweler.
She climbed up onto the rocks, her swollen knee stiff, she slipped once, soft
sand grinding under foot. From the top she saw her father, feet below her on the next
beach.
“What are we doing here?”
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Behind her the beach was deserted. Picnic tables were upside down and
chained to the pavilion. Plywood was nailed over windows on the houses. The waves
broke. Behind her father, the beach receded into a point somewhere in the distance.
“Beth, get down here.”
There were no other footprints in the sand. In the distance where the beach
ended was a lighthouse, blue light blinking. They were alone out here.
There was no simple way down, the jagged points and haphazard angles the
antithesis of steps. Her father stood watching, hands on his hips. She edged a foot
forward and found herself slipping, the weight on her weak leg insufficient to pull her
back. She knew she was falling; there was nothing left but to throw herself into it,
pushing off with her good leg. Falling into the fall. Somehow her good leg landed
first, punching through the packed sand left by the high tide.
At first it was like someone pulling at her, someone stretching her sweater,
yanking it off her shoulder. She tried to pull away thinking of the mechanic’s grip.
“Whoa, I gotcha.” She limped twice, his grip on the wool. He readjusted his
grip, gripping the underside of her arm. She tried to stand, to back up, he held her
tight, helped her straighten, braced her, propped her up.
“I’m fine,” she said.
“I know,” he said letting her go, “I know.”
“What are we doing out here?” she asked.
“Something I want you to see,” he said turning from her and walking down the
beach to the water’s edge, glancing behind to be sure she was following and walking
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away along the edge of the water’s realm, a few of his footsteps washed over and
away by the sea.
Along the beach was the rubbish and trash of the sea: crab claws, dried
seaweed, small broken shells, the skeletal remains of unnamed fish, logs heaved
ashore by waves Elizabeth couldn’t fathom, the sweet smell of the rank decay of
saltiness. The remains of people’s habitation and visitations— the logs burned to
points on one end, the six pack plastics twisted into sticks and seaweed, twisted
aluminum cans— were mixed in with nature’s detritus. Yet she got the feeling that no
one had been down this stretch of beach for quite a while. They were alone here.
Ahead of her, her father bent and picked something up, barely missing a step.
He rubbed it quickly against his pantleg, looked at it in his hand, held it aloft by thumb
and forefinger where it shone like jade. He tossed it into the air toward her, arching,
twirling as it fell toward her chest, both hands clutching it there. She rubbed it over
and over in her hand trying to decipher what it was, some object that seemed familiar
but which lacked all the characteristics she was familiar with; it remained unknowable
like a dream that fleets to the recesses of the mind on waking..
“Sea glass,” her father said and she saw that the shape might indeed have come
from a bottle’s neck.
Somewhere she remembered the story, and her mother’s soft voice and
sunlight shining through the kitchen window into the snifter on the table, a collection
of broken shells and seaglass. Shards of the two worlds. The sea brought things to
them by waves and currents. For years every day, every hour, every wave the glass
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was run over the sandpapered bottom, polishing, blunting the severe edges, curving
straight surfaces, pocking the smoothness. It was strange in her hands. It felt smooth
in a way, the edges splintered by random acts of destruction dulled. Yet it lacked the
smoothness of glass, glass’s refinement. The sand and waves and time had worked
not only to smooth the harshest edges but to rough the smoothest as well.
Elizabeth stopped to turn around and look behind them. Their footprints were
gone more than three or four behind them, covered by the lapping water, washed
away. As if they had not walked at all but had somehow been transported to this
place, the evidence of their journey erased. Ahead of her, her father had stopped.
Elizabeth caught up with him and looked around. The beach was as
indistinguishable as any they had just walked along with the exception of the bluffs,
which were higher and more abrupt. That and the rock. The rock had been there the
whole time, but now it was in front of them. About forty or fifty feet out, the rock
popped out of the water, its rounded top like a breast on the chest of the sea. It stood
singular and alone against the expanse of gray green water. A ring around its edge
browned with algae and slick seaweed like hair, the high tide line. It was the slate
gray of the local fieldstone. It looked like a single rock which should have belonged
to one of the many stone walls she had seen along the roads. Perhaps long ago it was
part of some such wall, reclaimed by the years and the sea. Its dark shape reflected
against the surface of the water and made it look like some wavering oval of stone, a
floating whole.
“Come here.”
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Turning around she saw her father standing on top of the bluffs. They were
twelve feet high. Straight down. Hurricanes made the bluffs over the years when they
rolled up the coast from the Carolinas. They kicked up monstrous swells and waves,
which would come crashing down on the coast with enough force to carry strips of it
away. The land here had been taken by the sea so abruptly it showed the lines in the
soil like a sand terrarium. On top was a thin layer of tangled roots and dark earth,
below was a wide swath of ruddy clay, a quick layer of sand, evidence of some long
past storm, pebbled earth, and at the base, again clay. Elizabeth stepped onto a
whitened log and pulled herself up the bluff by roots and handfuls of grasses, her
father’s outstretched hand waiting for her at the top.
“Here,” he said.
She clasped his hand and without effort she was on top the bluff steadying her
feet under her, right next to him. He had yanked her up easily. Sure of himself, and
she began to trust him. Behind him was the same field they had passed only a half
hour before. The giant tree like some gargantuan mushroom bloomed out of the
swaying grasses and hays of the field.
“I don’t get it,” Elizabeth said.
“This is where your mother is. Here.” Colin said, sitting down in the tall grass,
his legs dangling over the ledge of the bluff. He gestured outward with one hand
again making tiny circles from his wrist encompassing the rock and the Sound. The
rock was the only thing visible in the long expanse of sea that went right to the
horizon. The clouds had closed in on Long Island, and even the blinking light of the
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water tower at the east end was invisible. The rock: a solitary anomaly standing
against the unending undulations of the water.
“I don’t get it.” Elizabeth said taking a seat on the cold ground next to him.
“Your mother left me.”
“What did you do?”
“I didn’t do anything,” he said.
“Sorry,” she said. He glared at her and she lost her gaze among the dark
curves of the waves.
“It’s not something I did. It’s not something either one of us did. It’s who we
are. Or were.”
“Like grandma.”
“Yeah, but hopefully we’re not like her.”
Colin glanced her way, she saw it out of the comer of her eye before his head
fell to regard the stalks of dead grass that rose between his legs. He pulled one apart,
thumb and forefinger running up the stalk and popping the seeds off, tossing them,
raining, over the bluffs edge.
“I came home from work,” he said, “and she had already packed.”
“Did she say anything?”
“She said she was going home. To her mother’s.”
“You didn’t try to stop her?”
“I couldn’t have even if I wanted to.”
“You didn’t want to?”
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“O f course I did,” he said, ripping up a clump of the grass and throwing it
toward the sea. It fell miserably short. “It wouldn’t have done any good. She
wouldn’t have stayed.”
“That’s not the point,” Elizabeth said, “you should have tried.”
“It was futile.”
“Not to her,” she said, “she wanted you to stop her. To try to stop her.”
“How would you know?”
“Because I would.”
“Well, it wasn’t like that.”
“Maybe not to you. How long were you separated?”
“A while, we worked it out before you were bom. I was there when you were
bom.”
“Considering how much you were there for the rest of my life I can only be so
grateful.”
“All right, maybe I deserved that.” He smiled wanting to lighten the mood,
thinking a beer would certainly make this easier.
“Did you meet Julie while you were separated?”
“That I don't deserve.”
“Grandma would have begged to differ.”
“What do you want from me?”
“At this point, I’ll settle for your defending yourself.”
“Did you bring your cigarettes?”
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Elizabeth pulled out two and handed him the lighter.
“I married your mother...” He flicked the lighter repeatedly, cupping his
hands against the wind. “Because I loved her. I don’t care if you or everyone else
doesn’t believe that.”
A seagull wheeled in the air as if caught off guard by some errant wind, its
belly exposed to them as it banked and eased itself down to land on the rock.
“It wasn’t enough.” He tossed the lighter to Elizabeth.
“You mean love?”
“Not for this world. Not always.”
The wind died. The waves picked at the shore repeatedly, unending. Every
time she thought she could believe him, or he started a story she thought might
undermine her grandmother’s story, he said something like that. It wasn enough.
Love wasn’t enough, as if there was something missing, love alone wasn’t enough. Or
was it that his love wasn’t enough, it lacked sufficiency. The frozen ground seeped
through her pants, chilling her; she shivered.
“You’re cold,” Colin said, “let’s go back.”
“No, I’m fine,” she said trying not to let her teeth chatter.
“You're lying.”
“Yeah, but I don’t want to leave,” she said feeling somehow in touch with
what she had come home for, the waves a little bigger than they had been the other
day, their crashings a little unruly, foaming against the shore. “Tell me about Mom,”
she said.
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“What do you remember?”
“I remember this beach, but that might be from the photo,” she said not telling
her father about his severed arm, his completeness implied by the odd limb. “I might
have recreated a memory from the picture.”
“I wonder that a lot myself. I mean I wonder if I haven’t created her all over.
Created my own story of how things were. It’s like she’s always just off to the side; I
can’t look at her directly anymore.”
“You too,” she said. A statement.
“What?”
“I always felt the same way about you. Despite all the stories grandma told I
still remember the Sunday Brunch.”
“Sunday brunch?”
“Yeah, daylight savings time. Mom and I went to church a whole hour early
cause we didn’t turn the clocks back.”
“I remember that. You came home with pumpkins and we carved them up on
the kitchen table after breakfast.”
“Your French toast was always better than grandma’s.”
“I used condensed milk,” he said laughing. “Of course you liked it. It was
sweet.”
It was one of the few memories Elizabeth remembered before the trip and the
only one that put them all together without the help of a photograph. In the
remembered kitchen the three of them sat in front of the picture window. Her father
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and mother at opposite ends of the table. Elizabeth an arm’s length from either of
them. The feeders were full, and as they ate pancakes covered in Vermont maple
syrup the titmice and chickadees hopped among the drooping leafless hyacinth
branches. Fall’s last robin hunted on the ground. Blue jays and cardinals flashed their
colors.
It didn’t happen then, not that day but someday earlier. Some day in summer.
Elizabeth in front of the window, she watched the birds close up, her faces inches from
the glass. A chickadee left the feeder in haste, scared by a grackle, came right at her
and smacked into the glass. A feather puffy and light stuck. Elizabeth ran to the
stairs, her parents in their room.
“Did you ever keep mom from me?”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, I have one really bad memory.” And then a second filled her list: Colin
as a giant bat swallowing her into his scratchy wings. The little fat girl hurried up the
steps. Elizabeth watched the memory play out as if it weren’t hers. The scene part of
some other life. The bulb at the top of the stairs was burnt out; the corridor to her
parent’s door was dark, the thin line of sunlight glowing under the door. Voices on
the inside, her father and mother whispered. The doorknob wouldn’t move. She rattle
the door pushing her weight against it. She called for her mother in the darkness. The
whispers stopped, dark lines under the door, her father’s shadow. The door opened a
crack and before her father crouched in front of her she saw through his legs her
mother on the bed, hands covering her face.
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She felt it, that fear she had then, and later on waking from the memory. Her
mother out of reach. Her father blocking the door, keeping her away from her mother.
“Did you ever keep Mom from me? Hide her in the bedroom so I couldn’t see her?”
Colin adjusted himself in the grass as if the cold were getting to him too.
Trying to alternate which side he sat on. He scratched at his goatee, again pulling at
the hairs on his chin. He stood up, wiping at the back of his pants with his hands,
shaking off the dead grass and the cold. It took a few steps away, his figure blackened
in the against the whiteness of the clouds. He picked up a rock and threw it toward the
water; it hit the sand just before the waves and bounced up into the crashing.
“I don’t remember anything like that.”
“That never happened?”
“I don’t know any reason I’d keep your mother from you.”
Elizabeth stood as Colin bent to pick up another stone, his voice pushed out in
the contortion. He threw the stone hurling it upward, arcing it through the air, a black
spot across the clouded world before it came down kerplunking just short of the rock.
“Even what I do remember seems wrong. I do remember the cemetery.
Walking there the other day, it was like I had never left.” Colin threw another rock. It
glanced off the stone with a sound like a hammer to an anvil. The seagull twitched its
head but did not fly off.
“I don’t go to the cemetery,” Colin said.
“Why?” she asked softly, tilting back her head. The clouds above were thick
like a quilt, some spots bulging like a puff in the stitching. The first was like a tear
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touching her face, oddly cold. She opened her eyes to feel as if she were as though
she were falling, the flakes making it look like she was falling into the sky. The wet
flakes looked like broken shards of ice. Then she heard it. Above the sound of
breaking waves, in the space between them, she heard the snow hit the dead grass all
around her. A subtle insistent sound as if the dried grass and leaves were cymbals
lightly touched by the metal strands of a brush.
“I don’t go because she’s not there.”
“I didn’t think you believed in heaven.”
“I don’t. Your mother’s not buried in the cemetery.”
Elizabeth fidgeted at the edge of the bluff. Her loose pants rippled in the wind.
She stepped back from the edge. Her father’s face was hard to see against the
brightness of the clouds.
“You want me to tell you about your mother? This is where it starts,” he said,
face tilted to the falling flakes. He dropped the stone he was holding over the bluff
where it brought a miniature landslide of pebbles and dirt. “I was hoping for a lot of
snow this year. Your mother loved the beach in winter.”
Elizabeth waited. Colin seemed to be collecting himself. He turned, craning
his neck to look at the monstrous mushroom tree behind him, it’s dead leaves spinning
on their branches, some falling continuing their spin.
“Your mother never wanted to be buried,” he chuckled slightly.
Elizabeth stared at him, at his profile.
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“In almost everything, your mother was down to earth, unflappable. But there
were a few things she was almost superstitious about. This was one of them: under no
circumstances was she to be buried. She wanted to be cremated.”
Elizabeth’s face bunched up, the wrinkled brow, the lines on her forehead, her
pursed mouth. She thought about prodding him, asking him questions but she decided
to let what came out naturally come out. This was the most he had spoken of his own
accord.
“I don’t know. At the time I thought it was something to do with heaven. Heat
rises, I guess.”
“You don’t sound convinced.”
“When I remember Helen talking about it I think it was the only.... one of the
only moments when she was scared.” He stopped for a second as if pondering his own
pause, as if returning to that moment for a second, dwelling. “Something about being
buried just plain scared her.”
“Maybe grandma locked her in the closet.”
“What?”
“I was ten, I think. I was eating breakfast in the kitchen. The half gallon of
milk in front of me staring at the blue picture of this little girl. I asked grandma if I
was missing. Then I asked if she had kidnapped me.”
“Oh, Jesus,” Colin said laughing, his body bending back at the waist, face to
the falling snow.
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“She smacked me.” Colin’s laughter stopped abruptly, an inappropriate smile
still stuck on his face. “She dragged me by the ear to the closet, locked the door and
shut out the light.”
“Did she say anything?”
“Yeah.” She took a deep breath. “She said you killed mom. That you were
going to hell and that if I wasn’t careful I’d be joining you.”
“Glad to see I remained an influence in your life.”
“Yeah, well.” she said remembering the darkness of the closet, the sliver of
light on the floor so insufficient. Her desperate cries unanswered till she finally
stopped, hoarse and out of breath, curled in the comer, afraid of the hanging things
that loomed over her.
“Your grandmother flew in like wildfire at the funeral. She was adamant your
mother be buried. She even wanted to take her back to Ohio. The reverend prevailed
there. I almost respected him after that.”
“So grandma had her buried in Old Lyme. I remember the funeral. Like I was
there yesterday. I wore pink.”
“Your mom always loved that dress. You were so cute.”
“Even fat.”
“You weren’t fat,” he said looking at her, “Plump.”
“Whatever,” she said. “I remember the funeral.” Everyone had stared at her.
Her grandmother had scowled at the dress. Her grip had been on Elizabeth’s shoulder.
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Her father had seemed so far away on the other side of the coffin, two uniformed men
right behind him.
“It was empty. The coffin was. I had the funeral director, Wetzel, have your
mother’s remains cremated like she wanted. They buried that three thousand dollar
coffin empty.” He coughed out a laugh as he pinched the comers of his dry eyes.
“Your grandmother spent more on that coffin than she ever did on you or your
mother.”
“You did it to get back at her?”
“No, I did it for your mother.” Colin sat at the edge of the bluff. His dangled
below him. “I figured I could at least get that right, even if I couldn’t with anything
else.” Colin turned around to look at his daughter who looked so much like his wife,
locked forever in his mind at his daughter’s age. “And I wanted her back. I wanted
her for myself. I came out here the day before the funeral and I poured her ashes
along the shore and I sat up here and I waited for the tide to come in and wash
everything into the sea.”
Elizabeth joined him, siting a few feet away watching the seagull twitch its
head and the waves undulate under it. They sat for several minutes not speaking.
Elizabeth clenched her teeth together, grinding against the cold. Snow dropped from
the clouds above. The seagull lifted off and carried itself to sea.
“You ready?” he said rising to one knee like a man proposing.
“Yeah,” Elizabeth said through her clicking teeth.
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“I loved your mother, I always have, I just don’t want you to ever think I
didn’t,” he said before pushing himself up from his kneel. He looked out to sea, to the
rock. She couldn’t find anything to say. Here was the man her grandmother insisted
had her killed her mother. Yet he was also her father, she felt it, her last connection to
family. And yet there was still this gap, her not being there that day; her not knowing
what happened. His love wasn’t clemency. People have killed for love, because of it,
in an attempt to hold on to it, because they couldn’t let it go. Hundred of reasons. All
for love.
She stood up, hopped down the bluff, sliding down the sand like a skier and
stopped at the water’s edge, the tips of her soles wetted by the foamy advance. Her
mother was here. Before her lay Long Island Sound and by extension the Atlantic, the
interconnected world of waters. Colin was behind her, his back to her as he studied
the wind through the leaves of the giant oak. She wanted to believe him. She wanted
to believe her mother was here at this spot. Snow fell. It stuck in her hair and melted
on her forehead. The beach and waves and salt were her mother.
She needed to believe he couldn’t lie about that. The lightness overcame her
as if even hearing and smelling the sea caused her to float. Behind her twigs snapped.
The three of them, a family, laughed at the table eating breakfast. They played on the
beach. Colin stepped from the hole of the door and opened his wings to suffocate her.
Her mother whispered stories in her ear. Colin tilled the soil. Her mother touched her
shoulder and pointed to the dome of the church the dancing shadows— God
paint.

in the
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Tumbling just under the clear water was something dark. She plunged her
hand into the water, grabbing quickly, pulling out the tumbling piece. Wiping her
hand on her pants, switched hands with the glass and stuffed the wet hand under her
arm, warming it against her sweater. She heard her father climbing down the bluff,
heard the sand cascading into the roots and heard the hollow thwack of stones hitting
the log. She turned the glass over and over in her hand. It was rounded almost like a
bead, tapered at either end.
“What’d you find?”
“Just another piece of sea glass,” she said holding the hunk of dusty blue
between her thumb and index finger.
“Blue, wow, those aren’t easy to find. They don’t make too many blue bottles
anymore. That might be a hundred years old.”
“It's pretty smooth,” she said running her thumb over it. She pushed it into her
index finger and middle finger and massaged it with her thumb.
“Amazing, isn’t it?”
Around them, the snow fell. It made no sound against the water. It became the
water. As if there were no difference between them. Elizabeth imagined the snow
going the other way, falling out of the ocean, falling up. It was a strange thought and
yet for an instant she saw it, saw the snow change direction, saw it swirl toward the
white clouds, water evaporating into snow.
On top of the jetty Elizabeth turned back to spy to the spot in the distance, the
dark rock just off shore. She exhaled heavily, trying to warm herself with
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concentration. “Dad?” she said, testing the word, rolling it around in her mouth as if
reminding her of its flavor.
“Yeah Beth?”
“Will you go to church with me tomorrow?”
“I didn’t go to church when your mother wanted me to. The last time—”
They didn’t speak. Elizabeth sat with her head bent on the passing landscape:
the deserted ice cream store, the marsh, osprey’s nests shabby on their stilts, the
narrow roads leading to snapshot views of the Sound as they passed, the rows of
cottages squeezed into this little area. The last one before the woods the most familiar,
the most recent. She looked at her father but he was watching the road ahead and if he
noticed they had just passed the road to their old home he made no indication.
“I’m asking you to go. I’m not asking you to believe,” she said. “It’s not a
conversion. It’s one service. In the grand scheme of things...”
Colin tightened his grip on the steering wheel.
“W e’ll have to borrow Julie’s car again though. Do you think she’ll mind?”
“No, she loves you, or the idea of you, I’m not sure which,” he said. When she
looked at him funny he continued, “She loves the possibilities you bring.”
“And what about you?”
“I’m just waiting for everything to fall apart as usual.”
When they pulled into his driveway he asked, “What now?”
Elizabeth sat thinking. Thinking about everything spoken between them today,
trying to figure out what his question was really about. Was he asking what was next
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with them, where would they proceed from here, had they resolved anything? She
thought about everything unspoken. The gaps in her memory and those in his story.
Those blank spots in her life and his like the dark closet so little light coming through
from the bottom, from the past, dark shapes hanging above them, waiting for the light
of day, for the opening door.
“I mean do you want to come in?”
“Oh,” she said, as if in a daze, her mind not ready for the obvious. Where to
now? “Actually,” she said, “ do you think I could borrow the car? I need some
clothes and well, stuff,” she said thinking of the spotting she had found earlier, her
period finally coming after two months.
“We just won’t tell her. I mean go ahead,” he said.
“Nice,” Elizabeth said, “real nice.”
“What can I say, I’m not the model boyfriend.”
“Or father,” she said.
“Yeah, well... nobody’s perfect.”

Section Four
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January 26, 1981
Colin is my twin. I ’ve always known this. I know it more now than ever as we
tighten, as we come together as a family, our baby growing by leaps and bounds,
already seven. Seven years I can’t fin d them in my memory. I can only find those
years here in this book. Some days we act so much as one it frightens me. I wonder
where I ’ve gone.
I wonder more and more these days what Colin thinks. Twin he is, yes, but not
my same twin. He is the other side, the other half. He is the logic to my whimsy art.
His math to my clay molding. His exact numbers and concrete figures to my abstract
images and recognizable shapes distorted.
Marcy is there again. My dead aunt. She is there and my abandoning him to
return to Ohio when I was pregnant. It lurks behind us. I doubt he even thinks about
it. It is behind us. For him the reasons were straight forward like his beautiful
equations. I didn

’ttrust him. My mother was too overbearing. Or I didn love h

He sees equations. I see a number line. Infinities in every direction. There between
the zero and the one, another infinity. An inside infinity.
I wish I could explain Marcy. She got pregnant. 1948. The man she loved
called her a slut and left. My grandfather sent her away. And she died giving birth,
the baby, a boy, too big fo r her skinny bones. The boy didn last the week.
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Marcy is a reminder. She reminds us how deeply we can love and how
consuming that love can be. I wonder sometimes, as I listen to the wind blow through
the maples and locust trees, i f love is enough.
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XV

As she approached the church she slowed down, remembering, or thinking she
remembered, the small sign she was looking for. The church towered ahead of her,
the road turning abruptly right in front of it. She remembered this view, the view she
had every Sunday, every time she and her mother drove to church. The building was
like successive layers of geometric shapes, piled on top of each other like a wedding
cake. A square base followed by a triangle, topped with a square spire that again
receded to a four sided pyramid. In the early dusk of fall the church itself was lit up
by spotlights, two nestled in the crook of a large oak tree in front.
Turning with the road she passed the parsonage, and then further slowed,
keeping her eyes on the streets opposite. Then just beyond another church, the
Catholic church, she saw the sign she had seen on her first pass through town, fresh
from the highway, two days beforehand. A small blue sign affixed atop the street
sign: Funeral Home.
A tactful white sign with black lettering and gold trim told her she had found
the right place: Wetzel Funeral Home. She parked next to the single car in the lot, a
bright and shining limousine. The sun made its final effort for the day, breaking
through the clouds long enough so Elizabeth could see its slivered image reflected in
the glass of the double doors.
The door glided open, smoothly and nearly silent, a soft hush of the baffle
across the carpet as she pushed it open. Inside there was likewise no sound. No
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music. No conversation. Only the smell of carpet freshener, and the faint hum of a
furnace like the breath of the building itself. The lush rug seemed to slow her as she
passed through the foyer and into the first main room, a dull room enclosed with red
curtains though she had seen no windows outside. Her footsteps were muffled by the
walls. She made no sound as she walked through the sterile building. She stood in the
middle of the room, the memory of death thick, like the memory of her grandmother’s
wake, the polite conversations and the polite sympathies and the acknowledgments of
her grandmother’s temper too polite.
At first she wasn’t sure that what she heard was actually a voice or that it had
perhaps been some memory of a voice, the memory of some comment in her head, like
it was ringing again, repeating itself in the proximity, in the similarity of this room to
the other of a week ago. She heard it again, the harsh S’s forced out into the quiet,
“That’s right. Stay still.”
From under one of the curtains, the familiar light shone. The light like that
from an open door. The curtains hid not windows but doors. Hid the workings of the
business from the grieving. She approached the curtain slowly, listening, one hand
working its way out in front of her to part the curtain in spite of herself. She heard the
voice again softly spoken, “That’s right, Harold. Everything’s fine. It’s all over.”
She parted the curtain, her fingers slipping into the shadow between the fabrics. Light
poured into the redness. Chemicals stung her nostrils.
The man stood over a table, his back to her, his slight shoulders hunched, his
shoulder blades jutting under his loose shirt like extra appendages, first one then the
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other as he worked. His cane leaned against the table. A third, dull hand looked ready
to grab it, its fingers limp in their clutching. The man working lifted the inert hand
twisted it at the wrist. “I never knew you had a tattoo. Who was Rachel?”
Elizabeth wanted to turn and leave, wanted to fade into the curtains, hoping
their thickness would swallow her and any sound, any gasp that was undeniably rising
in her throat. She wanted to look away, wanted to think of anything other than the
reality facing her. As she turned quickly, as she spun on her toe, she fell into the
curtain that had been pulled in by the draft. It billowed and swarmed around her. She
flailed, a short noise of alarm escaping her mouth. Over her shoulder, she saw the
dead ami drop, lifeless, to the table, knocking the cane from its place; it slid in slow
motion the wood making a scraping noise against the metal. She froze.
He twisted his head just a bit in the direction of the open door, of Elizabeth’s
motionless form. Caught her over his shoulder, opposite shoulder blade protruding
like half a wing. “Excuse you,” he said straightening, turning, “I suppose knocking is
out of date.”
“I’m sorry,” she said. “I’ll go.”
“Eventually.”
“Are you Mr. Wetzel?” she said wanting to get out of the room but needing to
ask.
He nodded slowly, an effort.
“Do you have a second?” she asked, feeling with one hand for the break in the
curtains, parting it, stepping through, hoping he would follow.
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He twisted his own wrist much the same way he had twisted the corpse’s,
checking the glinting watch, bringing it close to his face to see if in fact he had a
second to give. “Maybe.” His fingers fumbled to grip the tiny wheel and wind the
watch.
As he stepped away Elizabeth caught the profile of the man on the table, his
giant nose like a mountain on the landscape of his face. Before she slipped completely
through the curtains and into the plushness of red and carpet freshener, she sucked in
several deep breaths, backing up from the lightened curtains. She ran her fingers up
and down the grooves in her pants as if trying to brush off the smell of chemicals.
“Now,” he said as he slid sideways through the opening in the curtains. “What
is so important that you disturb me? Somebody dead?”
“No,” she said and then thought again, “well, actually, yes.”
“Who then?”
All of them, she thought. Everyone. Everyone but her aunt, though she no
longer lived in this world, and her father who barely lived in it. “My mother died,”
she said.
“Ah,” the man said, his hands coming together in a clutching above his waist,
thick knuckles interlocking. “And when was this?”
“ 1982 actually.” He reminded her of the mechanic. She couldn’t see how she
could ask what it was she needed to ask. She felt as if her mother were with her; the
saltiness of the sea was stuck in her turtleneck.
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“There isn’t much I can do then, is there?” He was unsteady without his cane,
which he had left on the floor. He teetered a bit one way then the other. His head
shook.
“Would it be possible to have her cremated?”
She didn’t like the way he was staring at her. His eyes kept narrowing,
widening and narrowing to a squint as he studied her. The curtains billowed behind
him, raising high enough for Elizabeth to catch a glimpse of the corpse’s dangling
arm. Green sod and dead grass. The hillside of the cemetery had such a manicured
look. The stones so evenly spaced. Lives lined up and tended like a garden that grew
nothing but larger.
“My mother wanted to be cremated.”
“I don’t like to disturb them if I don’t have to.”
Elizabeth nodded. What's done was done. Life was so short. In the end
nothing would be hers. Her mother’s life was taken from her and if Gretchen had her
way even her death was taken from her. That was if her mother really wanted to be
cremated in the first place. How could she ever know? The truth was turning out to
be out of reach. It was always filtered through someone— always once removed. Her
mother always belonged to someone else. Her father had even denied her one of the
few memories she was sure she had. Her very past, her childhood itself was suspect.
“What’s the name?”
“Mine or hers?”
“Hers.”
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“Helen Ann Graves. I’m Elizabeth, her daughter.”
If the man had been startled by her walking in on him in conversation with a
corpse, he hadn’t shown it. Now, however, he fidgeted. His eyes dropped to the
carpet in front of him, to Elizabeth’s footprints across the vacuum lines. His hands,
though still clenched tight, shifted as he readjusted his grip on himself. And his mouth
moved to one side as he sucked in on his bottom lip. His eyes were wide; the
recognition was complete.
“Do you remember my mother?” Elizabeth asked.
“Yes.” His pronunciation was careful and slow as if he were reminding
himself of the word. His head trembled a nod. “Yes, I remember. We all do.”
“We?”
“The town. Memories don’t die as easy as people.” He tapped his shaking
head, setting himself off balance a bit.
“You’ll do it?”
“Do what?” He looked around as if lost.
“My mother wanted to be cremated.”
He stepped forward suddenly sturdier than he had appeared. Elizabeth barely
held her ground. He pointed at her, his finger shaking in the space between them.
“You’ve seen your father, haven't you?
Despite herself, Elizabeth backed up, fearing that hand would touch her.
“What’s he been telling you?”
“Nothing.”
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“Your grandmother knew best. We followed her directions. Your mother was
to be buried next to the big birch. She paid extra for that plot.”
“What about what my mother wanted?”
“No one’s digging that one up. Too many people would have to know. Too
many people would have to remember. I don’t want to. No, not again. Not ever.”
Digging that one up. They were talking about her mother. They were talking
about what remained of her mother after twenty years in the ground, covered by earth,
grass growing evenly over her. And she had brought this up. She had actually
formulated the idea. Her stomach turned. What was she doing? How had she come
to this moment? She had to get away from this line of thinking. She pushed.
“Didn’t you already do it?”
“I knew you’d seen him.” He smiled at the proof of his deduction.
And yet this was it, wasn’t it? Everything rested on knowing this. If the coffin
was empty, Colin hadn’t lied. It would be easier to work back from there. It would
give her a foothold. Something she could know for sure. Something to stand on.
Some bit of the truth. It needn’t come from the ground though if this man would
simply tell her what she wanted to hear— he performed the cremation as Colin said—
everything would fall into place. The truth would start to rise from the chaos of this
trip.
“Did he tell you what I did then?”
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She waited; here it came. It would have to start with one leap of faith. She
wanted to believe her mother was the sea, wanted to believe that what she had felt as
the salt air stuck itself to her sweater was not only a chill.
“He told you I gave him her ashes.”
“Yes,” she said relieved. It was coming to an end. The story was falling into
place.
“Do you think I’d actually do a killer a favor?”
“Didn’t you give him the ashes?”
“I didn’t know what he was capable of. Those ashes were from my barbecue.”
He came forward again, arm out— she didn’t know if he was going to open the door
or touch her. The mechanic’s grin.
She backed up toward the door retreating from his advance, wanting to keep
his hand from touching her. She looked behind her making sure her backstepping
would take her to the door. Her back hit the glass sooner than she expected.
“Wait,” she said, hoping to halt his advance. “Weren’t you and my father
friends?”
“You look like a smart girl. I knew your father, yes. We spoke occasionally,
yes. Does that mean we were friends? No. Everyone knows everyone in this town.
But in the end no one knows anyone. Don’t look for things that aren’t there.” His
head ticked and lolled in a way that reminded her of Aunt Jackie. “You don’t have to
believe me either. I don't care. It’s nothing to me. But ask yourself why you want to
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believe him above everyone else. Only a coward can’t face up to the truth of what
he’s done.”
He leaned forward unevenly like he would surely fall into her. Elizabeth
pushed on the door at her back. It didn’t move. His hand touched her skin, his smooth
fingers curling around the back of her hand, some attempt at comfort that brought with
it the memory of his comforting the corpse. She wheeled around and pulled open the
door and went out into the clean cold.

As she walked to the car Elizabeth could think of nothing but a cigarette. The
idea of a cigarette was calming. There was one left in the pack. Inside Julie’s car the
smoke swirled, blown by the heater.
She wiped the back of her hand across the bands of her corduroys as if that
would rid her of the itchy coldness of his touch. What now? She rubbed harder. The
friction reddened her hands. What the hell had just happened? The smoke filled her
lungs, calmed her, made her breath slower, thicker than air.
There were cattails and marsh grass across the street and in the quickening
darkness their shadows danced. Her father thought he was telling the truth. As far as
he was concerned her mother was at the beach.

wanted her back. A familiar impulse

pulled at her; the same impulse that had brought her to the nursing home a few days
before. She would have to tell him the truth.
And yet so much of the world now danced in the shadows like the marsh grass
before her. The darkness shifted and hopped. The shapes only recognizable because
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she had seen them in the light. He needed to know the truth. Despite everything he
deserved that. She tried to think how to phrase it. How to tell him his wife had been
buried beneath a ton of earth for twenty years. Perhaps telling him would obligate
him. So much left to chance. Nobody knows anybody. Her own ability to lie had
proven that to herself. But in the case of her father, what she didn’t know was
everything. He was hiding something. Every answer like another question. One
question arose she knew she could not answer but which she feared she had to know:
what was he capable of?

“I’m not going,” Colin said. He crossed to his chair. The beer was cold. He
looked at Julie in her customary seat on the futon. This was getting to be a regular
event. It would degenerate rapidly and he could see no way to stop it. She wouldn’t
leave until she got her car back. A thirty-five year old divorced mother lectured him, a
fifty-one year old ex-con, on what course his life should take. It made the blind
leading the blind look like a sensible proposition.
He had been annoyed to find her still here when Beth dropped him off. Her
mother had picked up her son. Julie wanted to know how things had gone this time.
“What are you so afraid of?” she asked. Colin saw that his wife’s journal was
facing the wrong way, pages facing him.
“I’m not afraid. I don’t believe in church or God or anything. It’s kind of a
prerequisite.”
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“You have to make concessions in life, Colin. If not for me, then for her.
Christ, she’s your daughter. You think you’re going to get another chance at this?”
“She thinks I did it.”
“Maybe. But if she believed that she wouldn’t be here.”
Colin sipped from the beer. The four walls closed in on him. This room was
little improvement on the cell he had had for the better part of nine years. He had
thought this would be best; keep this new life simple. He could keep things small,
remain hidden and still stay near the water, close to what had been his whole life, what
had taken his whole life. The prison had been too far inland, Somers, too far from the
sea. Nine years without even a hint of salt air. He’d thought a small life would afford
him an amount of control. If this week proved anything it was this: he was not in
control.
“Look, you want me out of your life? Fine. But don’t take it out on
Elizabeth.” The fire escape rattled with someone’s footsteps. “Go to church.” Colin
got up before the knock.
“Hey,” Elizabeth said.
Colin stepped out of the way and Elizabeth passed into the room.
“Get everything you needed?” Julie asked. Colin pointed to his chair.
“Not really. This is small.”
“Colin’s little cell,” Julie said in a sing-song voice.
“Very funny,” Colin said. Elizabeth looked at him nervously. “You want a
beer.”
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“Actually, yeah.” She rocked forward to reach.
“So? What’s next?” Julie was sitting Indian style on the folded futon, leaning
forward with her elbows on her knees, chin resting on her hands. Her eyes were wide,
and they darted back and forth between the two of them.
Elizabeth shrugged, slurping from the can. The beer tasted slightly metallic.
Colin put his weight against the refrigerator.
“So I hear you guys are going to church tomorrow.”
Colin glared at Julie. Elizabeth turned to him. “We are?”
“Sure,” he said his eyes still on Julie who was smiling at him. Turning to
Elizabeth he said, “Why not?”
Elizabeth said nothing. She was holding the beer can so tightly she put a dent
in it with her thumb. Rick did this. He drank from beer cans like this, the dent in the
same place below the opening. She twisted it in her hand, inspecting the whole thing.
As much as she tried to forget, two things kept coming to her— Rick was waiting and
Colin thought her mother was the sea.
“You still want to go?”
“Yeah.”
“Here.” Colin pulled his money clip from the cellophane of his cigarette pack
and handed it to her.
“I don’t need all of this.”
“Take it.”
“Thanks.”
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Colin nodded. Elizabeth let out a deep breath. Preparation.
“Where are you staying tonight?” Julie asked.
“Don’t get mad, OK?”
“Beth you’re a grown woman.”
“Just don’t get mad.” She paused to drink. Four beers in two days. That was
more than she usually had in a month unless she went out after work which was rare.
She was stalling. Get on with it. “I went to see Wetzel.”
“Huh.”
“Who’s Wetzel?” Julie asked.
“Well?” Colin made a circular motion with his hand.
“Are you mad?”
“Christ, why would you even care if I’m mad? What did he say?”
“He said he gave you ashes from his barbecue.” Colin threw his empty beer
can into the sink. Elizabeth flinched. The can’s rattling was the only sound for a
second.
“Who’s Wetzel?” Julie asked again.
Colin pulled another beer from the box at the bottom of the shelf. He had
trouble getting it out. His fist stuck in the ripped opening. The box fell onto the floor.
Three beer cans rolled out. One went right to Elizabeth’s feet. She picked it up and
held on to it.
“Are you mad?”
“You don’t trust me. I can understand that.”
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“It’s not that I didn’t trust you—”
“Sure it is.”
He was right. She didn’t say any more. Julie fidgeted on the couch. Her
enthusiasm for this meeting out of place. Her confusion apparent in her constant
questioning. Elizabeth heard a fly buzz but did not see it. The refrigerator’s
compressor kicked on. She planted her feet firmly on the ground so as not to rock in
the slightest. The silence grew unbearable. Colin didn’t even flinch. His eyes were
focused to a point on the distant wall, somewhere above Elizabeth’s head.
Colin raised his eyebrows suddenly, drank and asked, “Well, do you still want
to go to church tomorrow?”
“I guess. What about you?”
“Now more than ever,” he said. He lifted his beer as if toasting the idea of
church and then drank, tilting his head back, his Adam’s apple jerking up and down.

Julie drove Elizabeth the short distance to the hotel. Elizabeth told her who
Wetzel was and about the beach. Julie said nothing, her bubbly attitude, her
intrusiveness suddenly gone.
“Is anything wrong?” Elizabeth asked as they sat in the parking lot, the car
idling.
Julie shook her head. The motion broke the tears loose from her eyes. She
didn’t sob or sniffle but the tears ran down her cheeks and dropped off her chin.
“He doesn't love me.”
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Elizabeth was silent. The appropriate reaction for this stranger’s tears was
beyond her. She knew in some vague way that she should try to comfort her, but she
felt outside herself, detached. “He’s still in love with your mother.”
Elizabeth was at the beach again, her father kneeling before her— I always
loved your mother. Julie was saying he still did. That even now twenty years later
Colin was in love with her mother. Or with the memory of her. How difficult would
it have been to approach Wetzel with his plan? A suspected murderer asking to
tamper with the remains. Someone might have accused him of tampering. Of hiding
evidence. Then again maybe that had been the intention. There were things they
could do now they couldn’t do then— DNA tests— she’d read about these things.
“He told me he didn’t do it.”
“Why won’t he tell me?”
“I don’t know. I tried to convince him you didn’t believe everything your
grandmother said. You wouldn’t be out here if you did.”
“Yeah, w ell....” Elizabeth tried to remember why exactly she had driven out
to Connecticut. She couldn’t reduce it to any one thing. Sitting in the car in the
nursing home parking lot it had simply seemed like the thing to do. There wasn’t a
logical path of reasons. There wasn’t even a specific goal. It was a forgotten feeling.
Some reluctant scent.
“You know he has nightmares? He almost never sleeps. Couple hours a
night.”
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Julie spoke with such authority as if his nightmares were alone proof of his
innocence. To Julie, everything pointed to his innocence: love for his dead wife,
nightmares. To Elizabeth, nothing was as simple as it had once been. Love was not a
verdict. Nightmares were not the sign of an innocent man. In fact, it might point in
the opposite direction, a man whose conscience won’t allow him to get any rest.
“Why do you stay with him?”
Julie pressed her palm to her forehead. She ran her hand up over the top of her
head, flattening her hair. She stared out the windshield. “I love him I guess. And I
used to think he needed me— or might.”
“Maybe he does.”
“Thanks,” Julie said tilting her head to regard Elizabeth. “But he doesn’t. I
don’t think he needs anyone. I need him though. I know, stupid, I know. But I do. I
don’t always want to, but I do.” She smiled. “He and your mother were really in love.
I remember.”
“You knew my mother?”
“No. But I saw her a few times.”
“Tell me.”
“I do remember one day in particular. Your father coached the boys’ soccer
team at the high school and your mother was at the game. She was pregnant. I just
remember your Dad couldn’t keep his eyes off her. He kept turning around. The
assistant coach had to keep tugging at his shoulder to get him to pay attention. I don’t
think your mother ever stopped smiling. I think about that day a lot.”

“Why don’t you come to church with us tomorrow.”
“Really? Won’t I be intruding?”
“No. Besides we need a ride. And bring Jordan.”
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XVI

Overnight it snowed. Though as the four of them drove to the church the only
snow left was in patches behind buildings and under bushes, in the shadows the sun
hadn’t touched. The church stood a brilliant white against the world, the ornate spire
crafted and winnowed like a needle above the tree limbs.
Elizabeth felt underdressed in her khakis and silk blouse next to Julie and her
flower print dress and Jordan in his little suit and clip on tie. However, next to Colin
she felt fine. Colin had worn his cleanest pair of jeans and a button down collared
shirt without a tie. Colin had protested Julie and Jordan going with them. In the end,
though, all his complaints did was make them late. As they walked up the pathway to
the church’s main doors they could hear the ringing of the organ’s pipes and the voice
of the congregation singing the initial hymn.
Elizabeth walked in first, followed by Colin, then Jordan and Julie. As she
opened the door into the meeting house the hymn was ending and people were seating
themselves. The reverend was arranging himself at the pulpit, a giant Bible, its gilded
pages laid open, filled the space before him. He looked up as Elizabeth slipped into
the last pew, a smile coming across his face as he spoke, “Good morning.” When
Colin came into view behind, the reverend’s smile disappeared. He let out an
unorganized “ah,” and shuffled papers in front of him.
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There was a rustling around them as people in front tried to nonchalantly turn
around. Most at least attempted to be subtle. A few of the old members turned
around, and one loudly asked her grandson, “What is it?”
“I told you this wasn’t a good idea,” Colin said.
“Yeah, maybe,” Elizabeth said.
Colin sat down and mouthed a sarcastic “Thank you” rolling his eyes as he did.
Maybe this was a bad idea. She saw the funeral director in one of the side
pews. His head shook as if he had Parkinson’s. Both hands gripped the crook of his
cane. She clasped her hands together, fingers laced, bowed her head and said a short
prayer. Her father was staring at her. Please let Pansie be wrong. There

always

something worse. She avoided his gaze and stared into the dancing light of the dome.
They listened to the rest of the announcements, the flowers in memory of
Carole McLachlin, whispers and shushes moved through the church. A man in the
front row put his arm around his son seated next to him. Somewhere a baby cried
softly, the sound bouncing off the rounded roof and raining down like it was all
around them, a myriad of reflections. Jordan squirmed in his seat. Julie whispered in
his ear and he sat still.
Despite the fact that she was here with her father and a stranger, Elizabeth felt
closer to her mother than she had at any other time save for the beach yesterday. She
thought about leaning over to tell Colin about the dancing paint above them. He had
probably never heard such a thing considering he had never attended church with her
mother. She refrained from telling him. Here was something she remembered. This
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was apiece of her mother she could claim as her own. Her mother. Not other
people’s recollections or interpretations but her mother.
A man in the front row rose and walked to the base of the pulpit, the reverend
still towering above him. He extracted a piece of paper from his coat pocket. He said
his wife had always loved the passage.
The man’s voice faded as he read from the creased paper and Elizabeth found
herself ignoring him, trying to piece together another story of her mother. She
wondered what passage she might have returned to. Elizabeth scanned the room
looking for something to spark her memory. Ionic columns supported the horse shoe
shaped balcony. Pairs of brass lights made to look like old lanterns shined, their
golden reflections like lines of a prism on the ivory paint. People around her stood.
The organ’s blowing filled the room. Elizabeth felt the vibrations in the pit of
her stomach. The organist pulled stops and they thumped above them. Julie had
Jordan in front of her, her hands on his shoulder as he held the hymnal open.
Elizabeth nudged Colin who followed her gaze to Julie and her son.
Julie’s finger traced the words for her handsomely dressed son. Colin nodded.
Jordan sang just a bit off the beat. As the song went on Elizabeth stopped singing, not
wanting to draw any more attention to them with her out of tune renderings. She
watched the congregation’s mouths moving in unison. At times she thought she could
hear the deep resonant bass of the minister, or soft tones of a woman in the next pew.
One whole half of the church was lit up by the sun. Columns of light filtering through
the dust of the ages and setting visible upon certain members, gilding them in gold.
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With the start of the second verse the children, except for Jordan, left for Sunday
school. Open books and open mouths. An openness that filled some of the members.
Their whole bodies engaged in the process.
The song ended and they sat and the reverend returned to the pulpit from his
hidden seat behind. He arranged a stack of papers. The congregation waited patiently.
This was part of the procedure. A settling overtook the entire congregation, shoulders
shrugging and backsides wiggling. Getting ready for the politeness given the reading
of the reverend’s sermon. The funeral director stood up hunched, pushed off his cane
and surveyed the congregation. He stared at her and Colin and made a face like he’d
sucked on something sour before readjusting himself into the pew. The reverend
made a point of sliding one sheet of paper to the side, lifting it as if showing it to the
congregation. The fidgeting stopped and congregation waited.
“As many of you know, I have a habit of taking long walks through the
cemetery in the mornings. I have said on more than one occasion that it is these walks
that in many instances have triggered or inspired a sermon. Perhaps it is something
about the air there along the banks of the little Duck River. Perhaps it is the intimacy I
sometimes feel with so many of my congregation that now rest in those hills. Or
perhaps it is simply the blood pumping through my body from walking and the clean
morning air that clears my head and allows me to think. At any rate this week is no
different than others in the sense that my sermon comes from my walk.”
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Elizabeth squirmed slightly in her chair hoping the sermon wouldn’t have
anything to do with her. It had already proved impossible to hide in the back pew and
news of her arrival and Colin’s had no doubt spread forward, whispered during hymns.
“This particular morning as I walked I was struck by how often our
congregation is met with tragedy and unexpected deaths. I walked through the stones
remembering people’s faces: a mother’s smile, a son’s performance in a play, the
inexhaustible voice of a choir member. It seemed for a moment so unfair.
“It is a regular duty of a reverend to see to the ceremony and grieving related
to deaths. This I have always understood. Yet as I stood in the cemetery the other day
I realized how far away I sometimes find myself as I work to comfort you my
congregation, my community. And that day I felt like I was being punished. I felt that
I must have failed in some way for my community to be visited by these tragedies.
“Later that evening as I flipped through the Bible waiting for a particular urge
to stop I found myself staring at the Book of Job. It was as though God himself had
guided me to this page. As though he wanted me to see what I was so dangerously
close to falling into. Job said,
My soul is weary of my life; I will leave my complaint upon myself; I
will speak in the bitterness of my soul. I will say unto God, Do not
condemn me; shew me wherefore thou contendest with me. Is it good
unto thee that thou shouldest oppress, that thou shouldest despise the
work of thine hands, and shine upon the counsel of the wicked?
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I’m sure I am not alone in wondering why do we deserve these tragedies. To be blunt
we ask ourselves why, why are we being punished? Like Job there are fathers and
mothers across the country who are asking God this very question. Many thought they
were sending their children off for another day at school only to get that phone call in
the middle of the day that signified their lives were changed forever.
“Why would God ‘shine upon the council of the wicked?’ To those of us who
follow in Christ’s footsteps, we wonder why it seems that the wicked go unpunished
while we endure the loss. This is what I felt the other morning in the cemetery. And I
felt tired. I was consumed with a great exhaustion. Then I grew angry. I tell you this
in order for you to see that I understand the anger you have been feeling as a
community. I understand. My role as reverend does not protect me from these
emotions. I saw injustices everywhere. Drunk drivers who kill and never spend any
time in jail. Politicians who embezzle steal and bribe only to be pardoned by other
politicians. Murderers who spend fewer days in jail than a drug addict.”
Colin fidgeted in the pew. Elizabeth made an effort not to look at him, not to
turn her head and draw attention to the movement. The reverend lifted a paper off the
pile in front of him and slid it to the side. He paused long enough for the silence to
grow uncomfortable, Colin’s presence noted.
“Strangely, as I reread the passage from Job that I have cited today I was not
comforted. Years ago in seminary when I read Job I remember thinking this man had
faith I could only hope to have. He was an example of patience and endurance. He
suffered and his friends ridiculed him and cajoled him and yet he held to his beliefs
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and persevered. In the end, as we all know, God rewarded his diligence. Everything
Job had lost was replaced two times over.
“Today though, old man that I am— ” There were a few polite laughs from the
congregation. “I don't see things quite the same way. It isn’t that I don’t still see Job
as a man of immense faith. On the contrary I see exactly that, and now I see it even
more clearly. As we age we change. In some ways we are not the same people we
were twenty years ago. What strikes me now about the story of Job is that the world
has not changed. Thousands of years ago Job saw the inconsistencies in the world and
named them. The wicked living long lives untouched by the hand of justice while the
righteous suffered at the hand of tragedy. The world is as it was. All our insistence
that we have made progress is a facade.
“As I reread Job's story I wondered what the effect of his reward would have
been on him. Did he rejoice in his newfound fortune? Did he breathe easily and look
forward to a long life or did he await the next tragedy with a weary eye? I think what
I learned most from rereading Job was about myself. These tragedies will never leave
us. They are a part of us. The injustice is only the fault of man, our courts, our laws.
The sadness that fills us in times like these will be with us always. It is our job to use
it to draw us closer together as a community.’’
The reverend stopped. He shuffled the papers together and then reached out
with his long arms to grasp the edge of the pulpit. His form expanded as his robe
billowed. Perched above the congregation he seemed enormous. His voice was deep
and resonant and softer than his posture would have implied.
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“I sat in my chair last night attempting to put some positive spin on what I
realized had become a rather depressing sermon.” There were again scattered laughs,
none louder than a whisper. “I thought perhaps I could find some way to conclude as
the author of the Book of Job did. And Job lived a long life, etceteras. But... well,
endings have always been my weak spot when drafting my sermons, so I flipped
through a few more pages of the Bible thinking that something must be able to help
me. It occurred to me as I flipped through the pages that there was a reason the
compilers of the Bible had placed the Book of Psalms in between Job and Ecclesiastes.
There had to be something to cheer up readers.” The laughter this time was louder as
the congregation realized the reverend was nearing the end of his sermon and that he
had indeed found a way to lighten the mood. The laughter was nervous but genuine.
“So I will close today with a verse from Psalm fifty-seven.” He took a deep breath
before reading, his chest expanding, his voice louder and more articulate as if filled by
the spirit itself. ‘“ Be merciful unto me, O God, be merciful unto me: for my soul
trusteth in Thee: yea, in the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, until these
calamities be overpast.’ Amen.” There were a few murmurs or whispers of “amen” in
the congregation.
As the final hymn began the reverend descended from the pulpit and started
down the aisle toward the double doors where he would give the benediction.
“You ready to go?” Elizabeth whispered.
“Not yet.”
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Elizabeth was confused. Her father’s face hardened as the reverend
approached. He looked like he had in the parking lot of the cafe as he told her nothing
mattered. Maybe this had been a bad idea. She really didn’t know this man standing
next to her mouthing the words to a Christian hymn. The funeral director had been
more right than he probably knew: Nobody knew anybody. Not even themselves.
Elizabeth was, biologically, half of Colin. In a way what she couldn’t understand
about herself was him.
The reverend and Colin locked eyes as he walked past, stopping a few feet
behind them. As the third verse started the funeral director pushed himself up by his
cane and began the rather lengthy process of walking out of the building.
The benediction was short and formulaic, but Elizabeth wasn’t listening to the
words. She heard the cadence as she watched her father watch the funeral director.
Part of her wished she didn’t feel the need to tell people the truth. Then of course she
didn’t always. People were standing.
“Now we can go. You first.”
Elizabeth squeezed past Colin in the narrow pew and followed Julie and Jordan
into the aisle. The reverend waited in the doorway, shaking hands with his
congregation, his deep voice muttering greetings.
His hand swallowed Elizabeth’s, both hands clutching her slight one. “I’m still
glad you came,” he said glancing over her shoulder.
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She stepped past and waited as Colin and the reverend eyed each other. She
saw people behind Colin whispering to each other. There was a gap in the line after
Colin.
“Nice sermon,” Colin said. Colin saw the funeral director push his way
through the side door.
The reverend followed his gaze. “Don’t even think about it, Colin.”
“Just a friendly chat.” Colin smiled.
“You don’t have any friends here.”
“No, probably not.”
“Dad, wait,” Elizabeth blurted out. The word sounded strange. Julie led Jordan
down the steps by the hand, hunching to accommodate his height.
Colin stepped past the reverend and walked to the funeral director.
Wetzel had one hand on his cane and the other on the iron railing. Colin
dropped to a step below the funeral director and blocked his path. Despite being a step
lower their eyes were even. Elizabeth circled around the other side of the railing and
balanced herself on the few inches of stone there.
“Come on, Dad,” she said. “Let’s go.” She hoped calling him ‘Dad’ might
distract him as much as using it had distracted her.
“Yes, Dad.” Wetzel dragged the word out, taunting. “Why don’t you go?”
“Tell me what you did.” Colin’s voice was hoarse. His throat tight.
“I knew you’d seen him.” He nodded furiously as if delighted he’d been right.
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Julie stood at the base of the stairs with Jordan in front of her, both hands on
his shoulders. Fall leaves fell. A car slammed on its brakes, squealing tires as it took
the comer in front of the church too fast. Heads turned. Colin’s didn’t.
“Tell me,” Colin said. Elizabeth saw a vein bulge on his neck.
“Come on,” Elizabeth said. “Let’s forget about it.”
“I will not forget,” Colin whispered. His head was tilted down, his jaw set,
muscles in his cheeks twitched. Some of the people stepping out of the church craned
their necks to look. Heads leaned together. Fingers pointed. The reverend excused
himself and rushed toward the two men. His eyes narrowed. She was frightened.
Blood rushed to his face. He was breathing hard. She tightened her grip on the railing.
Colin pointed to Wetzel. The outstretched finger trembled. “What did you do to her?”
“Me?” Wetzel laughed. Elizabeth pulled herself closer to the railing.
“Now, Colin.” The reverend put his hand on Colin’s shoulder.
Colin pulled away, one hand flailing into the air. There were gasps from the
churchgoers. The reverend jumped back. Elizabeth felt like she were floating, but
that something was pulling at her feet. Everything was spiraling out of control.
“God damn you both.” Colin said this to Wetzel and the reverend but as soon
as the words were done Elizabeth’s mind replayed them as God damn you, Beth. She
didn’t know what she heard. She thought for sure it was the first, but then the second
seemed to make more sense. She had done this. All of it.
“I didn’t do anything,” Wetzel said, pointing back at Colin. “You’re the one
who killed her.”
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The words stung like the first time she heard them that day in the closet. Dread
seized her, one foot slipped off the step she was balancing on. She forced it back to
the step. The momentary motion stretched something in her. The memory of pain
registered but did not hurt. It would she knew, but at first it was just the remembering,
and the remembering did not hurt; it brought the hurt. Memory like a premonition, the
pain filled her, surrounded her like cold water. It was as if she had been thrown into
the cold cold ocean. She held on to the anchor of the railing, willing herself not to fall
backward, hoping to stay upright and above the water. Her head was swimming, the
sky above so blue. She focused on her father, on his eyes as they stared at the
reverend’s rippling robe. He seemed very far away. As he turned toward her she saw
in his eyes what she had not seen since arriving, she saw the swirl of the iris like a tiny
galaxy around the black hole of his pupil. It was like looking in the mirror.
Wetzel raised his cane and poked Colin in the chest. Colin knocked it aside
with a swipe of his hand and it went careening through the air and down the steps
where it ricocheted off the stone and smacked Jordan in the shin.
Jordan screamed.
“Did you bury her?” Colin asked.
“I did what the family requested.”
“I was her husband.”
“You are a murderer.” Wetzel pointed at Colin as he spoke.
“Colin, just leave it be.” The reverend stretched his arms, as if to comfort both
the men. The black cloak billowed in the breeze.
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He shook the reverend’s hand away. “She didn’t want to be buried,” he said,
his head shaking back and forth as if he was trying to tell everyone.
“Why would I have done you a favor? What are you to me?”
Jordan screamed louder.
Elizabeth heard her own voice as the darkness closed in and the cold pain filled
her— “Dad?”
“Easy, Colin,” the reverend said.
“It’s OK, baby. Mommy’s here.”
“I saw what he did. I had to see her.” Wetzel was telling this to Eliazabeth.
“Let it go, ” the reverend said loudly, aware of the audience behind him.
“I promised her.”
“It’s OK, baby. Mommy’s gotcha.”
“He raped her before he shot her,” Wetzel continued his head shaking
uncontrollably.
“Herman, don’t.” The reverend’s giant hand rested on Wetzel’s shoulder.
One second, Elizabeth knew she was holding on to the railing. The next
second she was falling, that second longer than the other even though it wasn’t, the
floating easier than the standing, until she crashed into the bush, scratchy fingers
marking one side of her face, getting tangled in her hair.
“Oh my God.”
“Jesus Christ.”
“Somebody call 911.”
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“She’s bleeding.”
“Hush baby.”
“Oh Jesus.”
Voices, indistinguishable, unknowable now. She knew though that none of
them had been her own, and that none of them had been her father. The closet was all
around her, the voices muffled through the door. The light winked out. All there was
was the itching of the juniper like her grandmother’s wool coat hanging above her in
the closet.
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XVII

“Elizabeth... Elizabeth, wake up.”
A woman. The voice was unfamiliar, reaching into her mind with the
strangeness of a dream, seeping into her dream like an early morning alarm clock.
The muffled sound curled up the old staircase, slid under the door to her old room, the
tiny one on the second floor of the cottage, where through the open window she could
hear the sea. The voice again, “Elizabeth” and the sound of waves. A rhythmic
scraping, as if she could hear the sands under the tumbling waves, the smoothness of
the water’s sound roughened on the underside by the ocean’s bottom. It was Sunday
and her mother was calling her to church. Calling for her to get up, get dressed, and
leave the quickly forgotten dreams of the sea.
Her eyes met the white light like staring into the sun, blinking, blinding, the
unfamiliar voice calling her again. A voice from nowhere. Sunday was gone. Church
was gone. Her mother was gone.
What came into focus was the shining metal hanging above her, brilliant and
sterile and polished like silver, forcing the light into her eyes like a metal shade around
the sun. She twisted her head to the side but found only her eyes able to move.
Glancing off, the bright light still blinded her. Above her hung some strange shape,
rocking slightly as something bumped it. Plastic she thought, no, liquid, or liquid
inside. A bag. Fluid. And the tube. An IV. Then there were voices.
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At first she only heard them muddled together through the haze of her mind.
Why so foggy? Sounds without definition. Some other language. The pitches and
consonants were vaguely familiar. She tried to lift her head. It felt as though it
weighed a hundred pounds and though she tried, it did not rise from the pillow more
than a fraction of an inch. Her only view, her only vision was of green. Hospital
green. The hospital. She remembered something of this. The church, the argument,
the railing and now this. Falling into this. Pressed into reality if that’s what this was.
As if there was a choice. This was happening. That’s what she felt. As if someone
were pushing her body to the table. The weight pressed her down.
“I’m not getting a heartbeat.”
This she heard clearly. There was no doubt in her mind that those were the
words to first work their way out of the cloud around her, pierce through the bright
light and stab into her consciousness. And she was sure it was that: consciousness.
She tried to move and failed. She tried to open her mouth and felt instead her tongue
trapped behind the prison of her own teeth. Elizabeth focused on what she could, her
ability to speak gone, her vision limited to the blinding light and the bag of fluid
hanging over her. They were saying she was dead. They couldn’t find her heartbeat.
She focused, there it was the thumping of blood through her own ear drum. She
wanted to scream,I ’malive,

I ’m right here. Yet her mouth was

her there were other sounds, something dripping, like water from a faucet, heavy,
something spilling onto the floor.

s
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“What are we looking for?” came a new voice through the fog as something
penetrated her. It seemed somehow below her, under her as if her own body were not
attached completely. The pressure now internal and external, something pressing
down on top of her while something else forced its way inside her.
“I still don’t have a heartbeat,” said the first voice again.
“You won’t get one,” said another voice as heat swept up through her. Some
great width. It was heat and it wasn’t. She was burning, yes, but a cold burning like a
stinging on something frozen. Like there was a slow burning cold flame inside her,
slipping further into her, the icy hot cold working through her from within, filling her.
The dripping continued, splashings on the floor.
Something metal hit the floor, clattering.
“Keep a better grip, will you?”
Someone had a grip on her body. Fingers pressing. The mechanic wielding
his tools. Disassembling.
“There it is.”
The pressure increased for a second, both sides of her being pushed together in
the same spot as if she were being turned inside out.
Then it was gone. The memory of discomfort and fullness and stretching still
there, along with the heated cold, the stinging still burning. Her body stretched to
accommodate something only to have it ripped from her leaving the stretching.
“Blood pressure sixty over forty.”
“You’re losing her too.”
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“Get another unit up there.”
She heard a sucking sound like something from the dentist’s office, a tiny
vacuum through a tiny hose, air rushing. Something stuck itself up through her again,
small but mobile, poking around inside her. Pressure inside her. The sucking noise
variable, as if things were getting stuck in the hose, the vacuum working harder,
pitching higher until things dislodged themselves. Itching inside. Scraping. Jabbing.
There. Her own voice coming through above everything, “Ow, fuck,” in response to
being pierced.
She opened her eyes, above her still the bright and shining metal. And in the
conical reflection she saw herself tiny and stretched out in green on the hospital table
against the white floor. The splashing continued, a busy dripping faucet. And only
one other color in her reflected view. There among the sterile white and the hospital
green a pool of red, a pool of her blood continuing to spread across the floor.
Elizabeth was sure now that she was dying.
The weight of the drugs overwhelmed the pain and the shock and the
knowledge. And she drifted toward the idea, toward the knowledge, toward
acceptance. And suddenly it didn’t seem so bad. Now so close, so nearby it felt like
something knowable. Still, the reflection was terrifying, the tear-shaped pool on the
floor so big, the red so red.

She awoke later to dim light and curtains drawn around her, the flickering of a
television coming from the other side, her mind still working its way through the
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drugs. The room felt empty. Yet she heard breathing from behind the sheets.
Someone else was breathing in the room. The door opened and light spilled in.
Footsteps, squeaking across the floor. The curtains flung back, the metal tracks
running along the ceiling.
“And how are we doing?” the man said as he leaned in toward her, his giant
nose growing as it approached. His white flapped with his steps. Elizabeth sank into
the pillows surrounding her. “Em Doctor Weaver.”
“Where am I?”
“You’re at Lawrence and Memorial hospital.”
“Am I all right?”
“Sure,” he said smiling, “in fact I think we’ll have you out of here before too
long. Possibly as early as Tuesday morning.”
“What happened?” she asked trying to sit up, muscles inside her twitching with
pain.
“Relax,” he said putting out a hand to stay her. “You had a partial
miscarriage,” he said. “Most likely caused by your accident, though it could have
happened on its own. However, the placenta tore away from the uterine lining and
caused the hemorrhaging.”
He continued to talk describing the procedure he performed, throwing out
abbreviations and talking as though he were recounting a history of pre-history. She
heard TVU and D and C and other things that she found she didn’t care about. The
recounting of what had happened to her, the knowledge of it was available. In a sense,
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what had been done to fix the problem wasn’t important, not as much as the
understanding of the cause. Not just the deer, again returning to haunt her, the image
of the deer’s broken body along the side of the road but with it the sudden realization
of what the doctor had said. A miscarriage. She had been pregnant and not known.
Her rash decision to drive across the country had had two casualties.
“I was pregnant?” The doctor stopped midstream, halting his litany. “You’re
telling me I was pregnant.”
“Yes,” he said, “you didn’t know?”
“No.”
“I’m sorry,” he said, “you were probably about ten or twelve weeks along.”
“Am I?” she started, immediately understanding, the doctor’s shaking head,
“there wasn’t anything to do?”
“No. You seem a bit disoriented still. I’ll come back a bit later to check on
you. Your father’s outside, I’ll send him in.”
“No, don’t,” she said quickly. “I mean, not right now. Can you have him wait
a few minutes?”
“Sure, I’ll tell him not to rush.” He stood and walked out, yanking the curtains
back into place, surrounding her in a rustling cocoon.
The door shut and except for the unseen breather on the other side of the
curtains, she was alone. And she realized now just how alone she was. She hadn’t felt
it, she hadn’t felt any change within her. She had always been sure that if she were
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pregnant she would now. And now it was gone and she hadn’t even known she had
had it. Him, or her. A boy or a girl. She would never know.
The other person in the room continued to breathe, her life running on next to
hers. She tried to concentrate on her memory, to remember something of the last two
months, to find something that would tell her that yes, she had changed. And yet there
had been nothing, no feeling, no sickness, no nothing. And in the end that was what
was left. She felt emptier now than she had before, the absence of this life like an
absence of her own, as if she were missing from herself.
Then the dread returned, that dread that had followed her from Ohio. The
impending sense of doom, of feeling trapped. Had that been it? Some unknown
within her making its presence known with dread. And the confusion of earlier: “I
can’t find a heartbeat.” Not hers, but the baby’s. That other life suddenly missing.
But she hadn’t known it was there in the first place. How had she not sensed this other
life? This other heart beat. What if she had? Would it have made any difference?
Would she have still hopped into the car and driven across the country if she
had known? No, and then she wouldn’t have hit the deer and wrecked the car and
upset Rick and had the miscarriage. She would still be pregnant. In a second she saw
it, herself growing fat again, the baby’s form taking shape within her. How would
Rick react? He always wanted kids. Would he be mad at her? Blame her? For her
trip. For her choice to leave him.
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And yet maybe that had been the difference. Maybe it had been the pregnancy
itself that forced the car trip. Some unseen force working through her like the memory
of her mother, her identity crisis at the nursing home a symptom of her sudden split.
The knock was soft. And followed by the slow opening, light creeping along
the wall.
“Beth?” Her father.
“Here,” she whispered locating herself in the room.
He parted the curtains and stepped inside the small area around the bed. “How
you feeling?” he asked.
“Like shit.”
He chuckled politely, nodding and pulling up the chair. “Can I get you
anything?”
“No, I’m fine.”
“Sure you are,” he said situating himself in the chair. “Rick should be here
soon.”
“Soon? How long have I been out of it?”
“Not long. It’s Sunday evening. He was already on his way. Erica called him
on his cell.”
She shook her head.
“What?”
“He doesn’t think I can take care of myself.”
“You’re in the hospital.”
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“He didn’t know that.”
She tried to imagine his steps. What had been the final straw that led him to
force himself off the couch and bear all those hours in the car. She imagined him
working through it. He would tell himself these things. She’s mad I wasn’t there at
the funeral. She’s annoyed I wouldn’t come pick her up when the car broke down. I
need to make an effort. I’ll go get her. She wanted to laugh. It would be something
like that. If he realized she was upset then he would act. There was a point at which
he had to take at least some action. Of course, he might not trust her to come home.
But she would go home. She had to. She wanted to. Colin’s anger at the church a
sign. An indicator of what he was capable.
“The doctor said you had a miscarriage.”
“I didn’t even know I was pregnant.”
Colin opened his mouth to speak but refrained. He blinked, his eyes closing
for longer than normal.
“I’m sorry for going to Wetzel. For not trusting you.”
“Beth, you’re going to have to learn to stop apologizing for things that aren’t
your fault. I can’t blame you for talking to him. I suppose I would have been
skeptical too. The truth isn’t out there, though.” He pointed to her forehead, “it’s in
there.”
Colin heaved a deep sigh. His palms slapping the arms of the chair. Elizabeth
tried to scoot upright but something inside her pulled tight. She raised the bed
electronically.
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“You all right?” Colin asked. She nodded. He nodded back studying the floor
at his feet. “Besides, I should be the one apologizing to you.”
“No,” she said trying to keep to the middle ground of this conversation
wherever it decided to go. Once again she was trapped. She couldn’t get out of the
bed if she wanted. Her body was too heavy. She felt as if she were fat again. Her
bulk holding her to the bed.
“I didn’t mean to yell at you.”
“It’s OK.”
“No, it wasn’t. It isn’t.” He stood and walked to the window. He parted the
blinds with his hand. “I thought I was a good husband. I really did. And a good
father. I didn’t know.”
“Were you guys happy?”
“I had everything I ever wanted. Except for your grandmother. It was almost
perfect. I thought so anyway. You can’t know everything that goes on in someone’s
head. Sometimes there are things husbands and wives can’t tell each other. I don’t
suppose I can smoke?”
“I doubt it,” she said, “besides I think the woman in the next booth is on
oxygen.”
“Not the best combination.”
“What happened?”
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Colin didn’t look at her. His face a profile. Outside a cold rain fell in the
darkness of evening. The streetlights caught his face, shadows of raindrops falling
down his face.
“Beth...”
“Don’t Beth me. I’m tired of this the-truth-isn’t-out-there crap. You either
killed her or you didn’t. No more their story, your story.” Elizabeth said. “I want the
story.” She tried to sit upright, feeling the muscles pull inside her, hoping she wasn’t
undoing anything, as if too much stress could render her open again, rupture her inside
and pour her life out onto the floor again. She grimaced. Colin moved to help. But
when she looked at him he turned back to the rain. There was a moment of silence,
the only sound the breathing of the other patient.
“I didn’t do anything,” he said. “I never raised a hand. There was a man there,
with a gun. He pointed it at us, at us both. And I couldn’t see anything. I couldn’t see
anything but the gun. When it went off I thought I was dead. I hoped I was dead.
Then he hit me in the face, I guess. I should have been dead. The gun jammed, I
think. I heard him curse. Everything was warm. Then he hit me again with the gun.
And then I thought I did die, everything went black. I was fine with it. I didn’t want
to wake up. I didn’t want to see. Ever again. But I did. I did see again. I saw it all. I
saw your mother next to me.”
Colin watched the rain. The shadows danced across his face.
“There wasn’t anything you could have done though, right? I mean you didn’t
have a choice.”
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“No,” he said and as she watched his profile she knew he was lying, even in
that half expression there had been something, there had been something he could
have done, some protest, some plea. Perhaps if he had pleaded enough, if he had
begged enough he would have been shot first. Perhaps there had been a chance to
resist. Perhaps the ropes hadn’t been tight enough. Perhaps the man had misjudged
something and for a split second there had been an opportunity, but Colin had not
moved and the opportunity passed and with it her mother’s life. She thought to ask
him, to prod him for the rest of the story, to cajole him until she got it done, until he
got to the end. And yet there was no end. There was no end to this story that she
could see. Not for him. For him this story always replayed itself, the same events
starting forward and then some moment, some instant that, as he played it back in his
mind these many years later, could have been the instant between his life and hers.
Between her mother’s life and Elizabeth’s own being so very different. One split
second that changed everything.
She wanted to speak. She wanted to say something. Put something into this
dead space between them. “I’m sure she has forgiven you,” she said.
“It doesn’t matter.” He crossed to the chair and sat down. His eyes fixed on
the window. “I can’t forgive myself.”
She saw where the guilt came from. Julie had been right. The nightmares
were from his having to see. From opening his eyes and seeing what had happened.
“Beth, there’s something I have to do. I need you to understand. I can’t let
this go.”
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“What are you talking about?” She pushed at the bed’s railing trying to inch
herself higher in the bed, feeling the hospital gown bunch up under her as she slipped.
She felt naked. She tugged at the sheets.
“I’ve asked that Wetzel exhume your mother’s grave.”
“You're kidding, right?”
“No.”
“Well, I know for sure he won’t do it anyway.”
“He doesn’t have a choice. I can make him. I’ve already made the calls.”
Green sod and brown earth. The reality of death brought to the surface.
“Don’t I have a say in this?”
“Yes. You could stop it.”
“Good. Then that’s what I’m going to do. I’m not letting you dig her up. She
is where she is. Don’t disturb her.”
“You told Wetzel you wanted to do it.”
“I was just trying to get him to admit to it. I only wanted him to tell me the
truth. I don’t actually want to do it. When I thought it was empty that was one thing
but if— no. I won’t let you do it.”
“Beth, I haven’t asked anyone for a favor in more years than I can remember.
I’m asking now.”
He was leaning forward in the chair his elbows resting on his knees, fingers
clasped together.
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“I’m asking you to trust me. Your mother did not want to be buried. It
frightened her. I can’t explain it. I thought she was being ridiculous. I’m telling you I
didn’t even agree with her, but this is what she wanted. I need to make sure this is
done.”
Elizabeth crossed her arms over her chest trying to feel less naked before him.
“I can’t fail here too.”
Hekilled her. The darkness of the closet closing in on her. She fell from the
railing into darkness. Such a close darkness. It made night look like day. Everything
so black even her very body was only knowable by touch. The hanging coats touched
her like alien hands. The itchy wool scratching the back of her neck. The mothball
smell and cheap perfume climbed inside her nose. Made her want to sneeze. Freshly
turned earth and too bright for fall green sod.
“What if I say yes.”
“Then it’ll go ahead on Tuesday.”
“That soon?”
Colin nodded.
“All right then. Do I have to be there?”
“I guess not but I was hoping you would be. Don’t think this is easy for me.
I've told myself a story for twenty years and now I come to find out it may have been
the wrong one.”
“OK, then,” she said.
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“Thank you.” He fell back into the chair. “I’ll leave. I know you didn’t do
this for me. Rick should be here before too long. You going to be all right though?”
“Physically.”
“Yeah, well. I should leave you be,” he said putting his hands on the arm of
the chair and starting to push himself up.
“Were you happy?” Elizabeth asked again.
“I was,” he said. “That’s all I can know for sure.” He turned and parted the
curtains with a hand.
“I almost forgot, you left this in Julie’s car.” He sunk a hand into a pocket and
extracted something held tight in his fist that he held over Elizabeth’s outstretched
hand. His hand opened and the thing dropped with a flickering of blue. “I’ll check in
later. Maybe then I’ll meet Rick.”
But she doubted it. She doubted at any rate that he wanted to. She did. She
looked forward to seeing him again. To the comfort he brought. The familiarity after
these days of strangeness. She didn’t even care why he’d started out before she ended
up in the hospital. For now all that mattered was that he was coming. He would be
here soon. She loved him. She trusted him. Completely. Too long. They’d been
together too long for her not to. She wasn’t her grandmother. Not all men were bad.
Not all men were out to do women harm. She wasn’t her mother either. Or at least
she told herself so as she fell asleep, tight in her fist the piece of blue sea glass she had
found at the beach.
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Elizabeth woke early in the morning from a dream where she had lost her arm.
She’d been trying desperately to hold her new-born baby in her one arm. The baby
was struggling and Elizabeth could find no way to hold both her baby and her bottle.
She had reached with her invisible arm, still thinking it was there, and her baby had
dropped. The crying rang in her ears as she woke. Her left arm was numb. Rick had
leaned into the bed from the chair in the night. His shoulder dug into her biceps,
cutting off circulation.
"Rick... Rick, wake up.” He didn’t move. He was always such a sound
sleeper. She tried to extract her arm. His weight prevented it. She was stuck. A
wave of nausea swept over her. Vertigo. She fell backward in the bed. Then knew
she was going to be sick. She threw a punch into Rick’s shoulder. "Wake up.”
“Ow, what was that?” he mumbled.
“Look out, I’m gonna be sick.”
He jumped backward, the chair screeching across the tile. Elizabeth struggled
to get up, using the arms of the bed to pull herself upright. She shuffled forward to the
bathroom, rolling the IV on its cart. Hands out wide for support she used the
handicapped rails to ease herself to her knees. She tried to hold back. Hating vomit.
Hating the pain and burning. She tried to hold it down, find someway to force the
convulsion to stifle itself. Worried it would rip her insides out. She leaned forward,
her hair falling in front of her.
“Rick?”
“You all right?”
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“No. Could you come here? I need a hand.”
She heard him shuffle in behind her, never picking up his feet.
“You all right?” he said again almost as one word.
“Can you hold my hair back. Oh God.”
Rick pulled lightly at her hair. Holding it behind her. The first convulsion
worked its way up through her body, sending a wave through her spine as her stomach
emptied itself. Rick fumbled to get the last of her hair out of the way. He failed.
Tears flooded her face as the second heave hit her, nothing forcing its way up but the
spasm and the pain. She cried out as both the acid burned her chest and her insides
tightened. She saw stars. Her busted knee jabbed with pain. Damn this whole
fucking trip she thought. Behind her Rick was breathing heavily. He always had a
weak stomach.
“Thanks,” she said, “I’m fine.”
He left and returned to the chair, she heard it creak from his weight. Her own
breath was coming in pants. Tears dripped into the toilet. She flushed it. Reached
over for toilet paper, wiped her mouth. Breathed out. Standing up, she looked at
herself in the mirror. She ran water. Her eyes were puffed huge and red, the green
brilliant against the bloodshot. Her hair was tangled. She ran her fingers through it
trying to loosen the knot Rick had put into it.
The doctor’s words came back to her: “Your body is going to think you gave
birth for a while.” Now in the aftermath, after her womb had been invaded and
scraped clean by the doctors, now she was having morning sickness. She had had no
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indication from her body that she was pregnant, but now it sought to remind her she
wasn’t.
She knelt in front of the sink, crying, and pressed her face against the cold
porcelain, tilting her head to feel the cold porcelain against her temple. That coolness,
almost wet, was not unlike metal.
“Boy, you look like hell.”
“Thanks. Thanks a lot.” She shuffled back to the bed.
“Hey, that’s why I’m here.”
“I hope it isn’t the only reason you’re here.”
“No, of course not,” he said, “somebody’s got to come to the rescue. I’m just
kidding. Besides I was worried.”
“Why are you here?” She eased herself into the bed, her back to him. She
tried to move one leg at a time. Pain pulled at her as if she were sown shut, her
muscles sore.
“I was worried.”
“Can you help me?” He came around the bed and lifted her feet together and
placed them on the bed. Helping her aunt. Her helpless aunt shivering under the
cocoon of covers before Elizabeth had come east. She was tired and cold. Rick stood
above her, his face contorted in a mix of concern and disgust. Unsure how to deal
with her. His hands had barely held her. “What were you worried about?”
“You. Us. Your father.” She settled into the bed. Rick patted her hand.
“What’d the doc say anyway?”
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“You didn’t talk to him?”
“No, I just came in and sat down. I did bring flowers.” He pointed to the tiny
bouquet of half closed chrysanthemums and violets that had obviously been purchased
at the hospital store.
“They think I’ll be out by tomorrow.”
“You can barely even walk.”
“They claim the procedure wasn’t all that invasive, though I beg to differ.”
“So what happened? Was it from the accident?”
“Sort of. Yeah. No one told you anything?”
“I was on the road.”
“My dad didn’t say anything?”
“I don’t want to talk to him. He talked to Erica.”
“Rick,” she said preparing herself for his reaction, “I was pregnant.”
Rick sat back in the chair as if pushed. His breaths worked their way in and
out of his nose. He stared at the television.
“Rick?”
He watched the Sunday evening glimpses of football players smacking into
each other.
“Rick, will you say something?”
“Are you still?”
“No, that was the problem.”
“I thought the accident was the problem.”
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“If I hadn’t been pregnant the accident wouldn’t have caused any damage.”
“To you, you mean?”
“I wouldn’t be here.”
“And neither would I,” he said. He rocked back into the chair, slid it forward,
then sat back into the chair, slouching. “We weren’t doing so bad were we? Were we
so bad off?”
“No.”
“Why didn’t you come home after the funeral?”
“I’m not sure. I just couldn’t.”
“All this to see your father. A murderer.
“No one ever said he killed her.”
“Had her killed. Big deal. And you don’t think that’s a lie too? Why? Cause
he told you? O.J. didn’t kill his wife either. Wake up. Eveiyone else knows your
father did it but you. Hell, that was probably the only thing your grandmother and I
agreed on.” He stopped pulling his hand away from hers to rub his temple. “How
could you not know you were pregnant?”
“It happens, Rick, it’s not something magical and you wake up one morning
going, well hell, you know what, I’m pregnant?”
“All right.” He leaned forward to take her hand. His were cold and clammy.
“All right. I’m sorry. Look we can go home when you get out, right? We can just go
home. Thanksgiving’s next week. We can spend it with my family. My parents love
you.”
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The door opened and the reverend walked in.
“How are you Elizabeth?” His voice was loud and boisterous, its depths filling
the room.
“What are you doing here?”
“It’s all right. I’m Reverend Good.” The reverend stuck his hand out and Rick
dropped hers to shake it. “I wanted to see how you were doing.”
“Fine.”
“Elizabeth, you have to understand.”
“There’s nothing to understand. You blame my father.”
“I don’t blame him. He was guilty. And now you are here because of him.”
“I’m here because I hit a deer.”
“Coming to see him. Don’t you see he is the cause of all of this?”
“I see everyone lining up against him.”
“W e’re just trying to protect you. And Julie for that matter. Do you know
her?”
“Sure, I went to church with her, didn’t I?”
“Did Colin say anything to you about her?”
“She’s his girlfriend, but he’s been trying to dump her. She keeps coming
back. He just wants to get rid of her. Most guys are bad boyfriends; it doesn’t make
them killers.”
“Your father was here earlier?”
“Yesterday.”
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“Did he tell you what he’s done?” The reverend paused. “He’s filed to have
your mother’s grave exhumed.”
“Jesus,” Rick said. “What is wrong with him?”
“You understand what this is like for the community. We simply can’t have
this happening”.
“Can you stop it?” Rick asked.
“No. Not really. Not without Elizabeth’s consent.”
“You’ll give it, right? You don’t want him digging your mother up.”
That’s exactly what this trip was, though, wasn’t it? Archeology. It continued.
With these two men staring at her, leaning over her bed she realized how tired she
really was. She couldn’t stand another barrage.
“I’ve already told my father to go ahead with it.”
“You can’t be serious,” Rick said. “What does he have planned?”
“He wants to have his wife’s remains cremated.”
“Tough. He gave up those rights when he killed her,” Rick said.
This was a tiring argument. In the end it was pointless. Her father had told her
what had happened. So had her grandmother. So had Julie. So had everyone. There
were as many stories as there were people. She had said yes to her father not because
she wanted to see her mother’s grave raised, but because in the few days since she had
met him again, this topic was the only one about which Colin showed any real
emotion. It was as if this thing had cracked through the shield that he had built up
over the years. He needed to act on this. She saw it in his eyes.
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She saw how it worked through his mind too. It worked like an equation. If
she had been buried then he had failed. Colin didn’t go to the beach because he
thought Helen was the beach. He went because that was where he thought he had put
her. He hadn’t really been looking at the sea. He had spent more time trying to knock
a seagull off the rock and studying the oak tree in the middle of the field. If she was
buried then he had to make sure he didn’t fail again. He was convinced this was what
Helen wanted and he would give it to her.
Colin went to the beach because that’s where Helen was. Physically.
Elizabeth wanted to go to the beach because she felt her mother there.
“I’m not changing my mind,” Elizabeth said, a yawn overtaking her.
“Why not?”
“Because I’m not.” The reverend nodded. Rick tugged at his hair as if it were
still long like it had been in high school. Elizabeth closed her eyes and imagined the
beach.

As Colin drove Julie’s car back into Old Lyme he realized he was probably
making a mistake, and yet he had no where else to go.
He drove along the coast and turned down the old road that had once been his.
His first trip back in nearly twenty years. He parked along the side of the road,
looking at his house looming above him on the knoll. He walked around the back of
Fulton’s house, past the rusted barrel to the back door on the kitchen.
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Fulton must have heard the car pull up because he was standing in the
doorway, the glass storm door the only thing separating the two of them. Colin waited
at the bottom of the steps for a second peering up toward Fulton. Fulton popped the
latch and swung the door open, holding it there long enough for Colin to grab it before
he turned and walked into the house.
Fulton motioned for Colin to sit at the table, “All I got’s cans of Bud.”
“I figured as much.”
“Then you don’t want one.”
“No, I’ll have one.”
“All right then.” Fulton pulled two red and white cans from the refrigerator
and placed them on the table. “Well?”
“I was wondering why you came by the other day.”
“Told you. I wanted to apologize.”
“You changed your tune then?”
“Never had a tune. All I did was sell insurance. I couldn’t do anything about
how it looked.”
“I know.”
“Well.”
“Then why’d you want to apologize?”
“Cause I didn’t even try not to believe. I just went along with everybody else.”
Colin nodded. “I may not be here around much longer.”
“You taking off?”
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“Good chance.”
“Huh.”
“It’s about time I actually did something.”
“When you plan on leaving?”
“Probably after they dig up my wife’s grave.” Fulton squinted his eyes. They
were almost comical behind the excessive magnification of his thick glasses. “You
heard.”
“Jesus, why are they doing that?”
“I asked them to.”
“You all right?”
Colin smiled. “Yeah, actually. For the first time in a long time I’m doing
OK.”
“Something special?”
“I don’t know.”
“I could use anything to make me feel good these days.”
“I made a decision and I’m sticking to it. Feels good. It’s one of those things
you know is right and has been a long time coming.” Colin lifted his beer and slurped
from the top of the can, tasting the aluminum. “Not that any of it really matters.”
“I’ll drink to that,” Fulton said as he lifted his beer.
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XVIII

Everything looked as it had a few days before when Elizabeth had visited the
cemetery alone. As it always had been. The marsh grass stood tall, bushy ends
swooshing like so many tails. Tiny black birds chasing each other through the air,
sparks of red and yellow in their wingbeats. The air filled with the rank of low tide.
The clouds low and threatening, the cold working through the coat Rick had brought.
And yet everything was different. Ahead, as she and Rick walked, Colin and
Julie trailing, lay the gaping hole of her memory, the mound of dirt just off to the side,
the edges of the blue tarpaulin barely exposed at the comers. The Bobcat tractor, its
bucket curled and dirt crusted, stood a few yards off, not really hidden but out of the
way, behind a stand of mountain laurel. On the trail was an old Ford flatbed truck, a
make-shift crane on the back, the boom out and the wire kinked in places and slack,
the hook hanging. Two men stood next to the hole, one leaning on a shovel, the other
smoking, as the reverend and Wetzel approached from the other side of the mound of
dirt. The funeral director leaned heavily on his cane, favoring his hip. He looked
diminutive and hunched next to the reverend. Their disparate images nearly comical
in their lumbering approach.
“We’re almost ready,” the man with the shovel said as he spiked his tool into
the loose earth.
“Yeah, just got to get the vault cracked.” The second man threw his cigarette
into the hole. “I’ll bring the truck around.”
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They had gone through none of the formalities of doing this procedure the
other way around: the reverend wore jeans and a sweater; the funeral director a shirt
with no tie, just a stain at the collar; there was no crowd of chairs or people milling
around somber save the eight of them; there was no wreath and no ceremony; there
were no flowers save for the dead and dried ones resting bent and broken on a nearby
gravestone.
Elizabeth leaned against Rick. The pit seemed to pull her and she peered over
the edge into the earth. There was a floor of concrete, a metal hook in the top, the
workman’s cigarette still burning.. The ground frozen three feet down and
shimmering with crystals. She imagined the darkness doubled: the concrete vault and
the silk and wooden casket. Buried under a ton of earth, forever trapped with atoms of
her own decay. She wrapped her arm around Rick’s waist, feeling his bulk prop her
up, feeling his arm wrapping around her, fingers gripping her shoulder. Across Rick’s
face, his three day stubble, she saw Colin and Julie approach at a safe distance both
from them and each other. Colin turned to look at Elizabeth.
“I’m not standing next to him,” Rick said.
Elizabeth touched his barrel chest, “It’s all right.”
“No, it isn’t,” Rick said none too quietly.
Colin was already walking around the open pit to stand between it and the
mound of earth. Julie tried to follow but was cut off as the man backed the truck up,
his partner egging him on, paddling the air in front of him and then yelling “Whoa,
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Whoa,” as the truck inched dangerously close to the hole. The truck settled away from
the hole as he put it in park.
“No problem,” he said as he hopped out of the truck. The other man wiped his
forehead though it was impossible to think he was actually hot in this November cold.
Wetzel fidgeted. He twisted one hand around the cane’s handle. His head
shook more as the workman drew closer to their task. The reverend and he exchanged
glances, both of them standing a few well chosen steps away from Colin.
The truck driver extended the cable from the boom to the other man’s
outstretched hand. He grabbed the wire by the hook and dropped it into the hole
swinging it back and forth like a man fishing. He yanked up hard setting the hook.
“All right tighten her up.” The other man swung the boom out over the hole and
popped a lever, locking it. He started the winch and began rewinding the line. It went
tight and the truck settled backward, the brake holding. The tiny motor changed pitch
under the strain.
Elizabeth heard Rick’s raspy breath work in and out of his nostrils. There was
a sickening grinding sound of concrete on concrete, the abrasive surfaces sliding
against each other like tectonic plates. Elizabeth thought she felt the ground shudder
before the slab of concrete raised itself above the level of the hole. They swung the lid
over to the truck and rested it on the flat top boards, the suspension giving noticeably,
air hissing.
“Jesus,” Rick whispered.
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The workman standing over the hole jumped down into the grave his feet
pounding a deep echo on the wooden lid. His head disappeared momentarily as he
crouched from the jump.
“Oh God,” Elizabeth whispered realizing what they were about to do.
Realizing what had made that thumping sound. Maybe she had made the wrong
decision. Maybe she shouldn’t have let Colin’s sincerity get to her. There were still
no assurances.
The workman secured several more hooks to the casket, then looped them all
around the winch’s main line and tried to climb out of the grave, his hands scraping at
the dirt, pulling at the level ground above his reach. His buddy helped him. “Nasty
business,” one of them said. “Hurry up,” said the other. The winch choked itself to
life and the mahogany casket rose from its twenty-year resting place.
Elizabeth felt sick, the memory of her pregnancy returning or the prospect of
what inevitably came next. The workmen slid two by fours across the hole. The
coffin swung slightly, twisting on the lines after they let go their grips, and that was
when the vision came to her, a mental image of what might be. She saw one of the
men accidentally knocking the casket or the wires slipping and the casket tilting like a
see saw, half the lid bursting open, her mother’s broken bones and gray paper flesh a
twisted collection of thrown sticks. A jumble under the old fabric of her dress. Worst
of all, Elizabeth was sure she’d see her mother’s hair, a clump of twisted curled
strands, wiry and looking like some rodent’s nest.
“Do we have to do this?”
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“You wanted this,” Rick said.
“Yes,” said Colin.
“Wait. If she’s changed her mind.” Wetzel came forward pointing with his
cane. “Then we don’t have to open it.”
“I did not want this.” She pointed to the casket. She pulled away from him,
extracting herself from his dangling arm to stand upright on her own. She felt
unnamable things within her tighten. A chill shot up her spine.
“You did want this,” the reverend boomed.
“Can we just get this over with?” Colin said.
“Why? Got somewhere to go?” the reverend responded.
The coffin eased onto the two-by-fours, bowing them.
“Who has the honors,” one of the workman called as he undid the hooks and
his partner lit another cigarette.
Behind her Elizabeth heard stones crunching under car tires.
“You son of a bitch,” Colin said turning to the reverend on his left. Elizabeth
looked over Rick’s shoulder and saw a Ford LTD drive around their own parked cars,
carelessly crossing over graves and come to a stop just behind them.
“Easy, Colin,” the reverend said.
“Records show a burial,” Wetzel said.
“What are they doing here?” Elizabeth asked.
“Just a precaution,” said the reverend.
“Records show a burial.”
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“Why are you putting us through this?” Julie asked Colin across the grave.
“You didn’t have to come.”
“Can we just open this thing?” Rick said.
“Fine,” Elizabeth said. “Open it.”
Rick put his hand to Elizabeth’s neck, his fat fingers holding her tight. Again
this moment: the chubby girl in the pink dress standing at the precipice of her mother’s
grave all over again. The hole was so big; the coffin was so small; it was both then
and now. The little girl thought returned:
sleep there isn

Homommy get out? Mommy can t

’tenough room. The terrible closet and casket were now one and the

same, locking Elizabeth in. Into the darkness that closed in on her at night in her
dreams, waking to her grandmother’s firm hand on the back of her neck in front of the
dark hole. The only memory of the dream, darkness and suffocation and her
grandmother’s pushing. The headlong falling into the blackness. A knot in her throat
like she had swallowed something square and metal, a lock, that pinned itself in her
chest: pain and frantic gasps. The world was a circle, a sphere where everything slid
on the surfaces. Elizabeth before her mother’s grave twice once forever
“Well?” one of the workmen asked.
Wetzel motioned with his cane toward the dirty casket.
“Shouldn’t we say a few words?”
“God help us,” Elizabeth said.
The funeral director shook his cane again as if brandishing a cattle prod. Colin
closed his eyes. They pulled the pins and eased the lid open. There was a release of
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air from the coffin, as if it were expiring its last breath itself. Wetzel stepped back
slinking behind the reverend’s girth. Rick leaned forward dragging Elizabeth with
him as he peered in, by far the most interested observer. Colin waited. Dust settled.
Colin breathed deep, preparing himself. Before he opened his eyes he heard Rick.
“It’s empty.” Rick looked to the others around the casket as if their faces
should provide some explanation. He took his hand from Elizabeth’s neck and
scratched at his head.
“I told you he tampered with it,” said Wetzel.
“Herman, don’t be ridiculous. What did you do?”
“I didn’t do anything. It wasn’t me. It was him.” He waved his cane toward
Colin as he backed further away from the open casket.
“It’s empty,” Rick said again.
“So what?” said Julie.
“What does it mean?” Elizabeth said softly.
“It means he was guilty,” Wetzel said.
“It doesn’t mean a thing,” Colin said.
“What did you do, Herman?” The reverend towered over the funeral director.
“It proves Colin was telling the truth,” said Julie.
“He threatened me.” Wetzel shrugged.
“Wait,” said Rick, still staring into the casket, sniffling his perpetually stuffed
nose as if trying to get a good whiff of the stale air. “Where is it?”
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“He said he’d kill me,” Wetzel said. He nodded vigorously as if his motions
would convince the audience.
“What did you do with the corpse?” the reverend said.
“I didn’t do anything.”
The coffin laid itself open before them, the stale air uncomfortable. Amid the
accusations being hurled across the gaping earth by Julie and the reverend and Wetzel
and Rick, Elizabeth stood silent and empty, as empty and unfinished as the casket
itself.
One of the police officers stepped out of the car. The shutting door echoed
through the still air. Colin looked toward Elizabeth. He ignored the reverend and
Wetzel. He had what he wanted.
Rick stepped between the two of them.
“What does it mean?” Elizabeth asked her father.
“Why are you asking me?” he answered.
Rick glared at Colin.
“Who else is there?” A quick shadow moved through the group, over the
casket. Elizabeth looked up long enough to catch a glimpse of the bird’s monstrous
slate gray wings pump once and then disappear above the twisting twirling leaves.
“You.”
“It’s finished now,” Rick said. “Let’s go.”
“I don’t get you,” Elizabeth said.
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“Yes, you do.” Colin gave her a strange little smile. It was cocked at an angle,
as if it occupied only half his mouth.
“No, I don’t.”
“You should,” he said. A dog barked in the distance. Small birds chirped.
The reverend’s voice was a low murmur from the other side of the grave. Julie trailed
behind Colin who walked past the police officers and nodded and headed for Julie’s
car.
“Well? Can we go now?” His hand was back on Elizabeth’s neck directing
her with his grip, turning her around off toward their car.
“Where are we going?”
“Where do you think we’re going?” he said.
“Home,” she said.
“Yes, home. Where we can forget all this. Our home.”
Inside her, she felt things shift. The packing used to fill her up moved. The
blood clotted, her body healing. Still, she could not help but think of all the things that
were not to be. The packing like some foreign body inside her, reminding her at least
for a while, while her body needed it, of what she had lost.
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Epilogue
I suppose I should be saying what Julie said to me earlier today when I
stopped by his apartment. "I can

’t believe he gone.

lot o f ways I came backfor him. I left before I knew. I thought he

be here when I

I should

arrived. I guess I should stop expecting things to be like I imagine them. After all I
never imagined finding him alive the first time I came out here and now I come back
and fin d that a few days ago, right after my birthday in February actually, he went fo r
a swim in Long Island Sound. His body washed up on Grizwald Point. Not fa r from
where he and I had spent a day. Not fa r from the spot where he did indeed scatter my
mother

’sashes. Not fa r from where I sit now writing in this book filling in the blank

pages at the back. Julie gave it to me. She insisted that I have it. At first I thought it
was my fa th e r’s journal. As Iflipped through it quickly I realized it couldn be his.
The pages were filled with deep blue ink. The letters curled. There were loops
through the cursive letters. Some o f the letters dipped below the lines in enthusiastic
whirls like a brush stroke. Random letters in the middle o f words were capitalized.
There was a moment when I thought this was a dream. I thought there’s no
way this can be true.
him as she had, but I wasn

I ’msure Julie thought I was crying about Colin about
’t,Iwas crying because I had found my mother. Here she

was in bright blue detail: “found out today

pregnant. Ten weeks.

I ’mon the beach, standing on top o f the bluff, wrapped in a thin blanket, water
lapping at the rocks, splashing below. The sun has ju st set, the blue light o f the
Saybrook Point lighthouse blinks over Grizwald Point blinks over where they found
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him. From here I can see my mother’s rock. Rick would never have come to
understand this. His fam ily is in Ohio. They watch the Buckeyes all fall. They have
Thanksgiving at a restaurant. Rick is Ohio. I am not. I never have been. But I had
forgotten. All those years in Marysville tilled under what had worked its way into me
those first eight years. The trip, that first one, uncovered some o f it. I would walk
down the street in Columbus and think I smelled something that reminded me o f here.
I couldn 7 quite place it thought and it would be gone in an instant leaving me
wondering what it was I had experienced. The beach washed out o f my sweater. Ife lt
Ohio winning again, strong winds over the fla t ground eroding the memory o f this
place. This spot on the beach where my mother is. Where my father was. Where I
am.
I imagine him walking down the sandy beach, picking at sea glass, throwing a
stone in, skipping it, all the while knowing exactly why he had come here, why he had
ridden his bike the fifteen miles to this particular beach, to this particular spot when
there were plenty o f beaches a half mile from where he lived. I imagine him stripping
down. Naked to the elements, standing fo r a minute, bare to the world, this giant
expanse o f water in front o f him. He tests it, measures its chill against his warmth. I
imagine him wading into the surf, diving headlong into the frigid waters, always with
his eyes on the rock, swimming, stroking through the water with his thin arms, his pale
frame some strange anomaly as it slices through the cold gray waters at the end o f
winter, the beginning o f spring. Reaching the rock, scrambling to its summit above
the water, climbing onto it just this once to have the same view o f the coast. O f the
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massive tree, standing in the center o f the vast windswept field, grasses tossing like the
waves should, wild, half heading one way, half the other, crashing into one another,
bashing their tired brown heads, flailing their seeds to the wind. Just once to have the
same view, then slipping off, back into the water and heading out to sea, crawling, the
cold water turning warm as he reaches and reaches further into the depths, pulling
under him with fla t hands, closed to the water. I imagine him chasing the horizon,
chasing the hidden land beyond, and wanting to swim right into the clouds where they
hit the water. I imagine him swimming further, a small dot from here. I imagine he
tires, the warmth o f exertion and chilly limbs going numb. I imagine him falling into
an odd warmth, like sunshine through a window with eyes closed.
Above me the sky is streaked with lavender and purple, pinks toward the
horizon, long streaks o f color pulled by the setting sun. And through the middle there
is the trail o f a transcontinental je t flying across the sky, the white stream turning pink
as it is spread out and carried the light o f the hiding sun. In my pocket is a piece o f
sea glass— I rub it— small, hard, and blue, and not really a piece o f glass.

